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Revealed in Makkah 

 

 The Virtues of Surat Al-Anbiya'  

Al-Bukhari recorded that Abdur-Rahman bin Yazid said that 
Abdullah said,  

"Banu Isra'il, Al-Kahf, Maryam, Ta Ha and Al-
Anbiya' - they are among the earliest and most 
beautiful Surahs and they are my treasure.''  

  

 ِ�ْ�ِ� ا�ّ�ِ� ا���ْ�ـَِ
 ا���ِ��� 
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most 

Merciful.  

� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن ٍ�َ�ْ� اْ*َ(َ�َب ِ��'�&ِس ِ�َ�ـُ$ُ#ْ� َوُهْ� ِ � َ

21:1 Draws near for mankind their reckoning, while 
they turn away in heedlessness. 
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ِت�ِ#ْ� م4
 ِذْآٍ� م4
 ر��4ِ#ْ� م�2َ3ٍْث ِإ/� اْسَ(َُ��ُ- َوُهْ� َم& َیْ+
 َیْ�َ�ُ$�َن 

21:2 Comes not unto them an admonition from their 
Lord as a recent revelation but they listen to it 
while they play. 

 �ْ#ُ�ُ��ُ*ُ � َ/ِهَ�ً

21:3 With their hearts occupied.  

�ْا َهْ@ َهـَ?< ِإ/� َ�َ=ٌ� م4ْ;ُ�ُ:ْ� ُ�َAَ 
َوَأَس��وْا ا�'�Cَْ�ى ا��ِ?یَ
 َأَ َ(ْ+ُت�َن ا��3ْ4َ� َوَأنُ(ْ� ُتْ$Eُِ�وَن 

Those who do wrong, conceal their private 
counsels, (saying): "Is this more than a human 
being like you! Will you submit to magic while you 
see it!'' 

 Gُ�َ*&َل َر�4� َیْ�َ�ُ� اMَ�ْْ�َل ِ � ا���َKِء َوا/Iْرِض َوُهَ� ا���ِ
 اْ�َ�ِ��ُ� 

21:4 He said: "My Lord knows what is said in the 
heavens and on earth. And He is the All-Hearer, the 
All-Knower.'' 

 Qَ�ٍْم َ�ْ@ َ*&ُ��ْا َأOَ�ْـNُ َأ

21:5 Nay, they say: "These are mixed up false 
dreams!  

 َ�ِ@ اْ َ(َ�اُ- َ�ْ@ ُهَ� َش&Rٌِ� َ ْ�َ�ْ+ِتَ'& ِ�ـَ&َیٍ� َآَK ُأْرِسَ@ ا/Iو�ُ��َن 

Nay, he has invented it! -- Nay, he is a poet! Let him 
then bring us an Ayah like the ones that were sent 
before!'' 
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   َمK َءاَمَ'Uْ َ*ْ$َ�ُ#ْ� م4
 َ*ْ�َیٍ� َأْهَ�ْ:َ'ـَ#K َأَ ُ#ْ� ُیTِْمُ'�َن

21:6 Not one of the towns of those which We 
destroyed, believed before them; will they then 
believe.   

 The Hour is at hand but People are heedless  

Allah says: 

� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َناْ*َ(ٍ�َ�ْ�َ V ِ �َْ�َب ِ��'�&ِس ِ�َ�&ُ�ُ#ْ� َوُه W١Y   

Draws near for mankind their reckoning, while they turn 
away in heedlessness. 

This is a warning from Allah of the approach of 
the Hour, and that people are heedless of it, i.e., 
they are not working for it or preparing for it.  

An-Nasa'i recorded that Abu Sa`id reported from the 
Prophet:  

� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن... ٍ�َ�ْ�َ V ِ  

(while they turn away in heedlessness), he said, 

� ا���ْ�َ��ِ )in this world(. 

Allah says:  

 َ(Cِ�ُْ��ُ-َأَت� َأْمُ� ا���ِ� َ Qَ َتْ�

The Event ordained by Allah will come to pass, so 
seek not to hasten it. (16:1) 

 �َُMَ�َْوانَ=]� ا �ُRَ&ا��� Uِ�َ�َ)َ*ْا 

 َوِإن َیَ�ْوْا َءاَیً� ُیْ�ِ�ُ��ْا 

The Hour has drawn near, and the moon has been 
cleft asunder. And if they see a sign, they turn 
away. (54:1-2)  
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Then Allah states that they do not listen to the revelation 
(Wahy) that He sends down to His Messenger, which is 
addressed to the Quraysh and all disbelievers like them.  

   ...َم& َیْ+ِت�ِ#� م4
 ِذْآٍ� م�
 ر��4ِ#� م�2َ3ٍْث 

Comes not unto them an admonition from their Lord as a 
recent revelation,  

meaning, newly-revealed,  

W٢Y ِإ��& اْسَ(َُ��ُ- َوُهْ� َیْ�َ�ُ$�َن...   

 �ْ#ُ�ُ��ُ*ُ �  ...َ�&ِهَ�ً

but they listen to it while they play. With their hearts 
occupied. 

This is like what Ibn Abbas said,  

"Why do you ask the People of the Book about 
what they have, which has been altered and 
distorted, and they have added things and taken 
things away, when your Book is the most recently 
revealed from Allah, and you read it pure and 
unadulterated''  

Al-Bukhari recorded something similar to this.  

�ْا ... ُ�َAَ 
...َوَأَس��وْا ا�'�Cَْ�ى ا��ِ?یَ  

Those who do wrong, conceal their private counsels,  

meaning, what they say to one another in secret.  

...َهْ@ َهَ?ا ِإ��& َ�َ=ٌ� م4ْ;ُ�ُ:ْ� ...   

Is this more than a human being like you!  

meaning, the Messenger of Allah.  

They did not believe that he could be a Prophet 
because he was a human being like them, so how 
could he have been singled out to receive 
revelation, and not them!  
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They said:  

W٣Y َأَ َ(ْ+ُت�َن ا��3ْ4َ� َوَأنُ(ْ� ُتْ$Eُِ�وَن...   

Will you submit to magic while you see it!  

meaning, will you follow him and be like one who 
submits to magic when he knows that it is magic!  

Allah said in response to their fabrications and lies:  

َْ̂رِض    ...َ*&َل َر�V4 َیْ�َ�ُ� اMَ�ْْ�َل ِ V ا���َ&ء َوا

He said: "My Lord knows what is said in the heavens and 
on earth...''  

Nothing at all is hidden from the One Who knows 
that, and He is the One Who reveals this Qur'an 
which contains news of the earliest and last 
generations. No one can produce the like of this 
except the One Who knows all the secrets of the 
heavens and the earth.  

W W٤Yَوُهَ� ا���ِ�Gُ اْ�َ�ِ��ُ�...   

And He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.  

means, He hears all that they say and He knows 
all their circumstances.  

This is a warning and a threat to them.  

 The Disbelievers' Ideas about the Qur'an and the Messenger; 
their demand for a Sign and the Refutation of that:  

Allah says:  

�ٌRِ&ٍم َ�ِ@ اْ َ(َ�اُ- َ�ْ@ ُهَ� َشQَ�ُْث َأ&Oَ�ُْ��ْا َأ&*َ @ْ�َ...  

Nay, they say: "These are mixed up false dreams!Nay, 
he has invented it! -- Nay, he is a poet!  

Here Allah tells us of the stubbornness and heresy 
of the disbelievers, and the various things they 
said about the Qur'an, and how they were 
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confused and misguided about it. Sometimes they 
described it as magic, and sometimes they 
described it as poetry, or mixed up false dreams, 
or a fabrication.  

As Allah says:  

 Qً�$ِِ̀�ْ��َن َس  اْنdُْ� َآcَ�ْ َ�َ�ُ��ْا bَ�َ ا/Iْمَ;&َل َ ���aَْا َ Qَ َیْ�َ(

See what examples they have put forward for 
you. So they have gone astray, and never can 
they find a way. (17:48)  

َ̂و�ُ��َن...  W٥Y َ ْ�َ�ْ+ِتَ'& K�َِیٍ� َآَ& ُأْرِسَ@ ا  

Let him then bring us an Ayah like the ones that were 
sent before!  

They were referring to the she-camel of Salih, 
and the signs of Musa and `Isa.  

And Allah says,  

 َوَم& َمَ'َ�َ'K َأن ن�ْ�ِسَ@ ِ�&/IَیـUِ ِإ/� َأن َآ?�َب ِ�َ#& ا/Iو�ُ��َن

And nothing stops Us from sending the Ayat but 
that the people of old denied them. (17:59)  

So Allah said here:  

  W٦Y َم& <َمَ'Uْ َ*ْ$َ�ُ#� م4
 َ*ْ�َیٍ� َأْهَ�ْ:َ'&َه& َأَ ُ#ْ� ُیTِْمُ'�َن

Not one of the towns of those which We destroyed, 
believed before them; will they then believe!  

None of the peoples to whom Messengers were 
sent were given a sign at the hands of their 
Prophet and believed. On the contrary, they 
disbelieved and We destroyed them as a result. 
Would these people believe in a sign if they saw 
it! Not at all!  

In fact,  

� َر�bَ4 َ/ ُیTِْمُ'�َن ُ ِإن� ا��ِ?یَ
 Rَ Uْ�M�ََ�ْ�ِ#ْ� َآِ�َ
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 �َ��ِI/َیَ�ُوْا اْ�َ�َ?اَب ا ��)�َ � َوَ�ْ� َجKَءْتُ#ْ� ُآ@� ءاَیٍ

Truly, those, against whom the Word of your Lord 
has been justified, will not believe. Even if every 
sign should come to them, until they see the 
painful torment. (10:96-97)  

Indeed, they witnessed clear signs and definitive 
proof at the hands of the Messenger of Allah, 
signs which were far clearer and more 
overwhelming than any that had been witnessed 
in the case of any other Prophet, may the 
blessings and peace of Allah be upon them all.  

  

َوَمK َأْرَسْ�َ'& َ*ْ$bَ�َ ِإ/� ِرَج&ً/ ن��ِ�� ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� َ &ْسhَُ��ْا َأْهَ@ 
 ا�?4ْآِ� ِإن ُآ'ُ(ْ� َ/ َتْ�َ�ُ�َن 

21:7 And We sent not before you but men to whom 
We revealed. So ask the people of the Reminder if 
you do not know. 

̀�َ�&َم َوَم& َآ&ُن�ْا iَـ2ِ�ِیَ
 َوَم& َجَ�ْ�َ'ـُ#ْ�   َج2�ًَا /� َیْ+ُآُ��َن ا�

21:8 And We did not place them in bodies that did 
not eat food, nor were they immortals. 

ُث�� َص2َْ*َ'ـُ#ُ� ا2َRْ�َ�ْ َ َ+نCَْ�َ'ـُ#ْ� َوَم
 ن�َ=Kُء َوَأْهَ�ْ:َ'& 
 
َ� ِ��ْ اْ�ُ

21:9 Then We fulfilled to them the promise. So We 
saved them and those whom We willed, but We 

destroyed Al-Musrifin.      

 The Messengers are no more than Human Beings  

Here Allah refutes those who denied that human Messengers 
could be sent:  
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bَ�َ$ْ*َ &'َ�ِْإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� َوَم& َأْرَس V�ِِإ/� ِرَج&ً/ ن�� ...  

And We sent not before you but men to whom We 
revealed.  

meaning, all the Messengers who came before 
you were men, human beings. There were no 
angels among them.  

This is like the Ayat:  

�ِ$ْ*َ 
 bَ ِإ/� ِرَج&ً/ ن��ِ�� ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� م4ْ
 َأْهِ@ اMُ�َْ�ىَوَمK َأْرَسْ�َ'& ِم

And We sent not before you any but men unto 
whom We revealed, from among the people of 
townships. (12:109)  

 ُ*ْ@ َم& ُآ'R2ْ�ِ Uًُ& م4َ
 ا���ُسِ@

Say: "I am not a new thing among the 
Messengers... (46:9)  

Allah tells us that the previous nations denied 
that and said:  

 َأَ�َ=ٌ� َیْ#2ُوَنَ'&

"Shall mere men guide us!'' (64:6) 

So Allah says here:  

W٧Y َ &ْسَ+ُ��ْا َأْهَ@ ا�?4ْآِ� ِإن ُآ'ُ(ْ� َ/ َتْ�َ�ُ�َن...   

So ask the people of the Reminder if you do not know.  

meaning, ask the people of knowledge among the 
nations such as the Jews and Christians and other 
groups: `were the Messengers who came to you 
human beings or angels!' Indeed they were 
human beings.  

This is a part of the perfect blessing of Allah 
towards His creation: He sent to them 
Messengers from among themselves so that they 
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could receive the Message from them and learn 
from them.  

̀�َ�&َم    ...َوَم& َجَ�ْ�َ'&ُهْ� َج2ً�َا ��& َیْ+ُآُ��َن ا�

And We did not place them in bodies that did not eat 
food...  

meaning, rather they had bodies that ate food, as 
Allah says:  

̀�َ�&َم َوَمK َأْرَسْ�َ'& َ*ْ$bَ�َ ِمَ
 اْ�ُْ�َسِ��َ
 ِإ/� ِإن�ُ#ْ� َ�َ�ْ+ ُآُ��َن ا�
 َوَیُْ=�َن ِ � ا/Iْسَ�اِق 

And We never sent before you any of the 
Messengers but verily, they ate food and walked 
in the markets. (25:20)  

meaning, they were human beings who ate and 
drank like all other people, and they went to the 
marketplaces to earn a living and engage in 
business; that did not affect them adversely or 
reduce their status in any way, as the idolators 
imagined.  

̀�َ�&َم َوَیِْ=� ِ � ا/Iْسَ�اِق َ�ْ�/ ُأنnَِل  َم& ِ�َ#ـَ?ا ا���ُس�ِل َیْ+ُآُ@ ا�
 َ bٌ�ََن َمَ�ُ� َنِ?ی�ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َم�:ُ�َ 

 ًاَأْو ُیMَ�ْ� ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َآْ'nٌ َأْو َتُ:�ُن َ�ُ� َج'�ٌ� َیْ+ُآُ@ ِمْ'َ#&

And they say: "Why does this Messenger eat 
food, and walk about in the markets. Why is not 
an angel sent down to him to be a warner with 
him Or (why) has not a treasure been granted to 
him, or why has he not a garden whereof he may 
eat!'' (25:7-8)  

 ...
W٨Y َوَم& َآ&ُن�ا iَ&2ِ�ِیَ  

nor were they immortals.  

meaning, in this world; on the contrary, they 
lived, then they died.  

bَ�ِ$ْ*َ 
  ا2َ�ْpُ�َْوَم& َجَ�ْ�َ'& ِ�َ$َ=ٍ� م4
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And We granted not to any human being 
immortality before you. (21:34)  

But what distinguished them from others was that 
they received revelation from Allah, and the 
angels brought down to them from Allah His 
rulings concerning His creation, what He 
commanded and what He prohibited.  

 2َRْ�َ�ُْث�� َص2َْ*َ'&ُهُ� ا...  

Then We fulfilled to them the promise.  

the promise that their Lord made to destroy the 
evildoers. Allah fulfilled His promise and did that.  

He says:  

...َ=&ء َ َ+نCَْ�َ'&ُهْ� َوَم
 ن�...   

So We saved them and those whom We willed,  

meaning, their followers among the believers,  

 ...
َ� ِ�ِ�ْW٩Y َوَأْهَ�ْ:َ'& اْ�ُ  

but We destroyed Al-Musrifin.  

meaning, those who disbelieved the Message 
brought by the Messengers.  

  

'َ�ْnَ2ْ َأنMَ�َ ُ��َنMِ�َْت Qَ َِإَ�ْ�ُ:ْ� ِآَ(ـ$ً& ِ �ِ� ِذْآُ�ُآْ� َأ K 

21:10 Indeed, We have sent down for you a Book in 
which there is Dhikrukum. Will you not then 
understand! 

� َوَأنَ=ْ+َن& 2َ�ْ�ََه& َ*ْ�مً& ًَ'& ِم
 َ*ْ�َیٍ� َآ&َنAَ Uْـِ�َْEَ*َ �َْوَآ

  َءاiَِ�یَ

21:11 How many a town given to wrongdoing, have 
We destroyed, and raised up after them another 
people! 
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َ��K َأَ����ْا َ�ْ+َسَ'K ِإَذا ُهْ� م4ْ'َ#& َیْ�ُآ�aَُن   َ 

21:12 Then, when they sensed Our torment, behold, 
they (tried to) flee from it. 

ُآ�aُْا َواْرِجُ��ْا ِإَ�� َمK ُأْتِ�ْ ُ(ْ� ِ �ِ� َوَمَ�ـِ:ِ'ُ:ْ� َ/ َتْ�
 َ�َ���ُ:ْ� ُتْ�َ+ُ��َن 

21:13 Flee not, but return to that wherein you lived 
a luxurious life, and to your homes, in order that 
you may be questioned. 

 Aَ &�'ِإن�& ُآ K'َ�َُ��ْا یَ�ْی&*َ 
َ� ـِ�ِ

21:14 They cried: "Woe to us! Certainly we have 
been wrongdoers.'' 


& َزاU�َ ِتbَ�ْ َدRَْ�اُهْ� َ�(�� َجَ�ْ�َ'ـُ#ْ� 2�Eِ�ًَا iَـِ2ِیََ َ 

21:15 And that cry of theirs ceased not, till We 
made them as a field that is reaped, extinct.   

 The Virtue of the Qur'an Here  

Allah points out the noble status of the Qur'an and urges them 
to recognize its worth:  

  ...2ْMَ�َ َأنnَْ�َ'& ِإَ�ْ�ُ:ْ� ِآَ(&ً�& ِ �ِ� ِذْآُ�ُآْ� 

Indeed, We have sent down for you a Book in which 
there is Dhikrukum.  

Ibn Abbas said:  

"Honor for you.''  

��١٠ َأَ َ�& َتMِ�ُْ��َن...   

Will you not then understand!  

means, will you not understand this blessing, and 
accept it!  
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This is like the Ayah:  

 َوِإن�ُ� َ�ِ?ْآٌ� ��bَ َوMَ�ِْ�ِمbَ َوَسْ�َف ُتْ�ـَُ��َن 

And verily, this is indeed a Reminder for you and 
your people, and you will be questioned. (43:44)  

 How the Evildoers were destroyed  

Allah tells:  

 �ًَ�ِ&Aَ Uَْآ&َن �َ'& ِم
 َ*ْ�َیٍْEَ*َ �َْوَآ...  

How many a town given to wrongdoing, have We 
destroyed,  

meaning, they were very many.  

This is like the Ayah:  

 َوَآْ� َأْهَ�ْ:َ'& ِمَ
 اMُ�ُْ�وِن ِم
 2ِ�ْ�َ ُن�ٍح

And how many generations have We destroyed 
after Nuh! (17:17)  

� َ ِ#َ� iَ&ِوَیٌ� �َRَ� Rُُ�وِشَ#& ٌَ�ِ&Aَ �ََأْهَ�ْ:َ'ـَ#& َوِه � َ َ:َ+ی4
 م4
 َ*ْ�َیٍ

And many a township did We destroy while they 
were given to wrongdoing, so that it lie in ruins. 
(22:45)  

 ...
W١١Y َوَأنَ=ْ+َن& 2َ�ْ�ََه& َ*ْ�ًم& <iَِ�یَ  

and raised up after them another people!  

means, another nation which came after them.  

َ��& َأَ����ا َ�ْ+َسَ'&  َ...  

Then, when they sensed Our torment,  

when they realized that the torment would 
undoubtedly come upon them, just as their 
Prophet had warned them,  
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  W١٢Y ِإَذا ُه� م4ْ'َ#& َیْ�ُآ�aَُن... 

behold, they (tried to) flee from it.  

they tried to run away.  

  ...& َتْ�ُآ�aُا َواْرِجُ��ا ِإَ�� َم& ُأْتِ�ْ ُ(ْ� ِ �ِ� َوَمَ�&ِآِ'ُ:ْ� َ�

Flee not, but return to that wherein you lived a luxurious 
life, and to your homes,  

This is a way of ridiculing them.  

It will be said to them by way of ridicule: "Do not 
run away from the coming torment; go back to 
the delights and luxuries and fine homes in which 
you were living.''  

Qatadah said,  

"Mocking them.''  

W١٣Y َ�َ���ُ:ْ� ُتْ�َ+ُ��َن...   

in order that you may be questioned.  

about whether you gave thanks for what you had.  


َ�ِ�ِ&Aَ &�'ُ��ا َی& َوْیَ�َ'& ِإن�& ُآ&*َ W١٤Y  

They cried: "Woe to us! Certainly we have been wrong- 
doers.''  

They will confess their sins when it will be of no 
benefit to them.  

&iَ 2ًا�Eِ�َ �َْجَ�ْ�َ'&ُه �َ�اُهْ� َ�(�Rَْد bَ�ْ4ت U�ََزا &َ َ
  W١٥Y ِم2ِیَ

And that cry of theirs ceased not, till We made them as a 
field that is reaped, extinct.  

meaning, "they will keep on saying that, 
admitting their wrong-doing, until We harvest 
them as it were, and their movements and voices 
come to a stop.''  
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َ�$ِRِ/َ & َوَم& Mْ�َiََ'& ا���َKَء َوا/Iْرَض َوَم& َ�ْ�َ'ُ#َ

21:16 We created not the heavens and the earth 
and all that is between them for play. 

  
 َ�ْ� َأَرْدَنK َأن ن�(�pَِ? َ�ْ#�ًا /�ت�pَْ?َنـُ� ِم
 ��2ُن�K ِإن ُآ'�& َ ـِ�ِ��َ

21:17 Had We intended to take a pastime, We could 
surely have taken it from Us, if We were going to do 
(that). 

ِِ̀@ َ 2ْ�ََمvِ َ �ُOَُذا ُهَ� َزاِهٌ]    َ�ْ@ َنMِْ?ُف ِ�&Rَ 4[3َ�َْ�� اْ�َ$ـ

21:18 Nay, We fling the truth against the falsehood, 
so it destroys it, and behold, it disappears.  

��َن ُEَِت &� َوَ�ُ:ُ� اْ�َ�ْیُ@ ِم

And woe to you for that which you ascribe. 

 َوَ�ُ� َم
 ِ � ا���َـَ�ِت َوا/Iْرِض 

21:19 To Him belongs whosoever is in the heavens 
and on earth.  

Rِ 
ْRَ 2َُ- َ/ َیْ�َ(ْ:ِ$ُ�وَن'ْRِ 
 َ$&َدِتِ� َوَ/ َیْ�َ(3ِْ�ُ�وَن َوَمْ

And those who are near Him are not too proud to 
worship Him, nor are they weary. 

 ُیَ�$�3ُ4َن اْ���ْ�َ@ َوا�'�َ#&َر َ/ َیْ�ُ(ُ�وَن

21:20 They glorify His praises night and day, they 

never slacken.     

 Creation was made with Justice and Wisdom  

Allah tells:  
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َ�$ِRِ&�َ &  W١٦Y َوَم& Mْ�َiََ'& ا���َ&ء َواْ�َ+ْرَض َوَم& َ�ْ�َ'ُ#َ

We created not the heavens and the earth and all that is 
between them for play. 

Allah tells us that He created the heavens and the 
earth in truth, i.e. with justice.  

ُ��ْا َوِیnِCْى ا��ِ?یَ
 َأْ�َ�ُ'�ْا ِRَ &nِCْ�َ�َِى ا��ِ?یَ
 َأَس&ُءوْا ِ�َ
�'َ�ْ3ُ�ْ&�ِ 

that He may requite those who do evil with that 
which they have done, and reward those who do 
good, with what is best. (53:31)  

He did not create all that in vain or for (mere) 
play:  

 

� ا��ِ?یَAَ bَ�َِذ Qًِ̀ َوَم& Mْ�َiََ'& ا���َKَء َوا/Iْرَض َوَم& َ�ْ�َ'ُ#َ& َ�ـ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا َ َ�ْیٌ@ ���4ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا ِمَ
 ا�'�&ِر 

And We created not the heaven and the earth and 
all that is between them without purpose! That is 
the consideration of those who disbelieve! Then 
woe to those who disbelieve from the Fire! 
(38:27)  


َ��ِRِ& َ &�'2ُن�& ِإن ُآ�� 
  W١٧Y َ�ْ� َأَرْدَن& َأن ن�(�pَِ? َ�ْ#ً�ا ��&ت�pَْ?َن&ُ- ِم

Had We intended to take a pastime, We could surely 
have taken it from Us, if We were going to do (that).  

Ibn Abi Najih said, narrating from Mujahid:  �َ�ِ���� َأَرْدَ�� َأن �ْ�َ
����ُ�� ��ِ � Had We intended to take a pastime, We) َ�ْ!ً�ا ���ت�َ�ْ�َ��ُ
could surely have taken it from Us),  

"Meaning, `From Ourself,' He is saying, `We 
would not have created Paradise or Hell or death 
or the resurrection or the Reckoning.'''  

 ...
َ��ِRِ& َ &�'ِإن ُآ  

if We were going to do (that).  
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Qatadah, As-Suddi, Ibrahim An-Nakha`i and Mughirah 
bin Miqsam said:  

"This means, `We will not do that.'''  

Mujahid said,  

every time the word  َأن (if) is used in the Qur'an, 
it is a negation.  

 @ِxِ&$َ�ْا ��َRَ 4[3َ�ْ&�ِ ُف?ِMَْن @ْ�َ...  

Nay, We fling the truth against the falsehood,  

means, `We explain the truth and thus defeat 
falsehood.'  

Allah says:  

...َ 2ْ�ََمvِ َ �ُOَُذا ُهَ� َزاِهٌ] ...   

so it destroys it, and behold, it disappears.  

it is fading and vanishing.  

...َوَ�ُ:ُ� اْ�َ�ْیُ@ ...   

And woe to you!  

O you who say that Allah has offspring.  

��َن... ُEَِت &�W١٨Y ِم  

for that which you ascribe.  

that which you say and fabricate.  

Then Allah informs of the servitude of the angels, and how they 
persevere in worship night and day:  

 Everything belongs to Allah and serves Him  

Allah tells:  

  ...َ�ُ� َم
 ِ V ا���َ&َواِت َواْ�َ+ْرِض َوَمْ
 Rِ'2َُ- َو

To Him belongs whosoever is in the heavens and on 
earth. And those who are near Him  

i.e., the angels,  
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 Rَِ$&َدِتِ� .... ْRَ َیْ�َ(ْ:ِ$ُ�وَن &�َ...  

are not too proud to worship Him,  

they do not feel proud and do not refuse to worship Him.  

This is like the Ayah:  

� اْ�ُ��Mَُ��َن ُ:َhَِ�ـ
 َیْ�َ('ِ:cَ اْ�َyُ��ِ َأن َیُ:�َن Rَْ$2ًا ���ِ� َوَ/ اْ�َ��
 &ً��
 Rَِ$&َدِتِ� َوَیْ�َ(ْ:ِ$ْ� َ 3ْ�َ�َُ=ُ�ُهْ� ِإَ��ِ� َجِْRَ cْ:ِ'ْ)َ�َْی 
 َوَم

Al-Masih will never be proud to reject being a 
servant of Allah, nor the angels who are the near. 
And whosoever rejects His worship and is proud, 
then He will gather them all together unto 
Himself. (4:172)  

W١٩Y َوَ�& َیْ�َ(3ِْ�ُ�وَن...   

nor are they weary.  

means, they do not get tired or feel bored.  

  W٢٠Y ُیَ�$�3ُ4َن ا���ْ�َ@ َوا�'�َ#&َر َ�& َیْ�ُ(ُ�وَن

They glorify His praises night and day, they never 
slacken.  

They persist in their worship night and day, 
obeying Allah to the utmost, and they are able to 
do this, as Allah says:  

 /� َی�Eُ�َْن ا���َ� َمK َأَمَ�ُهْ� َوَیْ�َ�ُ��َن َم& ُیTَْمُ�وَن

who do not disobey Allah in what He commands 
them, but do what they are commanded. (66:6) 

 

 َأِم ات�pَُ?وْا <ِ�َ#ً� م4َ
 ا/Iْرِض ُهْ� ُی'ِ=ُ�وَن 

21:21 Or have they taken (for worship) gods from 
the earth who raise the dead! 
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� ِإ/� ا���ُ� َ�َ�2َ�ََت& ٌ#َ�ِ> K َ�ْ� َآ&َن ِ �ِ#َ

21:22 Had there been therein (in the heavens and 
the earth) gods besides Allah, then verily, both 
would have been ruined.  

��َن َ ُ�ْ$3َـَ
 ا�ُEَِی &�Rَ َرب4 اْ�َ�ْ�ِش �ِ�� 

Glorified be Allah, the Lord of the Throne, (High is 
He) above all that (evil) they associate with Him! 

�& َیْ�َ�ُ@ َوُهْ� ُیْ�ـَُ��َن Rَ ُیْ�َ+ُل /َ 

21:23 He cannot be questioned as to what He does, 
while they will be questioned.  

 Refutation of false gods  

Allah denounces those who take other gods instead of Him:  

  W٢١Y َأِم ات�pَُ?وا <ِ�َ#ً� م4َ
 اْ�َ+ْرِض ُهْ� ُی'ِ=ُ�وَن

Or have they taken gods from the earth who raise the 
dead!  

meaning, can they bring the dead back to life and 
bring them forth from the earth? They cannot do 
any of that, so how can they make them rivals to 
Allah and worship them alongside Him!  

Then Allah tells us that if there were another god besides Him, 
the heavens and the earth would be ruined:  

 �ٌ#َ�ِ> &  ...َ�ْ� َآ&َن ِ �ِ#َ

Had there been therein gods,  

means, in the heavens and the earth,  

...ِإ��& ا���ُ� ...   

besides Allah,  
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�2َ�ََت& ... َ�َ...  

then verily, both would have been ruined.  

This is like the Ayah:  

2ٍ َوَم& َآ&َن َمَ�ُ� ِمْ
 ِإَ�ـٍ� ِإذًا ��َ?َهَ| ُآ@� ِإَ�ـٍ� َم& ات�pََ? ا���ُ� ِم
 َوَ�
��َن ُEَِی &�Rَ �ِا��� 
& iََ�َ] َوRَ �ْ#ُaُ�ْ�َ Qَ�َ�ََ�� َ�ْ�ٍ{ ُسْ$3َـََ�ِ 

No son did Allah beget, nor is there any god along 
with Him. Then each god would have taken away 
what he had created, and some would have tried 
to overcome others!  

Glorified be Allah above all that they attribute to 
Him! (23:91) 

And Allah says here:  

��َن... ُEَِی &�Rَ 3َ&َن ا���ِ� َرب4 اْ�َ�ْ�ِش$ْ�ُ َ W٢٢Y  

Glorified be Allah, the Lord of the Throne, above all that 
they associate with Him!  

meaning, glorified be He above what they say 
about Him having offspring or partners;  

glorified and exalted and sanctified be He far 
above all the lies that they fabricate.  

�& َیْ�َ�ُ@ َوُهْ� ُیْ�َ+ُ��َنRَ ُیْ�َ+ُل &�َ W٢٣Y  

He cannot be questioned about what He does, while they 
will be questioned.  

He is the Ruler Whose rule cannot be overturned 
and none can object to it, because of His might, 
majesty, pride, knowledge, wisdom, justice and 
subtlety.  

  �َنَوُهْ� ُیْ�َ+ُ�... 

while they will be questioned.  

means, He is the One Who will ask His creation 
about what they did.  
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This is like the Ayah:  

 
َ��ِ َ َ�َر�bَ4 َ�َ'ْ�ـََ�'�ُ#ْ� َأْجَ

�& َآ&ُن�ْا َیْ�َُ��َن Rَ 

So, by your Lord, We shall certainly call all of 
them to account. For all that they used to do. 
(15:92-93)  

�ِ�ْ�َRَ ُر&Cََوَ/ ُی �ُ�ِCَْوُهَ� ُی 

And He protects (all), while against Whom there 
is no protector. (23:88)  

  

 � َأِم ات�pَُ?وْا ِم
 ُدوِنِ� َءاِ�َ#ً

21:24 Or have they taken for worship gods besides 
Him!  

 ��ِ$ْ*َ 
 ُ*ْ@ َه&ُت�ْا ُ�ْ�َهـَ'ُ:ْ� َهـَ?ا ِذْآُ� َم
 م�ِ�َ� َوِذْآُ� َم

Say: "Bring your proof. This is the Reminder for 
those with me and the Reminder for those before 
me.''  

 َ�ْ@ َأْآَ;ُ�ُهْ� َ/ َیْ�َ�ُ�َن ا3َ�ْ]� َ ُ#ْ� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن 

But most of them know not the Truth, so they are 
averse. 

 َوَمK َأْرَسْ�َ'& ِم
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ ِم
 ر�ُس�ٍل ِإ/� ُن�ِ�� ِإَ�ْ�ِ� 

21:25 And We did not send any Messenger before 
you but We revealed to him (saying):  

 َأن�ُ� / ِإَ�ـَ� ِإ/� َأَنْ& َ &Rُْ$2ُوِن 

"There is no God but I, so worship Me.''   
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Allah says:  

 @ْ*ُ �  ...َأِم ات�pَُ?وا ِم
 ُدوِنِ� <ِ�َ#ً

Or have they taken for worship gods besides Him Say: (-
- O Muhammad --) 

...َه&ُت�ا ُ�ْ�َه&َنُ:ْ� ...   

Bring your proof.  

your evidence for what you are saying.  

 ... Vَ�ِم� 
...َهَ?ا ِذْآُ� َم  

This is the Reminder for those with me,  

means, the Qur'an.  

 ... V�ِ$ْ*َ 
...َوِذْآُ� َم  

  W٢٤Y َ�ْ@ َأْآَ;ُ�ُهْ� َ�& َیْ�َ�ُ�َن ا3َ�ْ]� َ ُ#� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن... 

and the Reminder for those before me.  

means, the previous Books, unlike what you 
claim.  

Each Book was revealed to each Prophet who was 
sent with the message that there is no god except 
Allah, but you idolators do not recognize the 
truth, so you turn away from it.  

Allah says:  

bَ�ِ$ْ*َ 
  ِم
 ر�ُس�ٍل ِإ��& ُن�V�ِ ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َأن�ُ� َ�& ِإَ�َ� ِإ��& َأَن& َ &Rُْ$2ُوِنَوَم& َأْرَسْ�َ'& ِم
W٢٥Y  

And We did not send any Messenger before you but We 
revealed to him (saying): "There is no God but I, so 
worship Me.''  

This is like the Ayat:  

& ِم
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ ِم
 ر�ُسِ�َ'K َأَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ْ�َـِ
 َواْسhْ@ َمْ
 َأْرَسْ�َ'
 َءاِ�َ#ً� ُیْ�َ$2ُوَن 
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And ask those of Our Messengers whom We sent 
before you: "Did We ever appoint gods to be 
worshipped besides the Most Gracious!'' (43:45)  

̀�ـ�Oَُتَو2ْMَ�َ َ�َ�ْ;َ'& ِ � ُآ@4 ُأ  م�ٍ� ر�ُس�ً/ َأِن اRُْ$2ُوْا ا���َ� َواْجَ(ِ'ُ$�ْا اْ�

And verily, We have sent among every Ummah a 
Messenger (proclaiming): "Worship Allah, and 
avoid Taghut (all false deities).'' (16:36)  

Every Prophet who was sent by Allah called 
people to worship Allah Alone, with no partner or 
associate. The natural inclination of man (Al-
Fitrah) also bears witness to that. The idolators 
have no proof and their dispute is of no use 
before their Lord; on them is wrath, and for them 
will be a severe torment.  

  

 َوَ*&ُ��ْا ات�pََ? ا���ْ�َـُ
 َو2�ًَا 

21:26 And they say: "The Most Gracious has 
begotten children.''  

 ُسْ$3َ&َنُ� َ�ْ@ Rَِ$&ٌد م�ْ:َ�ُم�َن 

Glory to Him! They are but honored servants. 

 َ/ َیْ�ِ$�Mَُنُ� ِ�&Mَ�ْْ�ِل َوُهْ� ِ�َ+ْمِ�ِ- َیْ�َُ��َن 

21:27 They speak not until He has spoken, and they 
act on His command. 

 
ِ�ُ#ْ� َوَ/ َیْ=َ�ُ��َن ِإ/� ِ�ََ�ْiَ &َأْی2ِیِ#ْ� َوَم 
َیْ�َ�ُ� َم& َ�ْ�َ
 �aَاْرَت 

21:28 He knows what is before them, and what is 
behind them, and they cannot intercede except for 
him with whom He is pleased.  
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 َوُهْ� م4ْ
 iَْ=َ�ِ(ِ� ُمْ=ِ��Mَُن 

And they stand in awe for fear of Him. 

 َوَم
 َیMُْ@ ِمْ'ُ#ْ� ِإن4� ِإَ�ـٌ� م4
 ُدوِنِ� َ ?bَ�ِ َنnِCْیِ� َجَ#'�َ� 

21:29 And if any of them should say: "Verily, I am a 
god besides Him,'' such We should recompense with 
Hell.  


َ� َآَ?bَ�ِ َنnِCْى ا��dـِ�ِ

Thus We recompense the wrongdoers.   

 The Refutation of Those Who claim that the Angels are the 
Daughters of Allah; description of their Deeds and Status  

Allah says:  

?َpََو2ً�َا َوَ*&ُ��ا ات� 
ُ  ... ا���ْ�َ

And they say: "The Most Gracious has begotten 
children.''  

Here Allah refutes those who claim that He has offspring 
among the angels -- exalted and sanctified be He. Some 
of the Arabs believed that the angels were the daughters 
of Allah, but Allah says:  

W٢٦Y ُسْ$3َ&َنُ� َ�ْ@ Rَِ$&ٌد م�ْ:َ�ُم�َن...   

Glory to Him! They are but honored servants.  

meaning, the angels are servants of Allah who are 
honored by Him and who hold high positions of 
noble status. They obey Him to the utmost in all 
their words and deeds.  

  W٢٧Y َ�& َیْ�ِ$�Mَُنُ� ِ�&Mَ�ْْ�ِل َوُه� ِ�َ+ْمِ�ِ- َیْ�َُ��َن

They speak not until He has spoken, and they act on His 
command.  
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meaning, they do not initiate any matter before 
Him or go against His commands; on the 
contrary, they hasten to do as He commands, and 
He encompasses them with His knowledge so that 
nothing whatsoever is hidden from Him.  

 �ْ#ُ�َ�ْiَ &َأْی2ِیِ#ْ� َوَم 
  ...َیْ�َ�ُ� َم& َ�ْ�َ

He knows what is before them, and what is behind them,  

 ...�ُ�
 اْرَتaَ� َوَ�& َیْ=َِ...�َن ِإ��& ِ�َ  

and they cannot intercede except for him with whom He 
is pleased.  

This is like the Ayat:  

 َم
 َذا ا��ِ?ى َیْ=َ�Rِ Gُ'2َُ- ِإ/� vِ�ِْذِنِ�

Who is he that can intercede with Him except with 
His permission. (2:255)  


 َأِذَن َ�ُ�َوَ/ َتْ�Gُ ا�=�َ�ـَ�ُ� Rِ'2َُ- ِإ/� ِ�ََ' 

Intercession with Him profits not except for him 
whom He permits. (34:23).  

There are many Ayat which say similar things.  

 ... �ِ)ِ�َ=ْiَ 
...َوُه� م4ْ  

And they for fear of Him,  

means, because they fear Him.  

W٢٨Y ُمْ=ِ��Mَُن...   

  ...َوَم
 َیMُْ@ ِمْ'ُ#ْ� ِإنV4 ِإَ�ٌ� م4
 ُدوِنِ� 

And they stand in awe. And if any of them should say: 
"Verily, I am a god besides Him,''  

meaning, whoever claims to be a god instead of 
Allah, i.e., alongside Allah,  
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... 
َ�ِ�ِ&�dي ا�nِCَْن bَ�ِ?َیِ� َجَ#'�َ� َآnِCَْن bَ�ِ?َ َ W٢٩Y  

such We should recompense with Hell. Thus We 
recompense the wrongdoers.  

meaning, everyone who says this. This is a 
conditional sentence, and the condition stated 
does not necessarily have to take place.  

This is like the Ayat:  


   ُ*ْ@ ِإن َآ&َن ِ����ْ�َـِ
 َو2ٌ�َ َ َ+َنْ& َأو�ُل اْ�َ�ـِ$2ِیَ

Say: "If the Most Gracious had a son, then I am 
the first of worshippers.'' (43:81)  

bَ�ُ َوَ�َ(ُ:�َن
� ِمَ
 اَRَ �
َ̀ $َ3ْ�َ�َ Uََأْشَ�ْآ 
ْhِ�َ
 pَ�ْـِ�ِ�یَ

If you join others in worship with Allah, (then) 
surely, (all) your deeds will be in vain, and you 
will certainly be among the losers. (39:65)  

  

 &ًMْرَض َآ&َنَ(& َرْتI/ـَ�ِت َواَأَوَ�ْ� َیَ� ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا َأن� ا���َ
�َ(Mَْ'ـُ#ََ َ & 

21:30 Have not those who disbelieve known that 
the heavens and the earth were joined together as 
one united piece, then We parted them!  

 َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِمَ
 اْ�َKِء ُآ@� َشْ�ٍء َ��� َأَ Qَ ُیTِْمُ'�َن 

And We have made from water every living thing. 
Will they not then believe 

َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِ � ا/Iْرِض َرَواِسَ� َأن َتِ�2َ ِ�ِ#ْ� َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِ �َ#& 
 ِ Cَ&جً& ُسُ$Qً ��َ���ُ#ْ� َیْ#َ(2ُوَن 

21:31 And We have placed on the earth firm 
mountains, lest it should shake with them, and We 
placed therein broad highways for them to pass 
through, that they may be guided. 
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 َءاَیـِ(َ#& ْRَ �َْوُه &ًA���ً& م�3ُْMَْء َسKَوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ا���َ
 ُمْ�ِ�ُ��َن 

21:32 And We have made the heaven a roof, safe 
and well-guarded. Yet they turn away from its 
signs.  

َ� ُآ@I ِ � َوُهَ� ا��ِ?ى َMَ�َْوا �َiََ�َ] ا��ْ�َ@ َوا�'�َ#ـَ� َوا�=�ْ
 َ bٍ�َ َیْ�َ$�3َُن 

21:33 And He it is Who has created the night and 
the day, and the sun and the moon, each in an orbit 
floating.  

 The Signs of Allah in the Heavens and the Earth and in the 

Night and the Day  

Here Allah tells of His perfect might and power in His creation 
and subjugation of all things.  

  ...َأَوَ�ْ� َیَ� ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وا 

Have not those who disbelieve known,  

means, those who deny His Divine nature and 
worship others instead of Him, do they not realize 
that Allah is the One Who is Independent in His 
powers of creation and is running the affairs of all 
things with absolute power. So how can it be 
appropriate to worship anything else beside Him 
or to associate others in worship with Him!  

 ... &�َ(Mَْ'&ُهََ َ &Mًَواِت َواْ�َ+ْرَض َآ&َنَ(& َرْت&...َأن� ا���َ  

known that the heavens and the earth were 
joined together as one united piece, then We 
parted them!  

Do they not see that the heavens and the earth 
were joined together, i.e. in the beginning they 
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were all one piece, attached to one another and 
piled up on top of one another, then He separated 
them from one another, and made the heavens 
seven and the earth seven, placing the air 
between the earth and the lowest heaven. Then 
He caused rain to fall from the sky and vegetation 
to grow from the earth.  

He says:  

W٣٠Y َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِمَ
 اْ�َ&ء ُآ@� َشVٍْء �V�َ َأَ َ�& ُیTِْمُ'�َن...   

And We have made from water every living thing. Will 
they not then believe!  

meaning, they see with their own eyes how 
creation develops step by step. All of that is proof 
of the existence of the Creator Who is in control 
of all things and is able to do whatever He wills.  

 In everything there is a Sign of Him, showing that He is One  

Sufyan Ath-Thawri narrated from his father from Ikrimah that 
Ibn Abbas was asked; 

"Did the night come first or the day?''  

He said,  

"Do you think that when the heavens and the earth were 
joined together, there was anything between them 
except darkness! Thus you may know that the night 
came before the day.  

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded that Ibn Umar said that;  

a man came to him and questioned him about when the 
heavens and earth were joined together then they were 
parted.  

He said, "Go to that old man (Sheikh) and ask him, then 
come and tell me what he says to you.''  

So he went to Ibn Abbas and asked him. Ibn Abbas said:  
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"Yes, the heavens were joined together and it did not 
rain, and the earth was joined together and nothing 
grew. When living beings were created to populate the 
earth, rain came forth from the heavens and vegetation 
came forth from the earth.''  

The man went back to Ibn Umar and told him what had 
been said.  

Ibn Umar said, "Now I know that Ibn Abbas has been 
given knowledge of the Qur'an. He has spoken the truth, 
and this is how it was.''  

Ibn Umar said: "I did not like the daring attitude of Ibn 
Abbas in his Tafsir of the Qur'an, but now I know that 
he has been given knowledge of the Qur'an.''  

Sa`id bin Jubayr said:  

"The heavens and the earth were attached to one 
another, then when the heavens were raised up, the 
earth became separate from them, and this is their 
parting which was mentioned by Allah in His Book.''  

Al-Hasan and Qatadah said,  

"They were joined together, then they were separated by 
this air.''  

 ... �V�َ ٍءVْء ُآ@� َش&..َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِمَ
 اْ�َ  

And We have made from water every living thing.  

meaning, the origin of every living thing is in 
water.  

Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Hurayrah said,  

"I said: O Messenger of Allah, when I see you I 
feel happy and content, tell me about 
everything.''  

He said,  

 ُآ@� َشVٍْء iُِ�َ] ِمْ
 َم&ء 

"Everything was created from water." 
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I said, tell me about something which, if I do it, I 
will enter Paradise.''  

He said:  

 َأْ ِ� ا���َ�&َم،  •

̀�َ�&َم،  •  َوَأxِْ�ِ� ا�

 َوِصِ@ اْ�َ+ْرَ�&َم،  •

 َوُ*ْ� ِ�&���ْ�ِ@ َوا�'�&ُس ِنَ�&ٌم،  •

�َ�ِ �َ�'Cَ�ْا @ِiُم ُث�� اْد&�َ 

• Spread (the greeting of) Salam,  

• feed others,  

• uphold the ties of kinship, and  

• stand in prayer at night when people are 
sleeping.  

Then you will enter Paradise in peace.  

This chain of narration fulfills the conditions of the 
Two Sahihs, apart from Abu Maymunah, who is 
one of the men of the Sunans, his first name was 
Salim; and At-Tirmidhi classed him as Sahih.  

 Vَاْ�َ+ْرِض َرَواِس V ِ &'َ�ْ�ََوَج...  

And We have placed on the earth firm mountains,  

means, mountains which stabilize the earth and 
keep it steady and lend it weight, lest it should 
shake with the people, i.e., move and tremble so 
that they would not be able to stand firm on it -- 
because it is covered with water, apart from one-
quarter of its surface. So the land is exposed to 
the air and sun, so that its people may see the 
sky with its dazzling signs and evidence.  

So Allah says,  

 ... �ْ#ِ�ِ 2َ�...َأن َتِ  

lest it should shake with them,  
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meaning, so that it will not shake with them.  

...َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ِ �َ#& ِ Cَ&ًج& ُسُ$ً�& ...   

and We placed therein broad highways for them to pass 
through,  

means, mountain passes through which they may 
travel from region to region, country to country. 
As we can see, the mountains form barriers 
between one land and another, so Allah created 
gaps -- passes -- in the mountains so that people 
may travel from here to there.  

So He says:  

W٣١Y َ(2ُوَنَ�َ���ُ#ْ� َیْ#...   

that they may be guided.  

 &Aً���& م�3ًُْMْء َس&  ...َوَجَ�ْ�َ'& ا���َ

And We have made the heaven a roof, safe and well-
guarded.  

means, covering the earth like a dome above it.  

This is like the Ayah,  

   ِإن�& َ�ُ�ِسُ��َنَوا���َKَء َ�َ'ْ�َ'ـَ#& ِ�َ+ْی2ٍ َو

With Hands We constructed the heaven. Verily, 
We are able to extend the vastness of space 
thereof. (51:47)  

 َوا���َKِء َوَم& َ�َ'ـَ#& 

By the heaven and Him Who built it. (91:5)  

cَ�ِْء َ ْ�َ*ُ#ْ� َآK َ�َ'ْ�َ'ـَ#& َوَزی�'�ـَ#& َوَم& َ�َ#& ِم
 َأَ َ�ْ� َی'dُُ�وْا ِإَ�� ا���َ
   ُ ُ�وٍج

Have they not looked at the heaven above them, 
how We have made it and adorned it, and there 
are no rifts in it. (50:6)  
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The building and making described here refers to 
the raising of the dome, as when the Messenger 
of Allah said,  

 �ْiَ ��َRَ ْسَ�&ُمvِ�ْا Vَ'ِ�ُ 

Islam is built on five.  

i.e., five pillars, which can only refer to a 
tent as familiar among the Arabs.  

... &Aً��  ...م�3ُْ

safe and well-guarded.  

means, high and protected from anything 
reaching it.  

Mujahid said,  

"Raised up.''  


 <َی&ِتَ#& ُمْ�ِ�ُ��َن... ْRَ �َْوُه W٣٢Y  

Yet they turn away from its signs.  

This is like the Ayah:  

َوَآَ+ی4
 م4
 َءاَیٍ� ِ � ا���َـَ�ِت َوا/Iْرِض َیُ��وَن Rََ�ْ�َ#& َوُهْ� 
 Rَْ'َ#& ُمْ�ِ�ُ��َن 

And how many a sign in the heavens and the 
earth they pass by, while they are averse 
therefrom. (12:105)  

They do not think about how Allah has created it, 
so vast and high, and adorned it with heavenly 
bodies both stationary and moving by night and 
day, such as the sun which completes its circuit in 
one day and night, until it completes its allotted 
time, which no one knows except Allah, Who 
created it and subjugated it and directed its 
course.  

Then Allah says, drawing attention to some of His signs,  
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  ...َوُهَ� ا��ِ?ي iََ�َ] ا���ْ�َ@ َوا�'�َ#&َر 

And He it is Who has created the night and the day,  

meaning, the one with its darkness and stillness, 
and the other with its light and human 
interaction; sometimes the one is longer while the 
other is shorter, then they switch.  

 ... �ََMَ�َْوا �َ...َوا�=�ْ  

and the sun and the moon,  

the sun with its own light and its own path and 
orbit and allotted time, and the moon which 
shines with a different light and travels on a 
different path and has its own allotted time.  

W٣٣Y ُآ@bٍ�َ َ V ِ I َیْ�َ$�3َُن...   

each in an orbit floating.  

means, revolving.  

Ibn Abbas said,  

"They revolve like a spinning wheel, in a circle.''  

This is like the Ayah:  

Mَ�َْوا �ََ� ُ�ْ�َ$&نً& َذbَ�ِ َ &ِ�ُ] اِ�ْصَ$&ِح َوَجَ�َ@ ا��ْ�َ@ َسَ:'ً& َوا�=�َْ
 َت2ِMْیُ� اnِ�َ�ْیnِ اْ�َ�ِ��ِ� 

(He is the) Cleaver of the daybreak. He has 
appointed the night for resting, and the sun and 
the moon for reckoning. Such is the measuring of 
the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. (6:96)  

  

 & ِ�َ$َ=ٍ� م4
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ ا2َ�ْpُ�ْ َأَ vِْی
 م�U4 َ ُ#ُ� اpَ�ْـ2ُ�ِوَن َوَم& َجَ�ْ�َ'

21:34 And We granted not to any human being 
immortality before you; then if you die, would they 
live forever! 
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)ْ ِ �ِ�ْpَ�ْْ�ِت َوَنْ$ُ��ُآ� ِ�&�=��4 َوا� اْ�َُMََذ<ِئ �ٍ�� ُآ@� َنًْ'َ
 َوِإَ�ْ�َ'& ُتْ�َجُ��َن 

21:35 Everyone is going to taste death, and We 
shall test you with evil and with good by way of 

trial. And to Us you will be returned.     

 No One has been granted Immortality in this World  

Allah tells:  

  ...َ=ٍ� م4
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ َوَم& َجَ�ْ�َ'& ِ�َ$

And We granted not to any human being immortality 
before you;  

means, O Muhammad.  

 ... 2َ�ْpُ�ْا...  

immortality,  

means, in this world.  

On the contrary,  

 ُآ@� َمْ
 Rََ�ْ�َ#& َ &ٍن 

 َ�اِم َوَیْ$Mَ� َوْجُ� َر�bَ4 ُذو اCَ�ْْ�ـِ@ َواِ�ْآ

Whatsoever is on it (the earth) will perish. And 
the Face of your Lord full of majesty and honor 
will remain forever. (55:26-27)  

 ... �U4ن مvِ ََأ...  

then if you die,  

means, O Muhammad,  

   W٣٤Y َ ُ#ُ� اpَ�ْ&2ُ�ِوَن... 
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would they live forever! 

means, they hope that they will live forever after 
you, but that will not happen; everything will pass 
away.  

So Allah says:  

� اْ�َْ�ِت ُMََذاِئ �ٍ�  ...ُآ@� َنْ

Everyone is going to taste death,  

 ... �ً'َ)ْ ِ �ِ�ْpَ�َْوَنْ$ُ��ُآ� ِ�&�=��4 َوا...  

and We shall test you with evil and with good by way of 
trial.  

Meaning, "We shall test you, sometimes with 
difficulties and sometimes with ease, to see who 
will give thanks and who will be ungrateful, who 
will have patience and who will despair.''  

Ali bin Abi Talhah reported from Ibn Abbas:  

  ,means (and We shall test you) َوَ�ْ%ُ$�ُآ"

We will test you,  

 'ً(َ�ِْب��+�(* َواْ�َ�ْ�ِ( ِ  (with evil and with good by way of 
trial) means,  

with difficulties and with times of 
prosperity, with health and sickness, with 
richness and poverty, with lawful and 
unlawful, obedience and sin, with guidance 
and misguidance.  

W٣٥Y َوِإَ�ْ�َ'& ُتْ�َجُ��َن...   

And to Us you will be returned.  

means, and We will requite you according to your 
deeds.  
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nُوًا َأَهـَ?ا َوِإَذا َر<َك ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا ِإن َی(�pُِ?وَنbَ ِإ/� ُه
 ا��ِ?ى َیْ?ُآُ� <ِ�َ#َ(ُ:ْ� 

21:36 And when those who disbelieved see you, 
they take you not except for mockery (saying): "Is 
this the one who talks about your gods!''  

 َوُهْ� ِ�ِ?ْآِ� ا���ْ�َـِ
 ُهْ� َآـِ�ُ�وَن 

While they disbelieve at the mention of the Most 
Gracious. 

 iُِ�َ] ا�ْنَ�&ُن ِمْ
 CَRٍَ@ َسُ+ْوِریُ:ْ� َءاَیـِ(� َ Qَ َتْ�َ(Cِ�ُْ��ِن 

21:37 Man is created of haste. I will show you My 
Ayat. So ask Me not to hasten (them).   

 How the Idolators mocked the Prophet, Allah tells His Prophet  

Allah says: 

  ...َوِإَذا َر<َك ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وا 

And when those who disbelieved see you,  

meaning, the disbelievers of the Quraysh, such as 
Abu Jahl and his like.  

...ِإن َی(�pُِ?وَنbَ ِإ��& ُهnًُوا ...   

they take you not except for mockery,  

means, they make fun of you and insult you, 
saying,  

...َأَهَ?ا ا��ِ?ي َیْ?ُآُ� <ِ�َ#َ(ُ:ْ� ...   

"Is this the one who talks about your gods!''  

meaning, is this the one who insults your gods 
and ridicules your intelligence!  
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Allah says:  


 ُهْ� َآ&ِ ُ�وَنَوُه� ِ�ِ?ْآِ�... ِ  W٣٦Y  ا���ْ�َ

While they disbelieve at the mention of the Most 
Gracious.  

meaning, they disbelieve in Allah and yet they 
mock the Messenger of Allah.  

As Allah says:  

  Nَ�َ�َ ا���ُ� َرُس�ً/ َوِإَذا َرَأْوَك ِإن َی(�pُِ?وَنbَ ِإ/� ُهnُوًا َأَهـَ?ا ا��ِ?ى


 َءاِ�َ#ِ(َ'& َ�ْ�َ/ َأن َصْ$َ�َن& Rََ�ْ�َ#& َوَسْ�َف ْRَ &'َ��aِ�ُ�َ ِإن َآ&َد
 Qً�$َِأَ�@� َس 
 َیْ�َ�ُ�َن ِ��َ
 َیَ�ْوَن اْ�َ�َ?اَب َمْ

And when they see you, they treat you only in 
mockery (saying): "Is this the one whom Allah 
has sent as a Messenger He would have nearly 
misled us from our gods, had it not been that we 
were patient and constant in their worship!''  

And they will know, when they see the torment, 
who it is that is most astray from the path! 
(25:41-42) 

 [َ�ِiُُ��ِنCِ�ْ)َ�َْت &�َ َ Vَسُ+ِریُ:ْ� <َی&ِت @ٍCَRَ 
  W٣٧Y اvِ�ْنَ�&ُن ِمْ

Man is created of haste. I will show you My Ayat. So ask 
Me not to hasten (them).  

  

 
 َوَی�Mُُ��َن َمَ(� َهـَ?ا ا2ُRْ�َ�ْ ِإن ُآ'ُ(ْ� َصـ2ِِ*�َ

21:38 And they say: "When will this promise (come 
to pass), if you are truthful.'' 


 ُوُج�ِهِ#ُ� ا�'�&َر Rَ َن���َ�ْ� َیْ�َ�ُ� ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا ِ��َ
 َ/ َیُ:

 Aُُ#�ِرِهْ� َوَ/ ُهْ� ُی'Eَُ�وَن Rَ /ََو 

21:39 If only those who disbelieved knew (the 
time) when they will not be able to ward off the Fire 
from their faces, nor from their backs, and they will 
not be helped. 
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ِ̀�ُ��َن َرد�َه& َوَ/ ُهْ�  � َ َ(ْ$َ#ُ(ُ#ْ� َ Qَ َیْ�َ(ً)َOْ�َ �#َِتْ+ِت� @ْ�َ
 ُی'dَُ�وَن 

21:40 Nay, it will come upon them all of a sudden 
and will perplex them, and they will have no power 
to avert it nor will they get respite.   

 The Idolators seek to hasten on the Punishment  

Allah also tells us how the idolators seek to hasten punishment 
upon themselves, out of denial, rejection, disbelief, 
stubbornness and a belief that it will never happen.  

He says:  


  W٣٨Y َوَی�Mُُ��َن َمَ(� َهَ?ا ا2ُRْ�َ�ْ ِإن ُآ'ُ(ْ� َص&ِدِ*�َ

And they say: "When will this promise (come to pass), if 
you are truthful''.  

And Allah says:  


 Aُُ#�ِرِهRَ &�َُوُج�ِهِ#ُ� ا�'�&َر َو 
Rَ َن����ْ َ�ْ� َیْ�َ�ُ� ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وا ِ��َ
 َ�& َیُ:
...  

If only those who disbelieved knew (the time) when they 
will not be able to ward off the Fire from their faces, nor 
from their backs,  

meaning, if only they knew for certain that it will 
inevitably come to pass, they would not seek to 
hasten it. If only they knew how the torment will 
overwhelm them from above them and from 
beneath their feet.  

@ٌ�َAُ �ْ#ِ)ِ3َْت 
 َ�ُ#ْ� م4
 َ ْ�ِ*ِ#ْ� Aَُ�ٌ@ م4َ
 ا�'�&ِر َوِم

They shall have coverings of Fire, above them 
and coverings (of Fire) beneath them. (39:16)  

�َ�اٍشَ �ْ#ِ*ِ�ْ َ 
 َ�ُ#� م4
 َجَ#'�َ� ِمَ#&ٌد َوِم
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Theirs will be a bed of Hell (Fire), and over them 
coverings (of Hellfire). (7:41)  

And in this Ayah Allah says:  


 Aُُ#�ِرِهْ�  ...Rَ &�َُوُج�ِهِ#ُ� ا�'�&َر َو 
Rَ َن���
 َ�& َیُ:َ��ِ...  

when they will not be able to ward off the Fire 
from their faces, nor from their backs,  

And Allah says:  

َِ̀�اٍن َوَتOَْ=� ُوُج�َهُ#ْ� ا�'�&ُر  *َ 
 َسَ�اِ��ُ�ُ#� م4

Their garments will be of tar, and fire will cover 
their faces. (14:50)  

The torment will surround them on all sides,  

W٣٩Y َوَ�& ُهْ� ُی'Eَُ�وَن...   

and they will not be helped.  

means, and they will have no helper.  

This is like the Ayah:  

 َوَم& َ�ُ#� م4َ
 ا���ِ� ِم
 َواٍق

And they have no guardian against Allah. (13:34)  

�ً)َOْ�َ �#َِتْ+ِت� @ْ�َ ...  

Nay, it will come upon them all of a sudden,  

means, the Fire will come upon them suddenly, 
i.e., it will take them by surprise.  

 ... �ْ#ُ)ُ#َ$ْ)َ َ...  

and will perplex them,  

means, it will scare them, and they will succumb 
to it in confusion, not knowing what they are 
doing.  

ِ̀�ُ��َن َرد�َه& ...  ...َ َ�& َیْ�َ(  

and they will have no power to avert it,  
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means, they will have no means of doing so.  

W٤٠Y َوَ�& ُهْ� ُی'dَُ�وَن...   

nor will they get respite.  

means, it will not be delayed for them even for an 
instant.  

  

َو2ِMَ�َ اْسُ(ْ#nِىَء ِ�ُ�ُسٍ@ م4
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ َ 3َ&َق ِ�&��ِ?یَ
 َسpُِ�وْا 
 ِمْ'ُ#ْ� م�& َآ&ُن�ْا ِ�ِ� َیْ�َ(ْ#nُِءوَن 

21:41 Indeed (many) Messengers were mocked 
before you, but the scoffers were surrounded by 
what they used to mock. 

 
Rَ �ُْه @ْ�َ 
ُ*ْ@ َم
 َیْ:Tُ�َُآ� ِ�&��ْ�ِ@ َوا�'�َ#&ِر ِمَ
 ا���ْ�َـِ
 ِذْآِ� َر�4ِ#ْ� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن 

21:42 Say: "Who can guard and protect you in the 
night or in the day from the Most Gracious!'' Nay, 
but they turn away from the remembrance of their 
Lord. 

 �َÈِْ�ُ��َن َن َأْم َ�ُ#ْ� <ِ�َ#ٌ� َتَْ'ُ�ُ#ْ� م4
 ُدوِنَ'& َ/ َیْ�َ(
 َأْنُ�ِ�ِ#ْ� َوَ/ ُهْ� م4'�& ُی3َEُْ$�َن

21:43 Or have they gods who can guard them from 
Us! They have no power to help themselves, nor can 
they be protected from Us.   

 The Lessons to be learned from Those Who mocked the 

Messengers in the Past  

Allah says consoling His Messenger for the pain and insult 
caused by the mockery and disbelief of the idolators,  
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pَِس 
ُ�وا ِمْ'ُ#� م�& َآ&ُن�ا ِ��ِ َو2ِMَ�َ اْسُ(ْ#nَِئ ِ�ُ�ُسٍ@ م4
 َ*ْ$bَ�ِ َ 3َ&َق ِ�&��ِ?یَ
  W٤١Y َیْ�َ(ْ#nُِؤون

Indeed (many) Messengers were mocked before you, but 
the scoffers were surrounded by what they used to 
mock.  

meaning, the punishment which they thought 
would never come to pass.  

This is like the Ayah:  

َو2ْMَ�َ ُآ?Uْ�َ4 ُرُسٌ@ م4
 َ*ْ$Eَ َ bَ�َِ$ُ�وْا Rََ�� َم& ُآ?4ُ��ْا َوُأوُذوْا َ�(�� 
 vِ$َن� 
َأَتـُ#ْ� َنEُْ�َن& َوَ/ ُمَ$42َل ِ�َ:ِ�َـUِ ا���ِ� َو2ْM�َ َجKَءَك ِم

 
 اْ�ُْ�َسِ��َ

Verily, Messengers were denied before you, but 
with patience they bore the denial, and they were 
hurt; till Our help reached them, and none can 
alter the Words of Allah. Surely, there has 
reached you the information (news) about the 
Messengers (before you). (6:34)  

Then Allah mentions His favor for His creatures; He protects 
them by night and by day, taking care of them and watching 
over them with His Eye that never sleeps.  

 
ِ  ...ُ*ْ@ َم
 َیْ:Tُ�َُآ� ِ�&���ْ�ِ@ َوا�'�َ#&ِر ِمَ
 ا���ْ�َ

Say: "Who can guard and protect you in the night or in 
the day from the Most Gracious!''  

means, other than the Most Gracious Himself. 


 ِذْآِ� َر�4ِ#� م�ْ�ِ�ُ��َن... Rَ �ُْه @ْ�َ W٤٢Y  

Nay, but they turn away from the remembrance of their 
Lord.  

means, they do not recognize the blessings and 
favor of Allah towards them; they turn away from 
His signs and blessings.  

  ...َأْم َ�ُ#ْ� <ِ�َ#ٌ� َتَْ'ُ�ُ#� م4
 ُدوِنَ'& 
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Or have they gods who can guard them from Us!  

This is a rhetorical question aimed at denouncing 
and rebuking.  

The meaning is, do they have any gods who can 
protect them and take care of them other than 
Us. It is not as they imagine or as they claim.  

Allah says:  

ِ̀�ُ��َن َنEَْ� َأنُ�ِ�ِ#ْ� َ�& َیْ�...  )َ...  

They have no power to help themselves,  

these gods on whom they rely instead of Allah 
cannot even help themselves.  

W٤٣Y َوَ�& ُه� م4'�& ُی3َEُْ$�َن...   

nor can they be protected from Us.  

Al-`Awfi reported from Ibn Abbas, 

"Nor can they be guarded from Us.''  

  

 �ُ َ�ْ@ َم(�ْ�َ'& َهـTُ/ِء َوَءاK�ََءُهْ� َ�(�� xَ&َل Rََ�ْ�ِ#ُ� اْ�ُ�ُ
21:44 Nay, We gave the luxuries of this life to these 
men and their fathers until the period grew long for 
them.  

 َنْ+ِت� ا/Iْرَض َن'EُMَُ#& ِمْ
 َأxَْ�اِ َ#K َأَ Qَ َیَ�ْوَن َأن�& 
See they not that We gradually reduce the land 
from its outlying borders!  

 َأَ ُ#ُ� اOَ�ْـِ�ُ$�َن 
Is it then they who will overcome! 
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َذا َم& ُ*ْ@ ِإن�َK ُأنِ?ُرُآ� ِ�&ْ�َ�ْ�ِ� َوَ/ َیْ�َGُ ا����E ا�KRَ�2َء ِإ
 ُی'َ?ُروَن 

21:45 Say: "I warn you only by the revelation. "But 
the deaf will not hear the call, (even) when they are 
warned. 

ُ�
� ی�ْیَ�َ'K ِإن�& ُآ'�&  �Mُ�َ�َ bَ4اِب َر�?َRَ 
� م4ٌْ3َ�
 م���ْ(ُ#ْ� َنْhِ�ََو
 
َ� Aَـِ�ِ

21:46 And if a breath of the torment of your Lord 
touches them, they will surely cry: "Woe unto us! 
Indeed we have been wrongdoers.'' 

  �ٌ�� َ Qَ ُتdَْ�ُ� َنَِْوَنGُaَ اْ�ََ�ِزیَ
 اMِ�ْْ�َ� ِ�َ�ْ�ِم اMِ�َْ�ـَ
 &ًh�َْش 

21:47 And We shall set up Balances of justice on 
the Day of Resurrection, then none will be dealt 
with unjustly in anything.  

 َوِإن َآ&َن ِمْ;Mَ&َل َ�$�ٍ� م4ْ
 iَْ�َدٍل َأَتْ�َ'& ِ�َ#&
And if there be the weight of a mustard seed, We 
will bring it.  

  
 َوَآَ�� ِ�َ'& َ�ـِ�ِ$�َ
And sufficient are We to take account.   

 How the Idolators are deceived by their long and luxurious 
Lives in this World, and the Explanation of the Truth  

Allah tells: 

 �ُ  ...َ�ْ@ َم(�ْ�َ'& َهTَُ�&ء َو<َ�&ءُهْ� َ�(�� xَ&َل Rََ�ْ�ِ#ُ� اْ�ُ�ُ

Nay, We gave the luxuries of this life to these men and 
their fathers until the period grew long for them.  
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Allah explains that they have been deceived and 
misled by the luxuries that they enjoy in this 
world and the long life that they have been given, 
so they believe that they are following something 
good.  

Then Allah warns them:  

...َأَ َ�& َیَ�ْوَن َأن�& َنْ+ِتV اْ�َ+ْرَض َن'EُMَُ#& ِمْ
 َأxَْ�اِ َ#& ...   

See they not that We gradually reduce the land (in their 
control) from its outlying borders!  

This is like the Ayah:  

 ا/IَیـUِ َ�َ���ُ#ْ� َو2ْMَ�َ َأْهَ�ْ:َ'& َم& َ�ْ�َ�ُ:ْ� م4َ
 اMُ�َْ�ى َوَص��ْ َ'&
 َیْ�ِجُ��َن 

And indeed We have destroyed towns round 
about you, and We have shown the Ayat in 
various ways that they might return. (46:27)  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said:  

"This means the victory of Islam over disbelief.''  

The meaning is: Do they not learn a lesson from 
the fact that Allah supported those (believers) 
against their enemies, He destroyed the 
disbelieving nations and the evil-doing townships, 
and He saved His believing servants.  

So Allah says:  

W٤٤Y َأَ ُ#ُ� اOَ�ْ&ِ�ُ$�َن...   

Is it then they who will overcome!  

meaning, on the contrary, they are the ones who 
will be overcome, who will be defeated, 
humiliated and brought low.  

 Vِ�ْ�َ�ْ&�ِ ُأنِ?ُرُآ� &  ...ُ*ْ@ ِإن�َ

Say: "I warn you only by the revelation.''  
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meaning, `I only convey to you the warning of 
Allah's punishment and vengeance, and this is no 
more than that which Allah reveals to me.' But 
this is of no benefit to the one whom Allah has 
made blind and has put a seal over his hearing 
and his heart.  

He says:  

W٤٥Y & َیْ�َGُ ا����E ا�Rَ�2&ء ِإَذا َم& ُی'َ?ُروَنَوَ�...   

But the deaf will not hear the call, (even) when they are 
warned.  

Allah says:  


َ�ِ�ِ&Aَ &�'َی& َوْیَ�َ'& ِإن�& ُآ �
�ُ�Mُ�َ�َ bَ4اِب َر�?َRَ 
� م4ٌْ3َ�
 م���ْ(ُ#ْ� َنْhِ�ََو W٤٦Y  

And if a breath of the torment of your Lord touches 
them, they will surely, cry: "Woe unto us! Indeed we 
have been wrongdoers!''  

If these disbelievers were affected by the 
slightest touch of Allah's punishment, they would 
confess their sins and admit that they had 
wronged themselves in this world.  

 &hً�َْش �ٌ�  ...َوَنGُaَ اْ�ََ�اِزیَ
 اMِ�ْْ�َ� ِ�َ�ْ�ِم اMِ�َْ�&َمِ� َ َ�& ُتdَْ�ُ� َنْ

And We shall set up Balances of justice on the Day of 
Resurrection, then none will be dealt with unjustly in 
anything.  

meaning, "We shall set up the Balances of justice 
on the Day of Resurrection.''  

The majority of scholars state that it is one 
Balance, and the plural form is used here to 
reflect the large number of deeds which will be 
weighed therein.  

... &hً�َْش �ٌ� م4ْ
 iَْ�َدٍل َأَتْ�َ'& ِ�َ#& َوَآَ�� ِ�َ'& َوِإن َآ&َن ِمْ;Mَ&َل َ�$�ٍ�  َ َ�& ُتdَْ�ُ� َنْ

W٤٧Y َ�&ِسِ$�َ  

then none will be dealt with unjustly in anything. And if 
there be the weight of a mustard seed, We will bring it. 
And sufficient are We to take account.  
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This is like the Ayat:  

 �ُ�ِdَْأ2ً�َاَوَ/ َی bََر�� 

and your Lord treats no one with injustice. 
(18:49)  

 
� ُیaَـِ�ْ�َ#& َوُیTِْت ِمً'َ�َ�َ bَُل َذر�ٍة َوِإن َت&Mَ;ِْم �ُ�ِdِْإن� ا���َ� َ/ َی
&ً�dِRَ 2ُْنُ� َأْج�ًا��   

Surely, Allah wrongs not even of the weight of 
speck of dust, but if there is any good, He 
doubles it, and gives from Him a great reward. 
(4:40)  

یُ$َ'�� ِإن�َ#K ِإن َتbُ ِمْ;Mَ&َل َ�$�ٍ� م4ْ
 iَْ�َدٍل َ َ(ُ:ْ
 ِ � َصpَْ�ٍة َأْو ِ � 
 �ٌ�$ِiَ cٌ�ِ̀  ا���َـَ�ِت َأْو ِ � ا/Iْرِض َیْ+ِت ِ�َ#& ا���ُ� ِإن� ا���َ� َ�

"O my son! If it be equal to the weight of a grain 
of mustard seed, and though it be in a rock, or in 
the heavens or in the earth, Allah will bring it 
forth. Verily, Allah is Subtle, Well-Aware.'' (31:16)  

In the Two Sahihs it was recorded that Abu Hurayrah 
said that the Messenger of Allah said:  

�َ(&ِن Rََ�� ا��4َ�&ِن، َث�Mَِ�َ(&ِن ِ V اْ�ِ�nَاِن، َ�ِ$�َ$َ(&ِن ِإَ�� َ��ِiَ ِن&)ََآِ�َ

ِ : ا���ْ�َ

 ��dِ�َ�ْ2ِِ-، ُسْ$3َ&َن اِ� ا ُسْ$3َ&َن اِ� َو3َ�ِْ

Two words which are light on the tongue, heavy 
in the Balance and beloved to Ar-Rahman:  

"Subhan Allahi wa bi hamdihi, Subhan Allahil 
`Azim (Glory and praise be to Allah, Glory be to 
Allah the Almighty).''  

Imam Ahmad also recorded that A'ishah said that;  

one of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah 
sat down before him and said, "O Messenger of 
Allah, I have two slaves who lie to me, betray me 
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and disobey me, and I hit them and insult them. 
How do I stand with regard to them?''  

The Messenger of Allah said:  

ُی3َْ�ُ| َم& iَ&ُن�َك َوEَRَْ�َك َوَآ?�ُ��َك َوbَ�ُ&MَRِ ِإی�&ُهْ�، َ vِْن َآ&َن 
bَ�ُ&MَRِ ِإی�&ُهْ� 2ْMَ�ِِر ُذُن�ِ�ِ#ْ�، َآ&َن َآَ�&ً & َ�& bَ�َ َوَ�& bَ�ْ�َRَ، َوِإْن َآ&َن 

MَRِ َوِإْن َآ&َن ،bَ�َ &�ًaْ َ ِإی�&ُهْ� ُدوَن ُذُن�ِ�ِ#ْ�، َآ&َن bَ�ُ&MَRِ bَ�ُ&
 b�َ$ْ*َ VَMِ�َ ا��ِ?ي @ُaْ� ِإی�&ُهْ� َ ْ�َق ُذُن�ِ�ِ#ْ�، اْ*ُ(�� َ�ُ#ْ� ِمْ'bَ اْ�َ

The extent to which they betrayed you, disobeyed 
you and lied to you will be measured against the 
punishment you meted out to them. If your 
punishment was commensurate with their 
misconduct, then you will be equal and you will 
not have anything counted for you or against you.  

If your punishment of them was less than that 
what they deserved for their misconduct, then 
this will count in your favor. If your punishment 
of them was more than what they deserved for 
their misconduct, then Allah will take what is due 
to them from you.  

Then the man started to weep before the 
Messenger of Allah, and the Messenger of Allah 
asked,  

 َم&َ�ُ� َ�& َیMَْ�ُأ ِآَ(&َب ا� 

 ٌ��َوَنGُaَ اْ�ََ�اِزیَ
 اMِ�ْْ�َ� ِ�َ�ْ�ِم اMِ�َْ�&َمِ� َ َ�& ُتdَْ�ُ� َنْ
 &'َ�ِ ��َشhً�ْ& َوِإن َآ&َن ِمْ;Mَ&َل َ�$�ٍ� م4ْ
 iَْ�َدٍل َأَتْ�َ'& ِ�َ#& َوَآَ


  َ�&ِسِ$�َ

What is the matter with him Has he not read the 
words of Allah,  

And We shall set up Balances of justice on 
the Day of Resurrection, then none will be 
dealt with unjustly in anything. And if 
there be the weight of a mustard seed, We 
will bring it. And sufficient are We to take 
account.  
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The man said, "O Messenger of Allah, I think 
there is nothing better than keeping away from 
these people -- meaning his slaves -- I call upon 
you to bear witness that they are all free.''  

  

َو2ْMَ�َ َءاَتْ�َ'& ُم�َس� َوَهـُ�وَن اْ�ُ�ْ�َ*&َن َوK�َ�ًِء َوِذْآ�ًا 
 
َ�Mِ�)ُ�ْ4� 

21:48 And indeed We granted to Musa and Harun 
the criterion, and a shining light and a Reminder for 
those who have Taqwa. 

� ُمْ=ِ��Mَُن ا��ِ?یَ
 َیpَْ=ْ�َن َر��ُ#ْ� ِ�&Oَ�ْْ�ِ| َوُهِRَ&ا��� 
 ْ� م4َ
21:49 Those who fear their Lord in the unseen, and 
they are afraid of the Hour.  

 َوَهـَ?ا ِذْآٌ� م�َ$&َرٌك َأنnَْ�َ'ـُ� َأَ َ+ْنُ(ْ� َ�ُ� ُم'ِ:ُ�وَن 
21:50 And this is a blessed Reminder which We 
have sent down; will you then deny it!  

 The Revelation of the Tawrah and the Qur'an  

We have already noted that Allah often mentions Musa and 
Muhammad together -- may the peace and blessings of Allah be 
upon them both -- and He often mentions their Books together 
as well.  

He says:  

  ...َو2ْMَ�َ <َتْ�َ'& ُم�َس� َوَه&ُروَن اْ�ُ�ْ�َ*&َن 

And indeed We granted to Musa and Harun the criterion.  

Mujahid said,  

"This means the Scripture.''  

Abu Salih said:  

"The Tawrah.''  
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Qatadah said:  

"The Tawrah, what it permits and it forbids, and 
how Allah differentiated between truth and 
falsehood.''  

In conclusion, we may say that the heavenly Books 
included the distinction between truth and falsehood, 
guidance and misguidance, transgression and the right 
way, lawful and unlawful, and that which will fill the 
heart with light, guidance, fear of Allah and repentance.  

So Allah says:  


 اْ�ُ�ْ�َ*&َن ...َ�Mِ�)W٤٨Y َوِ�َ�&ء َوِذْآً�ا �4ْ�ُ  

the criterion, and a shining light and a Reminder for 
those who have Taqwa.  

meaning, a reminder and exhortation for them.  

Then He describes them as:  

 |ِ�ْOَ�ْ&�ِ �#ُْ�َن َر��=َpَْی 
  ...ا��ِ?یَ

Those who fear their Lord in the unseen.  

This is like the Ayah:  

   م�ْ
 iَِ=َ� ا���ْ�َـَ
 ِ�&Oَ�ْْ�ِ| َوَجKَء Mَ�ِْ�ٍ| م�ِ'�ٍ|

Who feared the Most Gracious in the unseen and 
came with a repenting heart. (50:33)  

Oَ�ْ&�ِ �#ُْ�َن َر��=َpَْی 
�َ�ٌة َوَأْجٌ� َآِ$�ٌ� ِإن� ا��ِ?یَِOْم� �#ُ�َ |ِ�ْ 

Verily, those who fear their Lord unseen, theirs 
will be forgiveness and a great reward. (67:12)  

� ُمْ=ِ��Mَُن... ِRَ&ا��� 
W٤٩Y َوُه� م4َ  

and they are afraid of the Hour.  

means, they fear it.  
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Then Allah says:  

 -ُ&'َ�ْnََوَهَ?ا ِذْآٌ� م�َ$&َرٌك َأن...  

And this is a blessed Reminder which We have sent 
down;  

means, the Magnificent Qur'an, which falsehood 
cannot approach, from before it or behind it, 
revealed by the All-Wise, Worthy of all praise.  

   W٥٠Y نُ(ْ� َ�ُ� ُم'ِ:ُ�وَنَأَ َ+... 

will you then deny it!  

means, will you deny it when it is the utmost in 
clarity and truth!  

  

 
َ� َو2ْMَ�َ َءاَتْ�َ'K ِإْ�َ�ِه�َ� ُرْش2َُ- ِم
 َ*ْ$ُ@ َوُآ'�& ِ�ِ� Rَـِ�ِ
21:51 And indeed We bestowed aforetime on 
Ibrahim his guidance, and We were Well-
Acquainted with him. 

ِإْذ َ*&َل /�ِ��ِ� َوَ*ْ�ِمِ� َم& َهـِ?ِ- ا�(�َـِ;�ُ@ ا��ِ(� َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& 
 Rَـِ:ُ��َن 

21:52 When he said to his father and his people: 
"What are these images to which you are devoted!'' 

 K َءاK�ََءَن& َ�َ#& Rَـِ$2ِیَ
 َ*&ُ��ْا َوَج2َْن
21:53 They said: "We found our fathers 
worshipping them.'' 

 
 َ*&َل 2ْMَ�َ ُآ'ُ(ْ� َأنُ(ْ� َوَءاK�َُؤُآْ� ِ � َ�َ�ـٍ@ م�ِ$�ٍ
21:54 He said: "Indeed you and your fathers have 
been in manifest error.'' 
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�ِ &'َ)َhُْ��ْا َأِج&*َ 
 &3َ�ْ]4 َأْم َأنUَ ِمَ
 ا���ـِ�ِ$�َ
21:55 They said: "Have you brought us the Truth, or 
are you one of those who play about?'' 

 �
ََ̀�ُه َ*&َل َ�@ ر���ُ:ْ� َرب� ا���َـَ�ِت َوا/Iْرِض ا��ِ?ى  
 
 َوَأَنْ& Rََ�� ذِ�ُ:ْ� م4َ
 ا�=�ـِ#2ِیَ

21:56 He said: "Nay, your Lord is the Lord of the 
heavens and the earth, Who created them and to 
that I am one of the witnesses.''   

 The Story of Ibrahim and his People  

Allah tells:  


َ�ِ�ِ&Rَ ��ِ &�'َوُآ @ُ$ْ*َ 
  W٥١Y َو2ْMَ�َ <َتْ�َ'& ِإْ�َ�اِه�َ� ُرْش2َُ- ِم

And indeed We bestowed aforetime on Ibrahim his 
guidance,  

Allah tells us about His close Friend Ibrahim, 
peace be upon him, and how He bestowed upon 
him guidance aforetime, i.e., from an early age 
He inspired him with truth and evidence against 
his people, as Allah says elsewhere:  

 َوِتK'َ)ُ�C�ُ bَ�ْ َءاَتْ�َ'ـَ#K ِإْ�َ�ِه�َ� Rََ�� َ*ْ�ِمِ�

And that was Our proof which We gave Ibrahim 
against his people. (6:83)  

The point here is that Allah is telling us that He 
gave guidance to Ibrahim aforetime, i.e., He had 
already guided him at an early age.  

 ...
َ�ِ�ِ&Rَ ��ِ &�'َوُآ  

and We were Well-Acquainted with him.  

means, and he was worthy of that.  
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Then Allah says:  

  W٥٢Y ِإْذ َ*&َل ِ�َ+ِ��ِ� َوَ*ْ�ِمِ� َم& َهِ?ِ- ا�(�َ&ِث�ُ@ ا��ِ(V َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& Rَ&ِآُ��َن

When he said to his father and his people: "What are 
these images, to which you are devoted!''  

This is the guidance which he had been given 
during his youth: his denunciation of his people's 
worship of idols instead of Allah.  

Ibrahim said:  

  نُ(ْ� َ�َ#& Rَ&ِآُ��َنَم& َهِ?ِ- ا�(�َ&ِث�ُ@ ا��ِ(V َأ.. 

"What are these images, to which you are 
devoted!''  

meaning, which you worship with such 
devotion.  


  W٥٣Y َ*&ُ��ا َوَج2َْن& <َ�&ءَن& َ�َ#& Rَ&2ِ�ِیَ

They said: "We found our fathers worshipping them.''  

means, they had no other evidence apart from 
the misguided actions of their forefathers.  


  W٥٤Y َ*&َل 2ْMَ�َ ُآ'ُ(ْ� َأنُ(ْ� َو<َ�&ُؤُآْ� ِ V َ�َ�&ٍل م�ِ$�ٍ

He (Ibrahim) said: Indeed you and your fathers have 
been in manifest error.  

meaning, Speaking to your fathers whose actions 
you cite as evidence would be the same as 
speaking to you. Both you and they are 
misguided and are not following any straight 
path.' When he called their intelligence into 
question, and said that their fathers were 
misguided and belittled their gods,  

*َ
َ�$ِRِ&ا��� 
  W٥٥Y &ُ��ا َأِجhَْ(َ'& ِ�&3َ�ْ]4 َأْم َأنUَ ِمَ

They said: "Have you brought us the Truth, or are you 
one of those who play about?''  
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They said: `These words that you are saying, are 
you speaking in jest or are you telling the truth! 
For we have never heard such a thing before.'  

 �
ََ̀�ُه   ...َ*&َل َ�@ ر���ُ:ْ� َرب� ا���َ&َواِت َواْ�َ+ْرِض ا��ِ?ي َ 

He said: "Nay, your Lord is the Lord of the heavens and 
the earth, Who created them...''  

meaning, your Lord, beside Whom there is no 
other god, is the One Who created the heavens 
and the earth and all that they contain; He is the 
One Who initiated their creation; He is the 
Creator of all things.  

 ...
W٥٦Y َوَأَن& Rََ�� َذِ�ُ:� م4َ
 ا�=�&ِه2ِیَ  

and to that I am one of the witnesses.  

means, and I bear witness that there is no God 
other than Him and no Lord except Him.  

  

 
َِ̂آ�2َن� َأْصَ'ـَُ:ْ� 2َ�ْ�َ َأن ُتَ����ْا ُم2ِْ�ِ�یَ  َوَت&���ِ� 
21:57 "And by Allah, I shall plot a plan for your 
idols after you have gone away and turned your 
backs.'' 

 َ Cََ�َ�ُ#ْ� ُجَ?اذًا ِإ/� َآِ$��ًا ��ُ#ْ� َ�َ���ُ#ْ� ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َیْ�ِجُ��َن 
21:58 So he broke them to pieces, except the 
biggest of them, that they might turn to it. 

 
َ�
 ا��dـِ�َِ َ*&ُ��ْا َم
 َ َ�َ@ َهـَ?ا ِ�ـَ&ِ�َ#ِ(َ'K ِإن�ُ� َ�ِ
21:59 They said: "Who has done this to our gods! 
He must indeed be one of the wrongdoers.'' 

 َ*&ُ��ْا َسِْ�َ'& َ ً(� َیْ?ُآُ�ُهْ� ُیMَ&ُل َ�ُ� ِإْ�َ�ِه�ُ� 
21:60 They said: "We heard a young man talking 
against them, who is called Ibrahim.'' 
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 ا�'�&ِس َ�َ���ُ#ْ� َیْ=َ#2ُوَن َ*&ُ��ْا َ ْ+ُت�ْاِ�ُRَْأ ��َRَ �ِ�ِ  
21:61 They said: "Then bring him before the eyes of 
the people, that they may testify.'' 

 َ*&ُ��ْا َءَأْنUَ�ْ�َ َ Uَ َهـَ?ا ِ�ـَ&ِ�َ#ِ(َ'& یvِْ�َ�ِه�ُ� 
21:62 They said: "Are you the one who has done 
this to our gods, O Ibrahim.'' 

�Mَُِ̀ن    َ*&َل َ�ْ@ َ َ�َ�ُ� َآِ$�ُ�ُهْ� َهـَ?ا َ &ْسـَُ��ُهْ� ِإن َآ&ُن�ْا ِیْ'
21:63 He said: "Nay, this one, the biggest of them 
did it. Ask them, if they can speak!''   

 How Ibrahim broke the Idols  

Then Ibrahim swore an oath, which some of his people heard, 
to plot against their idols, i.e., to break them and destroy them 
after they had gone away and turned their backs, when they 
went out to their festival. They had a festival which they would 
go out to celebrate.  

Abu Ishaq reported from Abu Al-Ahwas from Abdullah (Ibn 
Mas`ud),  

"When the people of Ibrahim went out to celebrate their 
festival, they passed by him and said, `O Ibrahim, are 
you not coming out with us?'  

He said, `I am sick.' ''  

It was only the day before that he had said,  


  W٥٧Y َوَت&���ِ� َ�َ+ِآ�2َن� َأْصَ'&َمُ:� 2َ�ْ�َ َأن ُتَ����ا ُم2ِْ�ِ�یَ

And by Allah, I shall plot a plan for your idols after you 
have gone away and turned your backs.  

and some of the people had heard him.  

  ...& َآِ$�ً�ا ��ُ#ْ� َ Cََ�َ�ُ#ْ� ُجَ?اًذا ِإ��
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So he broke them to pieces, except the biggest of them,  

means, he smashed them all, except for the 
biggest idol.  

This is like the Ayah,  


ِ�ِ�َ�ْ&�ِ &ً��ْ�َ �ْ#ِ�ْ�َRَ َ�اَغ َ   

Then he turned upon them, striking (them) with 
(his) right hand. (37:93)  

W٥٨Y َ�َ���ُ#ْ� ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َیْ�ِجُ��َن...   

that they might turn to it.  

It was said that he put a hammer in the hands of the 
biggest idol so that the people would think that it had 
become jealous on its own account and objected to these 
smaller idols being worshipped alongside it, so it had 
broken them.  


َ�ِ�ِ&�dا� 
َ  W٥٩Y َ*&ُ��ا َم
 َ َ�َ@ َهَ?ا K�ِِ�َ#ِ(َ'& ِإن�ُ� َ�ِ

They said: "Who has done this to our gods He must 
indeed be one of the wrongdoers.''  

When they came back and saw what Ibrahim had 
done to their idols, humiliating them and lowering 
their status, proving that they were not divine 
and that those who worshipped them were fools, 

�3َ4َ َهَ�ا ِب1ِ�َ!ِ�َ)� ِإ��ُ/ َ�ِ-َ� ا�.��ِ�ِ-�ََ �� They said: "Who) �5َُ��ا َ
has done this to our gods He must indeed be one 
of the wrongdoers),'' because of this action of his.  

  W٦٠Y َ*&ُ��ا َسِْ�َ'& َ ً(� َیْ?ُآُ�ُهْ� ُیMَ&ُل َ�ُ� ِإْ�َ�اِه�ُ�

They said: "We heard a young man talking against them, 
who is called Ibrahim.''  

Those who had heard him swearing to plot 
against them said, we heard a young man talking 
about them, and they said that he was called 
Ibrahim.  
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 ا�'�&ِس َ�َ���ُ#ْ� َیْ=َ#2ُوَنِ�ُRَْأ ��َRَ �ِ�ِ ُ��ا َ ْ+ُت�ا&*َ W٦١Y  

They said: "Then bring him before the eyes of the people 
that they may testify.''  

meaning, in front of a large audience so that all 
the people could be present. This was Ibrahim's 
ultimate purpose, so that he could tell this great 
gathering about the extent of their ignorance and 
how foolish they were to worship idols which 
could not defend themselves from harm or help 
themselves, so how could they ask them for help!  

  W٦٢Y َ*&ُ��ا َأَأنUَ�ْ�َ َ Uَ َهَ?ا K�ِِ�َ#ِ(َ'& َی& ِإْ�َ�اِه�ُ�

   ...َ*&َل َ�ْ@ َ َ�َ�ُ� َآِ$�ُ�ُهْ� َهَ?ا 

They said: "Are you the one who has done this to our 
gods, O Ibrahim!''  

He said: "Nay, this one, the biggest of them did it...''  

referring to the one he had left alone and had not 
broken.  

�Mَُِ̀ن...  W٦٣Y َ &ْسَ+ُ��ُهْ� ِإن َآ&ُن�ا َی'  

Ask them, if they can speak!  

He was hoping that they would admit of their own 
volition that these idols could not speak and that 
this idol would not say anything because it was 
inanimate.  

In the Two Sahihs it was recorded from Abu Hurayrah 
that the Messenger of Allah said:  

ِثْ'َ(ْ�ِ
 ِ V َذاِت اِ� : ِإن� ِإْ�َ�اِه�َ� Rََ�ْ�ِ� ا���َ�&ُم َ�ْ� َیْ:ِ?ْب َ�ْ�َ� َثَ�&ٍث
�ُ�ُ�ْ*َ : 

Ibrahim, upon him be peace, did not tell lies 
except on three occasions, two for the sake of 
Allah -- when he said:  
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 َ�ْ@ َ َ�َ�ُ� َآِ$�ُ�ُهْ� َهَ?ا 

Nay, this one, the biggest of them did it. 

and when he said:  

�ٌ�Mَِس �ِإن4 

Verily, I am sick. (37:89)  

ْرِض َج$�&ٍر ِمَ
 اCَ�َْ$&ِ�َ�ِة َوَمَ�ُ� َس&ر�ُة، َوَ�ْ�َ'& ُهَ� َیِ��ُ� ِ V َأ: َ*&َل
ِإن�ُ� َ*2ْ َنnَل َهُ#َ'& َرُجٌ@ : ِإْذ َنnََل َمْ'nًِ�& َ َ+َت� اCَ�ْ$�&َر َرُجٌ@ َ Mَ&َل

 ِ�َ+ْرbَ�ِ َمَ�ُ� اْمَ�َأٌة َأْ�َ�ُ
 ا�'�&ِس، 

 ْ'bَ؟ َم& َهِ?ِ- اْ�َْ�َأُة ِم: َ َ+ْرَسَ@ ِإَ�ْ�ِ� َ Cَ&َء، َ Mَ&َل

 . ِهVَ ُأV)ِiْ: َ*&َل

 َ &ْذَهْ| َ َ+ْرِسْ@ ِ�َ#& ِإ�V�َ، : َ*&َل

ََ̀�َ] ِإَ�� َس&ر�َة َ Mَ&َل ِإن� َهَ?ا اCَ�ْ$�&َر َ*2ْ َسَ+َ�ِ'iْ+َ َ ،bِ'ْRَ Vَ$ْ�ُتُ� : َ &ْن
ِإن�ُ� َأن�bِ ُأV)ِiْ، َ َ�& ُتَ:?vِ َ ،-ُ2َ'ْRِ V'ِ��ِ4ن�bِ ُأV ِ V)ِiْ ِآَ(&ِب اِ�، َو

 َ�ْ�َ� ِ V اْ�َ+ْرِض ُمْ�ِ�ٌ� َ�ْ�ِ�ي َوَ�ْ�ُ�ِك، 

 ،V4�Eَِإْ�َ�اِه�ُ� ُث�� َ*&َم ُی &#َ�ِ [َ�ََ̀  َ &ْن

َ��& َأْن َدRَ Uْ�َiََ�ْ�ِ� َ َ�<َه& َأْهَ�ى ِإَ�ْ�َ#& َ َ(َ'&َوَ�َ#& َ ُ+iَِ? َأiًْ?ا  َ
 ، َ UْRَ2َ َ�ُ�، اْدVRِ اَ� V�ِ َوَ�& َأُ���ِك: َش2ِی2ًا، َ Mَ&َل

 bَ�َِذ @َ�َ�ْ;ِ�َ#& َأْو َأَش�2، َ َِ�ِ ?َiِ+ُ َ &#َ�َْرِسَ@ َ َ+ْهَ�ى ِإَ�ْ�َ#&، َ َ(َ'&َو+ُ َ
 ،
 ا�;�&ِ�َ;َ�، َ ُ+iَِ? َ َ?َآَ� ِمْ;َ@ اْ�َ��َتْ�ِ
 اْ�ُ+وَ�َ�ْ�ِ

 َدRَ& َأْدَن� اْدVRِ اَ� َ َ�& ُأُ���ِك، َ UْRَ2َ َ�ُ� َ ُ+ْرِسَ@، ُث��: َ Mَ&َل
َ̀&ٍن، : Mَ َ �ِ�ِ&�C�ُ&َل �ْ=َ�ِ V'ِ)َ�َْأَت bَ�':ِ�َْنَ�&ٍن، َوvِ�ِ V'َِتْ+ِت �ْ�َ bَِإن�

َِ̀#& َه&َجَ� Rِْ�ْجَ#& َوَأiَْأ . ،Uْ�َ$َ*ْ+َ َ ،�ََه&َج Uْ�َِ̀ Rَْوُأ Uِْ�َجiْ+ُ َ 

 . َمْ#َ�ْ�: ِتِ�، َوَ*&َلَ َ��& َأَ��� ِإْ�َ�اِه�ُ� ِ�َhِ�Cَِ#&، اْنَ�َ(َ@ ِمْ
 َصَ�&

Uْ�َ&*َ : َه&َج� V'ِ2ََمiِْجِ�، َوَأ&� َآَ�� اُ� َآ2َ�ْ اْ�َ:&ِ ِ� اْ�َ
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and when he was traveling in the land of one of 
the tyrants, and Sarah was with him; when he 
made camp, a man came to the tyrant and said, 
"A man has made camp in your land and with him 
is a woman who is the most beautiful of people.''  

The tyrant sent for Ibrahim, and asked him, 
"What is the relationship of this woman to you?''  

He said, "She is my sister.''  

The tyrant said, "Go and send her to me.''  

So Ibrahim went to Sarah and said, "This tyrant 
asked me about you, and I told him that you are 
my sister, so do not let him think that I am lying. 
For you are indeed my sister according to the 
Book of Allah, and there are no Muslims on the 
earth apart from you and I.''  

So Ibrahim brought her to him, then he stood and 
prayed.  

When she entered upon the tyrant, he reached for 
her desirously once he saw her. But he suffered a 
severe seizure. So he said, "Pray to Allah for me 
and I will not harm you.'' So she prayed for him 
and it released him.  

Then he reached for her desirously, but he was 
stricken similarly before or worse. This continued 
three times, and each time he said the same as 
he had said the first time.  

Then he called the closest of his guards and said, 
"You have not brought me a human being, you 
have brought me a devil! Take her out and give 
her Hajar. So she was taken out and given 
Hajar, and she went back.  

When Ibrahim realized that she had come back, 
he finished his prayer and turned around. He 
said, "What happened?''  
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She said, "Allah took care of the evil disbeliever's 
plot, and he gave me Hajar as a servant.''  

Muhammad bin Sirin said,  

"When Abu Hurayrah narrated this 
Hadith, he said, `This is your mother, O 
sons of the water of the heaven.' ''  

  

 َ َ�َجُ��ْا ِإَ�� َأنُ�ِ�ِ#ْ� َ Mَ&ُ��ْا ِإن�ُ:ْ� َأنُ(ُ� ا��dـِ�ُ�َن 
21:64 So they turned to themselves and said: 
"Verily, you are the wrongdoers.''  

�Mَُِ̀ن  Uَ َم& َهـTُ/ِء َی'ْ�ِRَ 2ْMَ�َ �ْ#ُِرُءوِس ��َRَ ُث�� ُنِ:ُ��ْا 
21:65 Then they turned to themselves: "Indeed you 
know well that these speak not!'' 

َ*&َل َأَ َ(ْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� َم& َ/ َی'َ�ُ�ُ:ْ� َشh�ًْ& َوَ/ 
 َی��aُُآْ� 

21:66 He said: "Do you then worship besides Allah, 
things that can neither profit you nor harm you!'' 

   ��ُ:ْ� َوِ�َ& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� َأَ Qَ َتMِ�ُْ��َنُأف� 
21:67 "Fie upon you, and upon that which you 
worship besides Allah! Have you then no sense!''   

 The People's admission of their gods' incapability, and 

Ibrahim's preaching  

Allah tells us that when Ibrahim said what he said, his people, 

 �ْ#ِ�ِ�  ...َ َ�َجُ��ا ِإَ�� َأنُ

turned to themselves,  

meaning, they blamed themselves for not taking 
precautions and protecting their gods.   
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�َن... ُ�ِ&�dُ��ا ِإن�ُ:ْ� َأنُ(ُ� ا�&Mَ َ W٦٤Y  

They said: Verily, you are the wrongdoers.  

i.e., because you neglected them and did not 
guard them.  

  ...ُث�� ُنِ:ُ��ا Rََ�� ُرُؤوِسِ#ْ� 

Then they turned to themselves,  

means, they looked at the ground, and said:  

�Mَُِ̀ن...  Uَ َم& َهTَُ�&ء َی'ْ�ِRَ 2ْMَ�َ W٦٥Y  

Indeed you (Ibrahim) know well that these speak not!  

Qatadah said:  

"The people admitted their guilt and confusion, 

and said, َهُ:َ��ء َی)�6ُ7َِن ��َ ;َ-ْ$ِ<َ �ْ6َ�َ ("Indeed you know 
well that these speak not!'') `So how can you tell 
us to ask them, if they cannot speak and you 
know that they cannot speak.'  

At this point, when they admitted that, Ibrahim said to 
them:  

   W٦٦Y َ*&َل َأَ َ(ْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� َم& َ�& َی'َ�ُ�ُ:ْ� َشhً�ْ& َوَ�& َی��aُُآْ�

Do you then worship besides Allah, things that can 
neither profit you nor harm you!  

meaning, if they cannot speak and they can 
neither benefit you nor harm you, then why do 
you worship them instead of Allah  

  W٦٧Y ُأف� ��ُ:ْ� َوِ�َ& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� َأَ َ�& َتMِ�ُْ��َن

Fie upon you, and upon that which you worship besides 
Allah! Have you then no sense!  

`Do you not realize the extent of the misguidance 
and extreme disbelief which you are following, 
which no one could accept but one who is an 
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ignorant and evil wrongdoer.' He defeated them 
in argument and left them with no way out.  

Allah said:  

 َوِتK'َ)ُ�C�ُ bَ�ْ َءاَتْ�َ'ـَ#K ِإْ�َ�ِه�َ� Rََ�� َ*ْ�ِمِ�

And that was Our proof which We gave Ibrahim 
against his people. (6:83)  

  

 
 َ*&ُ��ْا 4��َُ*�ُ- َوانEُُ�وْا َءاِ�َ#َ(ُ:ْ� ِإن ُآ'ُ(ْ� َ ـِ�ِ��َ
21:68 They said: "Burn him and help your gods, if 
you will be doing.'' 

 ُ*ْ�َ'& یَ'&ُر ُآ�ِن� َ�ْ�دًا َوَسَ�ـَ& Rََ�� ِإْ�َ�ِه�َ� 
21:69 We said: "O fire! Be you cool and safety for 
Ibrahim!'' 

 
 َوَأَراُدوْا ِ�ِ� َآ2�ًْا َ Cََ�ْ�َ'ـُ#ُ� ا/iْIَ�ِ�یَ
21:70 And they wanted to harm him, but We made 

them the worst losers.      

 How Ibrahim was thrown into the Fire and how Allah 

controlled it  

When their arguments were refuted and their incapability 
became clear, when truth was made manifest and falsehood 
was defeated, they resorted to using their power and strength, 
and;  


َ��ِRِ& َ �ْ)ُ'ُ�وا <ِ�َ#َ(ُ:ْ� ِإن ُآEُُ��ا 4��َُ*�ُ- َوان&*َ W٦٨Y  

They said: "Burn him and help your gods, if you will be 
doing.''  

So they gathered together a huge amount of wood.  
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As-Suddi said,  

"I if a woman was sick, she would make a vow 
that if she recovered she would bring wood to 
burn Ibrahim. Then they made a hole in the 
ground and set it aflame, and it burned with huge 
sparks and immense flames. There had never 
been a fire like it. They put Ibrahim, peace be 
upon him, into a catapult, at the suggestion of a 
nomadic Kurdish man from Persia.''  

Shu`ayb Al-Jaba'i said,  

"His name was Hayzan, and Allah caused the 
earth to swallow him up, and he will remain 
sinking into it until the Day of Resurrection.  

When they threw him he said, `Sufficient for me 
is Allah, and He is the best disposer of affairs.'''  

This is similar to what Al-Bukhari recorded from Ibn 
Abbas that Ibrahim said,  

"`Sufficient for me is Allah, and He is the best 
disposer of affairs,''  

when he was thrown into the fire, and 
Muhammad said it when they said:  

ِإن� ا�'�&َس َ*2ْ َجَُ��ْا َ�ُ:ْ� َ &iَْ=ْ�ُهْ� َ nَاَدُهْ� ِإیَـ'ً& َوَ*&ُ��ْا 
 َ�ْ�ُ$َ'& ا���ُ� َوِنْ�َ� اْ�َ�ِآ�ُ@

Verily, the people have gathered against 
you, therefore, fear them. But it increased 
them in faith, and they said: "Allah is 
sufficient for us, and He is the best 
disposer of affairs.'' (3:173)  

Sa`id bin Jubayr reported that Ibn Abbas said:  

"When Ibrahim was thrown into the fire, the 
keeper (angel) of the rain said: `When will I be 
commanded to send rain.' But the command of 
Allah was more swift.  
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  W٦٩Y ُ*ْ�َ'& َی& َن&ُر ُآ�ِنV َ�ْ�ًدا َوَسَ�&ًم& Rََ�� ِإْ�َ�اِه�َ�

Allah said: O fire! Be you cool and safety for 
Ibrahim!  

and there was no fire left on earth that was not 
extinguished.''  

Ibn Abbas and Abu Al-Aliyah said:  

"Were it not for the fact that Allah said, ��   َوَ=َ$�ً

(and safety), Ibrahim would have been harmed 
by its coldness.''  

Qatadah said:  

"On that day there was no creature that did not 
try to extinguish the fire for Ibrahim, except for 
the gecko.''  

Az-Zuhri said:  

"The Prophet commanded that it should be killed, 
and called it a harmful vermin.''  


  W٧٠Y َوَأَراُدوا ِ�ِ� َآ2ً�ْا َ Cََ�ْ�َ'&ُهُ� اْ�َ+iَْ�ِ�یَ

And they wanted to harm him, but We made them the 
worst losers.  

they were defeated and humiliated, because they 
wanted to plot against the Prophet of Allah, but 
Allah planned against them and saved him from 
the fire, and thus they were defeated.  

  

 
َ� َوَن�Cْ�َ'ـُ� َوx��ًُ& ِإَ�� ا/Iْرِض ا��ِ(� َ�&َرْآَ'& ِ �َ#& ِ�ْ�َ�ـَ�ِ
21:71 And We rescued him and Lut to the land 
which We have blessed for the nations. 
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 َوَوَهْ$َ'& َ�ُ� ِإْس3َـَ] َوَی�Mُ�َْب َن&ِ َ�ً� َوُآ�Q َجَ�ْ�َ'& َصـ�3ِ�َِ
21:72 And We bestowed upon him Ishaq, and 
Ya`qub Nafilatan. Each one We made righteous. 

� َیْ#2ُوَن ِ�َ+ْمِ�َن& َوَأْوَ�ْ�ً�َ'K ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� ِ ْ�َ@ َوَجَ�ْ�َ'&ُهْ� َأِئ
اpَ�ْْ�َ�ِت َوِإَ*&َم ا����Eة َوِإیَ(Kَء ا��nَآـ�ِة َوَآ&ُن�ْا َ�َ'& 

 
 Rَـِ$2ِیَ
21:73 And We made them leaders, guiding by Our 
command, and We revealed to them the doing of 
good deeds, performing Salah, and the giving of 
Zakah, and of Us (Alone) they were the 
worshippers. 

ْ�ً& َوَن�Cْ�َ'ـُ� ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�َیِ� ا��ِ(�  Rَِو &ًَوx��ًُ& <َتْ�َ'ـُ� ُ�ْ:
 Nَhِـ$َpَ�ْا @ُ َآ&َنU ت�ْ�َ

21:74 And (remember) Lut, We gave him wisdom 
and knowledge, and We saved him from the town 
who practiced Al-Khaba'ith.  

 
َ�Mِ�ِِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ْا َ*ْ�َم َسْ�ٍء َ ـ 
Verily, they were a people given to evil, and were 
rebellious. 

 
 َوَأْدiَْ�َ'ـُ� ِ � َرْ�َِ(َ'K ِإن�ُ� ِمَ
 ا��Eـ�3ِ�َِ
21:75 And We admitted him to Our mercy; truly, he 
was of the righteous.  

 The Migration of Ibrahim to Ash-Sham (Greater Syria), 
accompanied by Lut  

Allah tells:  


َ�  W٧١Y َوَن�Cْ�َ'&ُ- َوxً��ُ& ِإَ�� اْ�َ+ْرِض ا��ِ(V َ�&َرْآَ'& ِ �َ#& ِ�ْ�َ�&َ�ِ
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And We rescued him and Lut to the land which We have 
blessed for the nations. 

Allah tells us that He saved Ibrahim from the fire 
lit by his people, and brought him out from 
among them, migrating to the land of Ash-Sham, 
to the sacred regions thereof.  

 �  ...َوَوَهْ$َ'& َ�ُ� ِإْس3ََ] َوَی�Mُ�َْب َن&ِ َ�ً

And We bestowed upon him Ishaq, and Ya`qub 
Nafilatan.  

Ata' and Mujahid said,  

"Nafilatan means as a gift.''  

Ibn Abbas, Qatadah and Al-Hakam bin `]Uyaynah said,  

"The gift of a son who has a son,''  

meaning that Yaqub was the son of Ishaq, 
as Allah says:  

 َوِم
 َوَر<ِء ِإْس3َـَ] َی�Mُ�َْبَ َ$=�ْ�َنـَ#& vِ�ِْس3َـَ] 

But We gave her glad tidings of Ishaq, and 
after Ishaq, of Yaqub. (11:71)  

Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said,  

"He asked for one (son), and said,  

 
 َرب4 َهْ| ِ�� ِمَ
 ا��Eـ�3ِ�ِِ

"My Lord! Grant me from the righteous.'' 
(37:100) 

So Allah gave him Ishaq, and gave him Yaqub in 
addition.  

 ...
W٧٢Y َوُآ��& َجَ�ْ�َ'& َص&�3ِ�َِ  

Each one We made righteous.  

means, both of them were good and righteous 
people.  
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 �ً�  ...َوَجَ�ْ�َ'&ُهْ� َأِئ

And We made them leaders,  

means, examples to be followed.  

...َیْ#2ُوَن ِ�َ+ْمِ�َن& ...   

guiding by Our command,  

inviting to Him by His leave.  

Allah says:  

...َوَأْوَ�ْ�َ'& ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� ِ ْ�َ@ اpَ�ْْ�َ�اِت َوِإَ*&َم ا��Eَ�&ِة َوِإیَ(&ء ا��nَآ&ِة ...   

and We revealed to them the doing of good deeds, 
performing Salah, and the giving of Zakah,  

Here the general is followed by the specific.  

 ...
W٧٣Y َوَآ&ُن�ا َ�َ'& Rَ&2ِ�ِیَ  

and of Us (Alone) they were the worshippers.  

means, they did what they enjoined others to do.  

 The Prophet Lut  

Then Allah mentions Lut, whose full name was Lut bin Haran bin 
Azar. He believed in Ibrahim and followed him, and migrated 
with him, as Allah says:  

 َ ـَ&َمَ
 َ�ُ� ُ��ٌط َوَ*&َل ِإن4� ُمَ#&ِجٌ� ِإَ�� َر�4�

So Lut believed in him. He (Ibrahim) said: "I will 
emigrate for the sake of my Lord.'' (29:26)  

Allah gave him wisdom and knowledge; He sent Revelation to 
him, made him a Prophet and appointed him to Sadum (Sodom) 
and its vicinity, but they rejected him and resisted him, so Allah 
utterly destroyed them, as He tells us in several places in His 
Book.  

Allah says;  
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 َNِئ&$َpَ�ْا @ُ& َوَن�Cْ�َ'&ُ- ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�َیِ� ا��ِ(V َآ&َنU ت�ْ�ًَ�ْRَِو &َوxً��ُ& <َتْ�َ'&ُ- ُ�ْ:ً

َ�Mِِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ا َ*ْ�َم َسْ�ٍء َ &ِس W٧٤Y  


َ�3ِ�ِ&�Eا� 
   W٧٥Y َوَأْدV ِ -ُ&'َ�ْiَ َرْ�َِ(َ'& ِإن�ُ� ِمَ

and We saved him from the town who practiced Al-
Khaba'ith. Verily, they were a people given to evil, and 
were rebellious. And We admitted him to Our mercy; 
truly, he was of the righteous.  

 

 
َوُن��ً& ِإْذ َن&َدى ِم
 َ*ْ$ُ@ َ &ْسَ(�C'َ َ �ُ�َ &'َ$ْCَْ�َ'ـُ� َوَأْهَ�ُ� ِمَ
dِ�َ�ْاْ�َ:ْ�ِب ا �ِ� 

21:76 And (remember) Nuh, when he cried (to Us) 
aforetime. We answered to his invocation and saved 
him and his family from the great distress. 

َوَنEَْ�َنـُ� ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�ِم ا��ِ?یَ
 َآ?�ُ��ْا ِ�ـَ&َیـِ(َ'& ِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ْا َ*ْ�َم 
*ْ�َ�
 َسْ�ٍء َ َ+َْ��ِ َ'ـُ#ْ� َأْجَ

21:77 We helped him against the people who 
denied Our Ayat. Verily, they were a people given to 

evil. So We drowned them all.      

 Nuh and His People  

Allah tells us how He responded to His servant and Messenger 
Nuh, peace be upon him, when he prayed to Him against his 
people for their disbelief in him:  

 �ْEِ)َُ��ٌب َ &نOَْم �َر��ُ� َأن� &Rَ2َ َ 

Then he invoked his Lord (saying): "I have been 
overcome, so help (me)!'' (54:10)  

 َ:ـِ�ِ�یَ
 َدی�&رًا َوَ*&َل ُن�ٌح ر�ب4 َ/ َتَ?ْر Rََ�� ا/Iْرِض ِمَ
 اْ�
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 ِإن�bَ ِإن َتَ?ْرُهْ� ُی���aِْا Rَِ$&َدَك َوَ/ َی2ُ�ِوْا ِإ/� َ &ِج�ًا َآ��&رًا 

And Nuh said: "My Lord! Leave not any inhabitant of the 
disbelievers on the earth! If You leave them, they will 
mislead Your servants, and they will beget none but 
wicked disbelievers. (71:26-27) 

So Allah says here,  

  ...َوُن�ً�& ِإْذ َن&َدى ِم
 َ*ْ$ُ@ َ &ْسَ(�C'َ َ �ُ�َ &'َ$ْCَْ�َ'&ُ- َوَأْهَ�ُ� 

And (remember) Nuh, when he cried (to Us) aforetime. 
We answered to his invocation and saved him and his 
family,  

meaning, those who believed with him, as Allah 
says elsewhere:  

َوَأْهbَ�َ ِإ/� َم
 َسَ$َ] Rََ�ْ�ِ� اMَ�ْْ�ُل َوَمْ
 َءاَمَ
 َوَمK َءاَمَ
 َمَ�ُ� ِإ/� 
 @ٌ��ِ*َ 

...and your family -- except him against whom 
the Word has already gone forth -- and those who 
believe. And none believed with him, except a 
few. (11: 40) 

 ...�ِ�dِ�َ�ْاْ�َ:ْ�ِب ا 
W٧٦Y ِمَ  

from the great distress.  

meaning, from difficulty, rejection and harm.  

For he remained among them for one thousand years 
less fifty, calling them to Allah, and no one had believed 
in him except for a few. His people were plotting against 
him and advising one another century after century, 
generation after generation, to oppose him.  

    ...َوَنEَْ�َن&ُ- ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�ِم 

We helped him against the people,  

means, `We saved him and helped him against 
the people,'  
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 ...
َ��ِ  W٧٧Y ا��ِ?یَ
 َآ?�ُ��ا K�َِی&ِتَ'& ِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ا َ*ْ�َم َسْ�ٍء َ َ+ْ�َ�ْ*َ'&ُهْ� َأْجَ

who denied Our Ayat. Verily, they were a people given 
to evil. So We drowned them all.  

meaning, Allah drowned them all, and not one of 
them was left on the face of the earth, as their 
Prophet had prayed would happen to them.  

 

 �ِ� ِ Uْ=َ�َوَداُووَد َوُسَ�ْ�َـَ
 ِإْذ َی3ُْ:َ&ِن ِ � ا3َ�ْْ�ِث ِإْذ َنَ
�َ'ُ� اMَ�ْْ�ِم َوُآ'�& 3ُ�ِْ:ِِ#ْ� َشَ
   ـِ#2ِیَ

21:78 And (remember) Dawud and Suleiman, when 
they gave judgement in the case of the field in 
which the sheep of certain people had Nafashat; 
and We were witness to their judgement. 

�ْRَِو &ًَ'ـَ#& ُسَ�ْ�َـَ
 َوُآ�Q َءاَتْ�َ'& ُ�ْ:ْ�#�َ َ &ً 
21:79 And We made Suleiman to understand (the 
case); and to each of them We gave wisdom 
(Hukm) and knowledge.  

 �َ�ْ�̀  َوَس�pْ�َن& َمGَ َداُووَد اCِ�َْ$&َل ُی3ْ4$�ََ
 َوا�
And We subjected the mountains and the birds to 
glorify Our praises along with Dawud.  

 
 َوُآ'�& َ ـِ�ِ��َ
And it was We Who were the doer (of all these 
things). 

َ'&ُ- َصْ'َ�َ� َ�ُ$�ٍس ��ُ:ْ� ِ�ُ(Eِ3َْ'ُ:ْ� م4
 َ�ْ+ِسُ:ْ� َ َ#ْ@ ْ��Rََو
 َأنُ(ْ� َشـِ:ُ�وَن 

21:80 And We taught him the making of metal coats 
of mail (for battles), to protect you in your fighting. 
Are you then grateful! 
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� َتCِْ�ى ِ�َ+ْمِ�ِ- ِإَ�� ا/Iْرِض  ً�َوِ�ُ�َ�ْ�َـَ
 ا��4یRَ yَ&ِصَ
 ا��ِ(� َ�&َرْآَ'& ِ �َ#& 

21:81 And to Suleiman (We subjected) the wind 
strongly raging, running by his command towards 
the land which We had blessed.  

 
َ� َوُآ'�& ِ�ُ:@4 َشْ�ٍء Rَـِ�ِ
And of everything We are the All-Knower. 

Qً ُدوَن َRَ ُ��َن
 َم
 َی�Oُُص�َن َ�ُ� َوَیْ�َِ�ِ̀ َوِمَ
 ا�=�َ�ـ
 bَ�ِذ 

21:82 And of the Shayatin were some who dived for 
him, and did other work besides that;  


َ�dِ�   َوُآ'�& َ�ُ#ْ� َ�ـِ
and it was We Who guarded them.   

 Dawud and Suleiman and the Signs which They were given; 
the Story of the People whose Sheep pastured at Night in the 

Field  

(Abu) Ishaq narrated from Murrah from Ibn Mas`ud:  

"That crop was grapes, bunches of which were dangling.''  

This was also the view of Shurayh.  

Ibn Abbas said:  

"Nafash means grazing.''  

Shurayh, Az-Zuhri and Qatadah said:  

"Nafash only happens at night.''  

Qatadah added,  
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"(and) Al-Haml is grazing during the day.''  

Allah tells: 

�َ'ُ� اMَ�ْْ�ِم َ �ِ� ِ Uْ=َ�   ...َوَداُووَد َوُسَ�ْ�َ&َن ِإْذ َی3ُْ:َ&ِن ِ V ا3َ�ْْ�ِث ِإْذ َنَ

And (remember) Dawud and Suleiman, when they gave 
judgement in the case of the field in which the sheep of 
certain people had pastured at night;  

Ibn Jarir recorded that Ibn Mas`ud said:  

"Grapes which had grown and their bunches were 
spoiled by the sheep. Dawud (David) ruled that 
the owner of the grapes should keep the sheep.  

Suleiman (Solomon) said, `Not like this, O 
Prophet of Allah!'  

(Dawud) said, `How then'  

(Suleiman) said: `Give the grapes to the owner of 
the sheep and let him tend them until they grow 
back as they were, and give the sheep to the 
owner of the grapes and let him benefit from 
them until the grapes have grown back as they 
were. Then the grapes should be given back to 
their owner, and the sheep should be given back 
to their owner.'  

This is what Allah said: َه� ُ=َ$ْ�َ-�َن�(َ-ْ�!>ََ (And We 
made Suleiman to understand (the case).''  

This was also reported by Al-`Awfi from Ibn 
Abbas.  

 ...
W٧٨Y َوُآ'�& 3ُ�ِْ:ِِ#ْ� َش&ِه2ِیَ  

and We were witness to their judgement. 

 &ً�ْRَِو &َ'&َه& ُسَ�ْ�َ&َن َوُآ��& <َتْ�َ'& ُ�ْ:ًْ�#�َ َ...  

And We made Suleiman to understand (the case); and to 
each of them We gave wisdom and knowledge.  

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded that;  
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when Iyas bin Mu`awiyah was appointed as a 
judge, Al-Hasan came to him and found Iyas 
weeping. (Al-Hasan) said, "Why are you 
weeping?''  

(Iyas) said, "O Abu Sa`id, What I heard about 
judges among them a judge is he, who studies a 
case and his judgment is wrong, so he will go to 
Hell; another judge is he who is biased because of 
his own whims and desires, so he will go to Hell; 
and the other judge he who studies a case and 
gives the right judgement, so he will go to 
Paradise.''  

Al-Hasan Al-Basari said: "But what Allah tells us 
about Dawud and Suleiman (peace be upon them 
both) and the Prophets and whatever judgments 
they made proves that what these people said is 
wrong.  

Allah says:  

�َ'�ُ َوَداُووَد َوُسَ�ْ�َ&َن ِإْذ َی3ُْ:َ&ِن ِ V ا3َ�ْْ�ِث َ �ِ� ِ Uْ=َ�ِإْذ َنَ

  اMَ�ْْ�ِم َوُآ'�& 3ُ�ِْ:ِِ#ْ� َش&ِه2ِیَ

And (remember) Dawud and Suleiman, when they 
gave judgement in the case of the field in which 
the sheep of certain people had pastured at night; 
and We were witness to their judgement.  

Allah praised Suleiman but He did not condemn 
Dawud.''  

Then he -- Al-Hasan -- said, "Allah enjoins three 
things upon the judges:  

• not to sell thereby for some miserable 
price;  

• not to follow their own whims and desires; 
and  

• not to fear anyone concerning their 
judgments.''  

Then he recited:  
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� ِ � ا/Iْرِض َ &ْ�ُ:ْ� َ�ْ�َ
 ا�'�&ِس ِ�&3َ�ْ]4 ً�َ��ِiَ bَی2َاُووُد ِإن�& َجَ�ْ�َ'ـ

 َسِ$�ِ@ ا���ِ�Rَ bَ��aِ�ُ َ اْ�َ#َ�ى Gِ$ِ�)َوَ/ َت 

O Dawud! Verily, We have placed you as a 
successor on the earth; so judge you between 
men in truth and follow not your desire -- for it 
will mislead you from the path of Allah. (38:26)  

 َ Qَ َتpَْ=ُ�ْا ا�'�&َس َواiَْ=ْ�ِن

Therefore fear not men but fear Me. (5:44)  

Qً��ِ*َ &ً' َوَ/ َتْ=َ(ُ�وْا ِ�ـَ&َیـِ(� َثَ

and sell not My Ayat for a miserable price. (5:44)  

I say: with regard to the Prophets (peace be upon them 
all), all of them were infallible and supported by Allah. 
With regard to others, it is recorded in Sahih Al-Bukhari 
from `Amir bin Al-`As that the Messenger of Allah said:  

 ِإَذا اْجَ(َ#2َ ا3َ�ْ&ِآُ� َ َ+َص&َب، َ َ�ُ� َأْجَ�اِن، 

ََ̀+، َ َ�ُ� َأْج� iْ+َ َ 2َ#َ)ََوِإَذا اْج 

If the judge does his best, studies the case and reaches 
the right conclusion, he will have two rewards.  

If he does his best, studies the case and reaches the 
wrong conclusion, he will have one reward.  

This Hadith refutes the idea of Iyas, who thought 
that if he did his best, studied the case and 
reached the wrong conclusion, he would go to 
Hell.  

And Allah knows best.  

Similar to story in the Qur'an is the report recorded by 
Imam Ahmad in his Musnad from Abu Hurayrah, who 
said that the Messenger of Allah said:  

 
& اْمَ�َأَت&ِن َمَ�ُ#َ& اْ�َ'&ِن َ�ُ#َ&، ِإْذ َج&َء ا�?4ْئُ| َ َ+iََ? َأ2َ�َ اْ�&ْ�َ'ْ�َِ'َ�ْ�َ
Mَ َ ،َىداُوَد�ِإَ� &)َaَ� ِ�ِ� ِ�ْ�ُ:ْ$َ�ى، َ pََ�َجَ(& َ Rَ2َ&ُهَ& َ َ(3َ&َآَ
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&: ُسَ�ْ�َ&ُن َ Mَ&َلَ:ُ'َ�ْ�َ �ُ�Mَأُش 
: َ Uِ�َ&Mَ ا�Oْ�Eَ�ى: َه&ُت�ا ا���4:4َ
 َیْ�َ�ُbَ اُ� ُهَ� اْ�ُ'َ#& َ�& َتُ=aَMَ َ ،�ُ�M� Oْ�E��ِ �ِ�َِ�ى 

There were two women who each had a son. The 
wolf came and took one of the children, and they 
referred their dispute to Dawud. He ruled that the 
(remaining) child belonged to the older woman. 
They left, then Suleiman called them and said, 
"Give me a sword and I will divide him between 
the two of you.''  

The younger woman said, "May Allah have mercy 
on you! He is her child, do not cut him up!''  

So he ruled that the child belonged to the 
younger woman.  

This was also recorded by Al-Bukhari and Muslim 
in their Sahihs.  

An-Nasa'i also devoted a chapter to this in the 
Book of Judgments.  

 ... �َ�ْ�̀ ...َوَس�pْ�َن& َمGَ َداُووَد اCِ�َْ$&َل ُی3ْ4$�ََ
 َوا�  

And We subjected the mountains and the birds to glorify 
Our praises along with Dawud.  

This refers to the beauty of his voice when he 
recited his Book, Az-Zabur. When he recited it in 
a beautiful manner, the birds would stop and 
hover in the air, and would repeat after him, and 
the mountains would respond and echo his words.  

 ...
َ��ِRِ& َ &�'َوُآ W٧٩Y  

And it was We Who were the doer (of all these 
things). 

The Prophet passed by Abu Musa Al-Ash`ari while he 
was reciting Qur'an at night, and he had a very beautiful 
voice, he stopped and listened to his recitation, and said:  

 2ْMَ�َ ُأوِتVَ َهَ?ا ِمnَْم&ًرا ِمْ
 َمnَاِم�ِ� <ِل َداُود 
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This man has been given one of the wind 
instruments (nice voices) of the family of Dawud.  

He said: "O Messenger of Allah, if I had known 
that you were listening, I would have done my 
best for you.''  

َ'&ُ- َصْ'َ�َ� َ�ُ$�ٍس ��ُ:ْ� ِ�ُ(Eِ3َْ'ُ:� م4
 َ�ْ+ِسُ:ْ� ْ��Rََو...  

And We taught him the making of metal coats of mail, to 
protect you in your fighting.  

meaning, the manufacture of chain-armor.  

Qatadah said that before that, they used to wear plated 
armor; he was the first one to make rings of chain-
armor.  

This is like the Ayah:  

ْ@ َسـِ$OَـUٍ َوَ*42ْر ِ � ا���ْ�ِدَRَْوَأَ�'�& َ�ُ� ا2ِ3َ�ْی2ََأِن ا 

And We made the iron soft for him. Saying: 
"Make you perfect coats of mail, and balance well 
the rings of chain armor.'' (34:10-11),  

meaning, do not make the pegs so loose that the 
rings (of chain mail) will shake, or make it so 
tight that they will not be able to move at all.  

Allah says:  

  ...ِ�ُ(Eِ3َْ'ُ:� م4
 َ�ْ+ِسُ:ْ� ... 

to protect you in your fighting.  

meaning, in your battles.  

W٨٠Y َ َ#ْ@ َأنُ(ْ� َش&ِآُ�وَن...   

Are you then grateful. means,  

`Allah blessed you when He inspired His servant 
Dawud and taught him that for your sake.'  
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 The Power of Suleiman is unparalleled  

And Allah tells:  

 �ً�   ...َوِ�ُ�َ�ْ�َ&َن ا��4یRَ yَ&ِصَ

And to Suleiman (We subjected) the wind strongly 
raging,  

means, `We subjugated the strong wind to 
Suleiman.'  

...َتCِْ�ي ِ�َ+ْمِ�ِ- ِإَ�� اْ�َ+ْرِض ا��ِ(V َ�&َرْآَ'& ِ �َ#& ...   

running by his command towards the land which We had 
blessed.  

meaning, the land of Ash-Sham (Greater Syria).  

 


َو... َ�ِ�ِ&Rَ ٍءVُْآ'�& ِ�ُ:@4 َش W٨١Y  

And of everything We are the All-Knower.  

He had a mat made of wood on which he would place all 
the equipment of his kingship; horses, camels, tents and 
troops, then he would command the wind to carry it, and 
he would go underneath it and it would carry him aloft, 
shading him and protecting him from the heat, until it 
reached wherever he wanted to go in the land. Then it 
would come down and deposit his equipment and 
entourage.  

Allah says:  

 Cِْ�ى ِ�َ+ْمِ�ِ- ُرKiًَء Nُ�ْ�َ َأَص&َب َ �p�َْ�َن& َ�ُ� ا��4یyَ َت

So, We subjected to him the wind; it blew gently 
by his order whithersoever he willed. (38:36)  

�2ُو�َه& َشْ#ٌ� َوَرَواُ�َ#& َشْ#ٌ�ُ 

its morning was a month's (journey), and its 
afternoon was a month's. (34:12)  


 َم
 َی�Oُُص�َن َ�ُ� َوِ�xِ&�َ�=ا� 
  ...ِمَ

And of the Shayatin were some who dived for him,  
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means, they dived into the water to retrieve 
pearls, jewels, etc., for him.  

 ... bَ�ُِدوَن َذ &�ًَRَ ُ��َن...َوَیْ�َ  

and did other work besides that;  

This is like the Ayah:  


 ُآ@� َ�'�Kٍء َوَ���اٍص َ�ِ̀  َوا�=�َ�ـ

   َوَءاiَِ�یَ
 ُم��Mَِن�َ
 ِ � ا/Iْصَ�&ِد

And also the Shayatin, every kind of builder and 
diver. And also others bound in fetters. (38:37-
38)  

 ...
َ�dِ ِ&�َ �ْ#ُ�َ &�'َوُآ W٨٢Y  

and it was We Who guarded them.  

means, Allah protected him lest any of these 
Shayatin did him any harm. All of them were 
subject to his control and domination, and none 
of them would have dared to approach him. He 
was in charge of them and if he wanted, he could 
set free or detain whomever among them he 
wished.  

Allah says:  

 َوَءاiَِ�یَ
 ُم��Mَِن�َ
 ِ � ا/Iْصَ�&ِد 

And also others bound in fetters. (38:38)  

  

 َوَأی��َب ِإْذ َن&َدى َر��ُ� 
21:83 And (remember) Ayub, when he cried to his 
Lord:  

�aا� �َم��ِ'َ �َأن4 
َ� �� َوَأنUَ َأْرَ�ُ� ا���اِ�ِ
"Verily, distress has seized me, and You are the 
Most Merciful of all those who show mercy.'' 
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�َ'& َم& ِ�ِ� ِم
 ُ��� َوَءاَتْ�َ'ـُ� َأْهَ�ُ�  ْ=َ:َ َ �ُ�َ &'َ$ْCَ)َْس& َ
� م4ْ
 Rِ'2َِن& َوً ِذْآَ�ى ِ�ْ�َ�ـِ$2ِیَ
 َوِمْ;َ�ُ#ْ� م�َ�ُ#ْ� َرْ�َ

21:84 So We answered his call, and We removed 
the distress that was on him, and We restored his 
family to him, and the like thereof along with them 
as a mercy from Ourselves and a Reminder for all 
those who worship Us.   

 The Prophet Ayub  

Allah tells:  


َ�   W٨٣Y َوَأی��َب ِإْذ َن&َدى َر��ُ� َأنV4 َم��ِ'Vَ ا����a َوَأنUَ َأْرَ�ُ� ا���اِ�ِ

 ���ُ 
�َ'& َم& ِ�ِ� ِمْ=َ:َ َ �ُ�َ &'َ$ْCَ)َْس& َ...  

And (remember) Ayub, when he cried to his Lord: 
"Verily, distress has seized me, and You are the Most 
Merciful of all those who show mercy.'' 

So We answered his call, and We removed the distress 
that was on him,  

Allah tells us about Ayub (Job), and the trials that 
struck him, affecting his wealth, children and 
physical health.  

He had plenty of livestock, cattle and crops, many 
children and beautiful houses, and he was tested in 
these things, losing every thing he had. Then he was 
tested with regard to his body, and he was left alone on 
the edge of the city and there was no one who treated 
him with compassion apart from his wife, who took care 
of him. It was said that it reached the stage where she 
was in need, so she started to serve people (to earn 
money) for his sake. The Prophet said:  

 ا��E&�3ُ�َِن، ُث�� اْ�َ+ْمَ;ُ@ َ &ْ�َ+ْمَ;@ َأَش�2 ا�'�&ِس َ�َ�&ًء اْ�َ+ْنِ$َ�&ُء، ُث�� 

The people who are tested the most severely are 
the Prophets, then the righteous, then the next 
best and the next best.  
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According to another Hadith:  

V ِ ْن َآ&َنvِ َ ،�ِ'ِ2ِْر ِدی*َ ��َRَ @ُا���ُج �ُیْ$َ(َ� V ِ 2َِزی � ِدیِ'ِ� َصَ�&َ�ٌ
 َ�َ�&ِئ� 

A man will be tested according to his level of 
religious commitment; the stronger his religious 
commitment, the more severe will be his test.  

The Prophet of Allah, Ayub, upon him be peace, had the 
utmost patience, and he is the best example of that.  

Yazid bin Maysarah said:  

"When Allah tested Ayub, upon him be peace, 
with the loss of his family, wealth and children, 
and he had nothing left, he started to focus upon 
the remembrance of Allah, and he said:  

`I praise You, the Lord of lords, Who 
bestowed His kindness upon me and gave 
me wealth and children, and there was no 
corner of my heart that was not filled with 
attachment to these worldly things, then 
You took all of that away from me and You 
emptied my heart, and there is nothing to 
stand between me and You. If my enemy 
Iblis knew of this, he would be jealous of 
me.'  

When Iblis heard of this, he became upset. And 
Ayub, upon him be peace, said:  

`O Lord, You gave me wealth and children, 
and there was no one standing at my door 
complaining of some wrong I had done to 
him. You know that. I used to have a bed 
prepared for me, but I forsook it and said 
to myself: You were not created to lie on a 
comfortable bed. I only forsook that for 
Your sake.'''  

This was recorded by Ibn Abi Hatim.  
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Ibn Abi Hatim recorded from Abu Hurayrah that the 
Prophet said:  

 ?ُiُ+َْی @َ�َCَ َ ،|ٍَذَه 
ََ̀� Rََ�ْ�ِ� َجَ�اًدا ِمْ َ��& Rَ&َ � اُ� َأی��َب َأْم
َ$Gُ؟ َی& َأی��ُب َأَم& َتْ=: َ �Mَِ@ َ�ُ�: ِمْ'ُ� 2ِ�َ�ِِ- َوَیV ِ �ُ�ُ�َCْ َثْ�ِ�ِ�، َ*&َل

 َی& َرب4 َوَمْ'َ'�ْ=َ$Gُ ِمْ
 َرْ�َِ(b : َ*&َل

When Allah healed Ayub, He sent upon him a 
shower of golden locusts, and he started to pick 
them up and gather them in his garment. It was 
said to him, "O Ayub, have you not had enough!''  

He said, "O Lord, who can ever have enough of 
Your mercy!  

The basis of this Hadith is recorded in the Two 
Sahihs, as we shall see below.  

...َو<َتْ�َ'&ُ- َأْهَ�ُ� َوِمْ;َ�ُ#� م�َ�ُ#ْ� ...   

and We restored his family to him (that he had lost) and 
the like thereof along with them.  

It was reported that Ibn Abbas said:  

"They themselves were restored to him.''  

This was also narrated by Al-`Awfi from Ibn 
Abbas.  

Something similar was also narrated from Ibn 
Mas`ud and Mujahid, and this was the view of Al-
Hasan and Qatadah.  

Mujahid said:  

"It was said to him, `O Ayub, your family will be 
with you in Paradise; if you want, We will bring 
them back to you, or if you want, We will leave 
them for you in Paradise and will compensate you 
with others like them.'  

He said, `No, leave them for me in Paradise.' So 
they were left for him in Paradise, and he was 
compensated with others like them in this world.''  
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� م4ْ
 Rِ'2َِن& ... ً...َرْ�َ  

as a mercy from Ourselves,  

means, `We did that to him as a mercy from 
Allah towards him.'  

 ...
W٨٤Y َوِذْآَ�ى ِ�ْ�َ�&2ِ�ِیَ  

and a Reminder for all those who worship Us.  

means, `We made him an example lest those 
who are beset by trials think that We do that to 
them because We do not care for them, so that 
they may take him as an example of patience in 
accepting the decrees of Allah and bearing the 
trials with which He tests His servants as He 
wills.'  

And Allah has the utmost wisdom with regard to 
that.  

  

 
 َوِإْسَـِ��َ@ َوِإْدِریَ� َوَذا اْ�ِ:ْ�ِ@ ُآ@I م4َ
 ا��Eـِ$ِ�یَ

21:85 And (remember) Isma`il, Idris and Dhul-Kifl: 
All were from among the patient. 

 
 َوَأْدiَْ�َ'ـُ#ْ� ِ � َرْ�َِ(َ'& ِإن�ُ#ْ� م4َ
 ا��Eـ�3ِ�َِ

21:86 And We admitted them to Our mercy. Verily, 
they were of the righteous.   

Allah tells:  

  W٨٥Y  اْ�ِ:ْ�ِ@ ُآ@I م4َ
 ا��E&ِ�ِ�یَ
َوِإْسَ&�Rَِ@ َوِإْدِریَ� َوَذا


َ�3ِ�ِ&�Eا� 
   W٨٦Y َوَأْدiَْ�َ'&ُهْ� ِ V َرْ�َِ(َ'& ِإن�ُ#� م4َ

And (remember) Ismail, Idris and Dhul-Kifl: All were 
from among the patient. And We admitted them to Our 
mercy. Verily, they were of the righteous.  
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Ismail was the son of Ibrahim Al-Khalil, peace be upon 
them both. He has already been mentioned in Surah 
Maryam, where mention was also made of Idris.  

From the context and the fact that Dhul-Kifl is mentioned 
alongside Prophets, it appears that he was also a 
Prophet. Others say that he was a righteous man, a just 
king and a fair judge.  

Ibn Jarir refrained from making any decisive comment.  

And Allah knows best.  

  

 �ِ�ْ�َRَ 2َِرMْن� 

� َأن ��dَ َ &ً$aِـOََوَذا ا�'��ِن ِإذ ذ�َهَ| ُم
ـUِ َ َ'&َدى ِ �َ�ُ�dا�  

21:87 And (remember) Dhun-Nun, when he went 
off in anger, and imagined that We shall not punish 
him! But he cried through the darknesses (Zulumat) 
(saying):  

 
َ� َأن /� ِإَ�ـَ� ِإ/� َأنUَ ُسْ$3َـَ'bَ ِإن4� ُآ'Uُ ِمَ
 ا��dـِ�ِ

"There is no God but You, Glorified be You! Truly, I 
have been of the Zalimin wrongdoers.'' 

  4�Oَ�ْا 
 َ &ْسَ(Cَْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َوَن�Cْ�َ'ـُ� ِمَ

21:88 So We answered his call, and delivered him 
from the distress.  

 
 َوَآ?bَ�ِ ُن'Cِـ� اْ�ُTِْمِ'�َ

And thus We do deliver the believers.      

 Yunus  

This story is mentioned here, and in Surah As-Saffat and Surah 
Nun.  
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Yunus bin Matta, upon him be peace, was sent by Allah to the 
people of Nineveh, which was a town in the area of Mawsil (in 
northern Iraq). He called them to Allah, but they rejected him 
and persisted in their disbelief. So he left them in anger, 
threatening them with punishment after three (days).  

When they realized that he was telling the truth and that a 
Prophet never lies, they went out to the desert with their 
children and cattle and flocks. They separated the mothers from 
their children, then they beseeched Allah and pleaded to Him, 
with the camels and their young groaning, the cows and their 
calves mooing, and the sheep and their lambs bleating, so Allah 
spared them from the punishment.  

Allah says:  

 &'َ��َ�َ#K ِإیَ&ُنَ#& ِإ/� َ*ْ�َم ُی�ُنَ� َ��K َءاَمُ'�ْا َآَ=َْ'َ َ Uْ'ََءاَم �َ َ�ْ�َ/ َآ&َنUْ َ*ْ�َیٌ
 
 Rَ �ْ#ُ'ْRََ?اَب ا�nْpِِى ِ � ا3َ�َْ��َة ا��2ْنَ�& َوَم(�ْ�َ'&ُهْ� ِإَ�� ِ��ٍ

Was there any town that believed (after seeing the 
punishment), and its faith saved it Except the people of 
Yunus;  

when they believed, We removed from them the torment 
of disgrace in the life of the world, and permitted them 
to enjoy for a while. (10:98)  

Yunus, meanwhile, went and traveled with some people on a 
ship, which was tossed about on the sea. The people were 
afraid that they would drown, so they cast lots to choose a man 
whom they would throw overboard.  

The lot fell to Yunus, but they refused to throw him overboard. 
This happened a second and a third time.  

Allah says:  

 
َ�aِ�َ2ْ َ َ�ـَ#َ� َ َ:&َن ِمَ
 اْ�ُ

Then he (agreed to) cast lots, and he was among the 
losers. (37:141)  

meaning, the draw went against him, so Yunus stood up, 
removed his garment and cast himself into the sea.  
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Then Allah sent from the Green Sea -- according to what Ibn 
Mas`ud said -- a large fish which cleaved the oceans until it 
came and swallowed Yunus when he threw himself into the sea.  

Allah inspired that large fish not to devour his flesh or break his 
bones, (as if He said) Yunus is not food for you, rather your 
belly is a prison for him.  

  ...َوَذا ا�'��ِن

 ... &$ً�ِ&Oَِإذ ذ�َهَ| ُم...  

And (remember) Dhun-Nun,  

Here Nun refers to the fish; it is correct for it to 
be attributed to him here.  

when he went off in anger,  

Ad-Dahhak said:  

"Anger towards his people.''  

 ... �ِ�ْ�َRَ 2َِرMْن� 

� َأن ��dَ َ...  

and imagined that We shall not punish him!  

meaning, constrict him in the belly of the fish.  

Something similar to this was reported from Ibn 
Abbas, Mujahid, Ad-Dahhak and others.  

This was the view favored by Ibn Jarir, and he 
quoted as evidence for that the Ayah:  

َوَم
 ُ*2َِر Rََ�ْ�ِ� ِرْزُ*ُ� َ ْ�ُ�'ِ�ْ] ِم�K َءاَت&ُ- ا���ُ� َ/ ُیَ:�cُ4 ا���ُ� َنْ��ً& ِإ/� 
 &َه& َسCْ�ََ�ُ@ ا���ُ� Rُ 2َ�ْ�َْ�ٍ� ُیْ��ًا َمK َءاَت

and the man whose resources are restricted, let 
him spend according to what Allah has given him. 
Allah puts no burden on any person beyond what 
He has given him. Allah will grant after hardship, 
ease. (65:7)  

 ...
َ�ِ�ِ&�dا� 
&ِت َأن ��& ِإَ�َ� ِإ��& َأنUَ ُسْ$3َ&َنbَ ِإنV4 ُآ'Uُ ِمََ�ُ�dا� V ِ َدى&'َ َ 
W٨٧Y  
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But he cried through the depths of darkness (saying): 
"There is no God but You, Glorified be You! Truly, I have 
been of the wrongdoers.''  

Ibn Mas`ud said regarding the `depths of darkness':  

"The darkness of the belly of the fish, the 
darkness of the sea and the darkness of the 
night.''  

This was also narrated from Ibn Abbas, `Amr bin 
Maymun, Sa`id bin Jubayr, Muhammad bin Ka`b, 
Ad-Dahhak, Al-Hasan and Qatadah.  

Salim bin Abu Al-Ja`d said:  

"The darkness of the fish in the belly of another 
fish in the darkness of the sea.''  

Ibn Mas`ud, Ibn Abbas and others said:  

"This was because the fish took him through the 
sea, cleaving it until it reached the bottom of the 
sea. Yunus heard the rocks at the bottom of the 
sea uttering glorification of Allah, at which point 

he said:   

 
/� ِإَ�ـَ� ِإ/� َأنUَ ُسْ$3َـَ'bَ ِإن4� ُآ'Uُ ِمَ

َ� ا��dـِ�ِ

There is no God but You, Glorified be 

You! Truly, I have been of the 

wrongdoers. 

`Awf Al-A`rabi said:  

"When Yunus found himself in the belly of the 
fish, he thought that he had died. Then he moved 
his legs. When he moved his legs, he prostrated 
where he was, then he called out: `O Lord, I 
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have taken a place of worship to You in a place 
which no other person has reached.'''  

 4�Oَ�ْا 
    ...َ &ْسَ(Cَْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َوَن�Cْ�َ'&ُ- ِمَ

So `We answered his call, and delivered him from the 
distress.  

means, `We brought him forth from the belly of 
the fish and from that darkness.'  

 ...
  W٨٨Y َوَآَ?bَ�ِ ُن'VCِ اْ�ُTِْمِ'�َ

And thus We do deliver the believers.  

means, when they are in difficulty and they call 
upon Us and repent to Us, especially if they call 
upon Us with these words at the time of distress.  

The leader of the Prophets encouraged us to call 
upon Allah with these words.  

Imam Ahmad recorded that Sa`d bin Abi Waqqas, may 
Allah be pleased with him, said:  

"I passed by Uthman bin Affan, may Allah be 
pleased with him, in the Masjid, and greeted 
him. He stared at me but did not return my 
Salam.  

I went to Umar bin Al-Khattab and said: `O 
Commander of the faithful, has something 
happened in Islam!' I said that twice.  

He said, `No, why do you ask?'  

I said, `I passed by Uthman a short while ago in 
the Masjid and greeted him, and he stared at me 
but he did not return my Salam.'  

Umar sent for Uthman and asked him, `Why did 
you not return your brother's Salam?'  

He said, `That is not true.'  

Sa`d said, `Yes it is.'  

It reached the point where they both swore oaths. 
Then Uthman remembered and said, `Yes, you 
are right, I seek the forgiveness of Allah and I 
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repent to Him. You passed by me a short while 
ago but I was preoccupied with thoughts of 
something I had heard from the Messenger of 
Allah, which I never think of but a veil comes 
down over my eyes and my heart.'  

Sa`d said: `And I will tell you what it was. The 
Messenger of Allah told us the first part of the 
supplication then a Bedouin came and kept him 
busy, then the Messenger of Allah got up and I 
followed him. When I felt worried that he would 
enter his house, I stamped my feet. I turned to 
the Messenger of Allah , who said,  

 َمْ
 َهَ?ا، َأُ�� ِإْس3َ&َق؟ 

Who is this Abu Ishaq?  

I said, "Yes, O Messenger of Allah.''  

He said, /-ََ (What is the matter)?  

I said, "Nothing, by Allah, except that you told us 
the first part of the supplication, then this 
Bedouin came and kept you busy.''  

He said,  


 ا�3ُ�ِْت ِْ̀ �َ V ِ �ََ�ُة ِذي ا�'��ِن ِإْذ ُهRَْنَ�ْ� َد 

Yes, the supplication of Dhun-Nun when he was in 
the belly of the fish:  

 
/� ِإَ�ـَ� ِإ/� َأنUَ ُسْ$3َـَ'bَ ِإن4� ُآ'Uُ ِمَ

َ� ا��dـِ�ِ

There is no God but You, Glorified be 

You! Truly, I have been of the 

wrongdoers. 

 َ vِن�ُ� َ�ْ� َی2ُْع ِ�َ#& ُمْ�ِ�ٌ� َر��ُ� ِ V َشVٍْء َ*�� ِإ��& اْسَ(Cَ&َب َ�� 
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No Muslim ever prays to his Lord with these 
words for anything, but He will answer his 
prayer.''  

It was also recorded by At-Tirmidhi, and by An-
Nasa'i in Al-Yawm wal-Laylah.  

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded that Sa`d said that the 
Messenger of Allah said:  

 ُی�ُنَ� اْسُ(�Cَِ| َ�� َمْ
 َدRَ2ُ�ِ &Rَ&ِء 

Whoever offers supplication in the words of the 
supplication of Yunus, will be answered.  

Abu Sa`id said:  

"He was referring to: �َ�(ِ�   َوَآَ�ِ�َ@ ُ�)ِ?� اْ�ُ-ْ:ِ
(And thus We do deliver the believers).''  

  

ى َر��ُ� َرب4 َ/ َتَ?ْرِن� َ ْ�دًا َوَأنiَ Uَْ�ُ� َوَزَآِ�ی�K ِإْذ َن&َد
 
 اْ�َ�ِرِث�َ

21:89 And (remember) Zakariyya, when he cried to 
his Lord: "O My Lord! Leave me not single 
(childless), though You are the Best of the 
inheritors.'' 

 3َْ�� َوَأْص3ْ�ََ'& َ�ُ� َزْوَجُ� َ &ْسَ(Cَْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َوَوَهْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َی 

21:90 So We answered his call, and We bestowed 
upon him Yahya, and cured his wife for him.  

 &ً$�ِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ْا ُیَ�&ِر�Rَُن ِ � اpَ�ْْ�َ�ِت َوَی�Rُ2َْنَ'& َرَ
 
 َوَرَه$ً& َوَآ&ُن�ْا َ�َ'& iـِ=ِ��َ

Verily, they used to hasten on to do good deeds, 
and they used to call on Us with hope and fear, and 
they were Khashi`in before Us.   
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 Zakariyya and Yahya  

Allah tells:  

  ...َوَزَآِ�ی�& 

And (remember) Zakariyya,  

Allah tells us of His servant Zakariyya, who asked Allah 
to grant him a son who would be a Prophet after him. 
The story has already been given in detail at the 
beginning of Surah Maryam and also in Surah `Imran. 
Here an abbreviated version is given.  

...ِإْذ َن&َدى َر��ُ� ...   

when he cried to his Lord,  

means, in secret, hiding it from his people.  

...َرب4 َ�& َتَ?ْرِنV َ ْ�ًدا ...   

O My Lord! Leave me not single,  

means, with no child and no heir to stand among 
the people after me.  

 ...
W٨٩Y َوَأنiَ Uَْ�ُ� اْ�َ�اِرِث�َ  

though You are the Best of the inheritors.  

This is a supplication and form of praise befitting 
the topic.  

Allah says:  

  ...َ &ْسَ(Cَْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َوَوَهْ$َ'& َ�ُ� َی3َْ�� َوَأْص3ْ�ََ'& َ�ُ� َزْوَجُ� 

So We answered his call, and We bestowed upon him 
Yahya, and cured his wife for him.  

Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and Sa`id bin Jubayr said:  

"She was barren and never had a child, then she 
gave birth.''  
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...ِإن�ُ#ْ� َآ&ُن�ا ُیَ�&ِر�Rَُن ِ V اpَ�ْْ�َ�اِت ...   

Verily, they used to hasten on to do good deeds,  

means, acts of worship and acts of obedience 
towards Allah.  

...َوَی�Rُ2َْنَ'& َرَ�ً$& َوَرَهً$& ...   

and they used to call on Us with hope and fear,  

Ath-Thawri said,  

"Hoping for that (reward) which is with Us and 
fearing that (punishment) which is with Us.''  

 ...
   W٩٠Y َوَآ&ُن�ا َ�َ'& iَ&ِشِ��َ

and they were Khashi`in before Us.  

Ali bin Abi Talhah reported from Ibn Abbas that;  

this means, sincerely believing in that which was 
revealed by Allah.  

Mujahid said:  

"Truly believing.''  

Abu Al-`Aliyah said:  

"Fearing.''  

Abu Sinan said:  

"Khushu` means the fear which should never 
leave our hearts.''  

It was also reported from Mujahid that;  

"the Khashi`in are those who are humble.''  

Al-Hasan, Qatadah and Ad-Dahhak said,  

"The Khashi`in are those who humble 
themselves before Allah.''  

All of these suggestions are close in meaning.  
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َوا��ِ(� َأUْ'َEَ�ْ َ ْ�َجَ#& َ َ'َ�pَْ'& ِ �َ#& ِم
 ر�وِ�َ'& َوَجَ�ْ�َ'ـَ#& 
 
َ� َواْ�َ'َ#K َءاَیً� �4ْ�َ�ـَ�ِ

21:91 And she who guarded her chastity, We 
breathed into her through Our Ruh, and We made 

her and her son a sign for nations.      

 `Isa and Maryam the True Believer  

Allah tells:  

 ً�َوا��ِ(V َأUْ'َEَ�ْ َ ْ�َجَ#& َ َ'َ�pَْ'& ِ �َ#& ِم
 ر�وِ�َ'& َوَجَ�ْ�َ'&َه& َواْ�َ'َ#& <َی

َ�ِ�َ&�َ�ْ4� W٩١Y  

And she who guarded her chastity, We breathed into her 
through Our Ruh, and We made her and her son a sign 
for nations.  

Here Allah mentions the story of Maryam and her son 
`Isa, just after mentioning Zakariyya and his son Yahya, 
may peace be upon them all.  

He mentions the story of Zakariyya first, followed by the 
story of Maryam because the one is connected to the 
other. The former is the story of a child being born to an 
old man of advanced years, from an old woman who had 
been barren and had never given birth when she was 
younger. Then Allah mentions the story of Maryam which 
is even more wondrous, for in this case a child was born 
from a female without (the involvement of) a male.  

These stories also appear in Surah Al `Imran and in 
Surah Maryam. Here Allah mentions the story of 
Zakariyya and follows it with the story of Maryam, where 
He says:  

...َوا��ِ(V َأUْ'َEَ�ْ َ ْ�َجَ#&   

And she who guarded her chastity,  

means, Maryam (peace be upon her).  
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This is like the Ayah in Surah At-Tahrim:  

َ�اَن ا��ِ(� َأUْ'َEَ�ْ َ ْ�َجَ#& َ َ'َ�pَْ'& ِ �ِ� ِم
 ر�وِ�ْRِ � َ'&َوَمْ�َیَ� اْ�َ'َ

And Maryam, the daughter of `Imran who 
guarded her chastity. And We breathed into it 
(her garment) through Our Ruh. (66:12)  

 ...
َ�ِ�َ&�َ�ْ4� �  َوَجَ�ْ�َ'&َه& َواْ�َ'َ#& <َیً

and We made her and her son a sign for the nations.  

means, evidence that Allah is able to do all things 
and that He creates whatever He wills; verily, His 
command, when He intends a thing, is only that 
He says to it, "Be'' -- and it is!  

This is like the Ayah:  

 َوِ�َ'Cَْ�َ�ُ� َءاَیً� �4ْ�'�&ِس

And (We wish) to appoint him as a sign to 
mankind. (19:21)  

  

 ِإن� َهـِ?ِ- ُأم�ُ(ُ:ْ� ُأم�ً� َوا2َ�ًِة َوَأَنْ& َر��ُ:ْ� َ &Rُْ$2ُوِن 

21:92 Truly, this, your Ummah is one, and I am your 
Lord, therefore worship Me. 

̀�ُ��ْا َأْمَ�ُهْ� َ�ْ�َ'ُ#ْ� ُآ@I ِإَ�ْ�َ'& َرِجُ��َن  Mََوَت 

21:93 But they have broken up and differed in their 
religion among themselves. (And) they all shall 
return to Us. 


 َیْ�َْ@ ِمَ
 ا��Eـ3َ�ِـUِ َوُهَ� ُمTِْمٌ
 َ Qَ ُآْ�َ�اَن ِ�َ�ْ�ِ�ِ� َ َ
 َوِإن�& َ�ُ� َآـِ(ُ$�َن 

21:94 So whoever does righteous good deeds while 
he is a believer, his efforts will not be rejected. 
Verily, We record it for him (in his Book of deeds).   
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 Mankind is One Ummah  

Allah says:  

   ...ِإن� َهِ?ِ- ُأم�ُ(ُ:ْ� ُأم�ً� َوا2َ�ًِة 

Truly, this, your Ummah is one,  

Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, Sa`id bin Jubayr, Qatadah and 
Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said,  

"Your religion is one religion.''  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said:  

"In this Ayah, Allah explains to them what they 
should avoid and what they should do.''  

Then He said:  

...م�ً� َوا2َ�ًِة ِإن� َهِ?ِ- ُأم�ُ(ُ:ْ� ُأ  

Truly, this, your Ummah is one religion,  

"Meaning, your path is one path. Certainly this is 
your Shariah (Divine Law) which I have clearly 
explained you.''  

So Allah says:  

W٩٢Y َوَأَن& َر��ُ:ْ� َ &Rُْ$2ُوِن...   

and I am your Lord, therefore worship Me.  

This is like the Ayah:  

ُ��ْا َصـ3�ًِ&َRَْوا Uِ4��َ̀$ـ  یَ+ی�َ#& ا���ُسُ@ ُآُ��ْا ِمَ
 ا�

O (you) Messengers! Eat of the Tayyibat (good 
things) and do righteous deeds.) Until His saying, 

�ت��6ُِنَ "ْAَُوَأَ�ْ� َرب� (And I am your Lord, so have 
Taqwa of Me). (23:51-52)  

The Messenger of Allah said:  

 َن3ُْ
 َمَ�&ِشَ� اْ�َ+ْنِ$َ�&ِء َأْوَ�&ُد ��Rَ&ٍت ِدیُ'َ'& َوا2�ِ

We Prophets are brothers from different mothers 
and our religion is one.  
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What is meant here is that they all worshipped 
Allah Alone with no partner or associate, although 
the Laws of each Messenger may have differed, 
as Allah says:  

&ًCَوِمْ'َ#ـ �ًRَ�َْجَ�ْ�َ'& ِم'ُ:ْ� ِش �@:ُ�ِ 

To each among you, We have prescribed a 
Law and a clear way. (5:48)  

̀�ُ��ا َأْمَ�ُه� Mََوَت �ْ#ُ'َ�ْ�َ ...   

But they have broken up and differed in their religion 
among themselves.  

meaning, the nations were divided over their 
Messengers; some of them believed in them and 
some rejected them.  

Allah says:  

W٩٣Y ُآ@I ِإَ�ْ�َ'& َراِجُ��َن...   

(And) they all shall return to Us.  

meaning, `on the Day of Resurrection, when We 
will requite each person according to his deeds. If 
they are good, then he will be rewarded and if 
they are evil then he will be punished.'  

Allah says:  

�Eا� 

 َیْ�َْ@ ِمََ َ 
  ...&3َ�ِ&ِت َوُهَ� ُمTِْمٌ

So whoever does righteous good deeds while he is a 
believer,  

meaning, his heart believes and his deeds are 
righteous.  

...َ َ�& ُآْ�َ�اَن ِ�َ�ْ�ِ�ِ� ...   

his efforts will not be rejected.  

This is like the Ayah:  

Qً ِإن�& َ/َRَ 
  ُنGُ�aِ َأْجَ� َمْ
 َأْ�َ�َ
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certainly We shall not make the reward of anyone 
who does his deeds in the most perfect manner to 
be lost. (18:30)  

which means, his efforts will not be wasted; they 
will be appreciated and not even a speck of dust's 
weight of injustice will be done.  

Allah says:  

  W٩٤Y َوِإن�& َ�ُ� َآ&ِتُ$�َن... 

Verily, We record it for him.  

means, all his deeds are recorded and nothing of 
them at all is lost.  

  

 َوَ�َ�اٌم Rََ�� َ*ْ�َیٍ� َأْهَ�ْ:َ'ـَ#K َأن�ُ#ْ� َ/ َیْ�ِجُ��َن 

21:95 And a ban is laid on every town which We 
have destroyed that they shall not return. 

َ�(�� ِإَذا ُ ِ(Uْ3َ َیْ+ُج�ُج َوَمْ+ُج�ُج َوُهْ� م4
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب  
 َی'ِ�ُ��َن 

21:96 Until, when Ya'juj and Ma'juj (Gog and Magog 
people) are let loose, and they swoop down from 
every Hadab. 

 َواْ*َ(َ�َب ا2ُRْ�َ�ْ ا3َ�ْ]�  

21:97 And the true promise shall draw near.  

� َأEَ�ْـُ� ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وْا َیَ�ْیَ�َ'& َ*2ْ ُآ'�& ِ � ٌEَpَِشـ �َذا ِهَvِ َ
 
َ�� م4ْ
 َهـَ?ا َ�ْ@ ُآ'�& Aَـِ�ٍِ�َ�ْ�َ 

Then, you shall see the eyes of the disbelievers 
fixedly staring in horror. (They will say:) "Woe to 
us! We were indeed heedless of this -- nay, but we 
were wrongdoers.''   
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 Those who have been destroyed, will never return to this 
World  

Allah tells:  

  W٩٥Y َ�ْ:َ'&َه& َأن�ُ#ْ� َ�& َیْ�ِجُ��َنَوَ�َ�اٌم Rََ�� َ*ْ�َیٍ� َأْه

And a ban is laid on every town which We have 
destroyed that they shall not return. 

 �... َوَ�َ�اٌم Rََ�� َ*ْ�َیٍ  

And a ban is laid on every town.  

Ibn Abbas said,  

"it is enforced'', i.e., it has been decreed that the 
people of each township that has been destroyed 
will never return to this world before the Day of 
Resurrection, as is reported clearly (through other 
narrations) from Ibn Abbas, Abu Ja`far Al-Baqir, 
Qatadah and others.  

 Ya'juj and Ma'juj  

Then Allah tells:  

  ...َ�(�� ِإَذا ُ ِ(Uْ3َ َیْ+ُج�ُج َوَمْ+ُج�ُج 

  W٩٦Y َوُه� م4
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب َی'ِ�ُ��َن... 

Until, when Ya`juj and Ma`juj are let loose,  

We have already mentioned that they are from the 
progeny of Adam, upon him be peace;  

they are also descents of Nuh through his son Yafith 
(Japheth), who was the father of the Turks, Turk 
referring to the group of them who were left behind the 
barrier which was built by Dhul-Qarnayn.  

Allah says:  

� م4
 ر��4� vِ ََذا َجKَء َو2ُRْ َر�4� َجَ�َ�ٌُ� َدآ�Kَء َوَآ&َن َو2ُRْ َهـَ?ا َرْ�َ
&ًMّ�َ �4َر� 
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 َوَتَ�ْآَ'& aَ�ْ�َُ#ْ� َیْ�َمhٍِ? َیُ�ُج ِ � َ�ْ�ٍ{

This is a mercy from my Lord, but when the 
promise of my Lord comes, He shall level it down 
to the ground. And the promise of my Lord is ever 
true. And on that Day, We shall leave them to 
surge like waves on one another...(18:98-99)  

And in this Ayah, Allah says:  

W٩٦Y َ�(�� ِإَذا ُ ِ(Uْ3َ َیْ+ُج�ُج َوَمْ+ُج�ُج َوُه� م4
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب َی'ِ�ُ��َن  

Until, when Ya`juj and Ma`juj are let loose, and they 
swoop down from every Hadab.  

meaning, they will come forth quickly to spread 
corruption.  

A Hadab is a raised portion of land.  

This was the view of Ibn Abbas, Ikrimah, Abu 
Salih, Ath-Thawri and others.  

This is how their emergence is described, as if the 
listener can see it.  

�ٍ�$ِiَ @ُ;ِْم bَhُ4$'ََوَ/ ُی 

And none can inform you like Him Who is the All-
Knower. (35:14)  

This is information given by the One Who knows 
what has happened and what is yet to come, the 
One Who knows the unseen in the heavens and 
on earth. There is no god except Him.  

Ibn Jarir narrated that Ubaydullah bin Abi Yazid said,  

"Ibn Abbas saw some young boys playing and 
pouncing on one another, and said, this is how 
Ya'juj and Ma'juj will emerge.''  

Their emergence has been described in numerous 
Hadiths of the Prophet. The First Hadith Imam Ahmad 
recorded that Abu Sa`id Al-Khudri said:  
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"I heard the Messenger of Allah say:  

 �nRَ �َُل ا&*َ &ُتْ�َ(yُ َیْ+ُج�ُج َوَمْ+ُج�ُج، َ pْ�َُ�ُج�َن Rََ�� ا�'�&ِس، َآَ
 : َوَج@�

  �َنَوُه� م4
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب َی'ِ�ُ�

�َن Rَْ'ُ#ْ� ِإَ�� َم2َاِئِ'ِ#ْ� ُ�ِ�َْ Oْ�ََ=ْ�َن ا�'�&َس َوَیْ'3َ&ُز اْ�ُ
��َن ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� َمَ�اِشَ�ُ#ْ�، َوَیْ=َ�ُ��َن ِمَ�&َ- اْ�َ+ْرِض، aُِنِ#ْ�، َوَی�Eُ�َُو
�� ِ�&�'�َ#ِ� َ َ�ْ=َ�ُ��َن َم& ِ �ِ� َ�(�� َیْ(ُ�ُآ�ُ�َ�َ �ْ#ُaَ�ْ�َ ِإن� ��)�َ -ُ

َ*2ْ َآ&َن َهُ#َ'& : َی&ِ�ً�&، َ�(�� ِإن� َمْ
 2َ�ْ�َُهْ� َ�َ�ُ�� ِ�َ?bَ�ِ ا�'�َ#ِ� َ �Mُ�َُل

 َأْو ٍEْ�ِ V ِ 2ٌ�َا�'�&ِس َأ2ٌ�َ ِإ��& َأ 
َم&ٌء َم��ًة، َ�(�� ِإَذا َ�ْ� َیْ$َ] ِمَ

�َ'& ِمْ'ُ#ْ� VَMِ�َ َأْهُ@ َهTَُ�&ِء َأْهُ@ اْ�َ+ْرِض َ*2ْ َ : َم2ِیَ'ٍ�، َ*&َل َ*&ِئُ�ُ#ْ�ْ�َ
ُث�� َیُ#�n َأ2ُ�َُهْ� َ�ْ�َ�َ(ُ�، ُث�� َیْ�ِمV ِ�َ#& ِإَ�� ا���َ&ِء : ا���َ&ِء، َ*&َل

 ،bَ�َِذ ��َRَ �ُْه &َ'َ�ْ$َ َ ،�ِ'َ)ْ�� َدًم& ِ�ْ�َ$َ�&ِء َواْ�ًِ$َ�apِإَ�ْ�ِ� ُم Gُْ�ِج)َ َ
V ِ َوَج@� ُدوًدا �nRَ �ُا Nَ�َ�َ ُ�ُجpَْ�اِد ا��ِ?ي َیCَ�ْا cِOَ'ََآ �ْ#ِ*ِ&'َRَْأ 

ِ V َأEْ�ُ َ ،�ِ*ِ&'َRِْ$�3َُن َمْ�َت� َ�& ُیْ�َ�Mُ�َ َ ،I��ِ �ْ#ُ�َ Gُُل 
�َنُ�ِ�َْأَ�& َرُجٌ@ َیْ=ِ�ي َ�َ'& َنْ�َ�ُ� َ َ�ْ'dَُ� َم& َ َ�َ@ َهَ?ا ا2ُ�َ�ْو�؟ : اْ�ُ

 ُم3َْ(ِ�ً$& َنْ�َ�ُ�، َ*2ْ َأْوRَ &#َ'َxََ�� َأن�ُ� َ َ�َ(��Cَُد َرُجٌ@ ِمْ'ُ#ْ�: َ*&َل
َی& : َمMُْ(�ٌل، َ َ�ْ'nُِل َ 2ُCِ�َُهْ� َمْ�َت�، Rَ �ْ#ُaُ�ْ�ََ�� َ�ْ�ٍ{، َ ُ�َ'&ِدي

 

، َأَ�& َأْ�ِ=ُ�وا ِإن� اَ� �nRَ َوَج@� َ*2ْ َآَ�&ُآْ� 2ُRَو�ُآْ�، َ pْ�َُ�ُج�َن ِمَْ�ِ�ِ�َْمْ�َ=َ� اْ�ُ
2َاِئِ'ِ#ْ� َو�Eُ�ُِنِ#ْ�، َوُی4��َُ��َن َمَ�اِشَ�ُ#ْ�، َ َ& َیُ:�ُن َ�ُ#ْ� َرVٌRْ ِإ��& �3ُ�ُُمُ#ْ�، َ َ(ْ=َ:ُ� َم


 َشVٍْء ِمَ
 ا�'�َ$&ِت َأَصَ&َ�ْ(ُ� َ*� ْRَ َم& َشِ:َ�ْت 
 Rَْ'ُ#ْ� َآَ+ْ�َ�ِ

Ya'juj and Ma'juj will be let loose and will 
emerge upon mankind, as Allah says:  

and they swoop down from every Hadab.  

They will overwhelm the people, and the Muslims 
will retreat to their cities and strongholds, 
bringing their flocks with them. They (Ya'juj and 
Ma'juj) will drink all the water of the land until 
some of them will pass a river and drink it dry, 
then those who come after them will pass by that 
place and will say, "There used to be water here 
once.''  

Then there will be no one left except those who 
are in their strongholds and cities. Then one of 
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them will say, "We have defeated the people of 
the earth; now the people of heaven are left.''  

One of them will shake his spear and hurl it into 
the sky, and it will come back stained with blood, 
as a test and a trial for them. While this is 
happening, Allah will send a worm in their necks, 
like the worm that is found in date-stones or in 
the nostrils of sheep, and they will die and their 
clamor will cease.  

Then the Muslims will say, "Who will volunteer to 
find out what the enemy is doing!''  

One of them will step forward and volunteer, 
knowing that he will likely be killed. He will go 
down and will find them dead, lying on top of one 
another. Then he will call out, "O Muslims! Rejoice 
that Allah has sufficed you against your enemy!''  

Then they will come out of their cities and 
strongholds, and will let their flocks out to graze, 
but they will have nothing to graze upon except 
the flesh of these people (Ya'juj and Ma'juj), but 
it will fill them better than any vegetation they 
have ever eaten before.  

It was also recorded by Ibn Majah.  

The Second Hadith Imam Ahmad also recorded from 
An-Nawwas bin Sam`an Al-Kilabi that the Messenger of 
Allah mentioned the Dajjal one morning.  

"Sometimes he described him as insignificant and 
sometimes he described him as so significant that 
we felt as if he were in the cluster of palm trees. 
He said:  

�ْ:ُ�ْ�َRَ V'ِ ُ�َiْا��2ج�&ِل َأ �ُ�ْ�َ . �ُCُ�Cِ�َ &ُ�ْج َوَأَن& ِ �ُ:ْ�، َ َ+َنpْْن َیvِ َ
 ،�ِ�ِ�ُدوَنُ:ْ�، َوِإْن َیpُْ�ْج َوUُ�ْ�َ ِ �ُ:ْ�، َ ُ:@� اْمِ�ىٍء �C�َُ� َنْ

iَ �َُوا �ُ'ُ�ْRَ ،�ٌَ̀ �ِ(Rَ Vَ�� ُآ@4 ُمْ�ِ�ٍ�، َوِإن�ُ� َش&بI َج2ٌ�ْ َ*َ��ِ
 ،&�ً&
 ا�=�&ِم َواْ�ِ�َ�اِق َ َ�&َث َیِ�ً'& َوِشََ�ْ�َ �ً��iَ ُ�ُجpَْوِإن�ُ� َی ،�ٌ�َ ِ&xَ

 َی& Rَِ$&َد اِ� اْثُ$ُ(�ا 
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There are other things that I fear for you more 
than the Dajjal. If he emerges while I am among 
you, I will deal with him for you. If he emerges 
when I am not among you, then each man will 
have to deal with him for himself, and Allah will 
take care of each Muslim on my behalf. He (the 
Dajjal) will be a young man with short, curly hair 
and a floating eye. He will emerge in a place 
between Syria and Iraq and will spread mischief 
right and left. O servants of Allah, be steadfast!  

We said, `O Messenger of Allah, how long will he 
remain on earth?'  

He said,  

�، َوَس&ِئُ� َأْرَ�ُ��ٍ�َُCَُوَیْ�ٌم َآَ=ْ#ٍ�، َیْ�ٌم َآ ،�َن َیْ�ًم&، َیْ�ٌم َآَ�َ'ٍ
 َأی�&ِمِ� َآَ+ی�&ِمُ:� 

Forty days: one day like a year, one day like a 
month, one day like a week, and the rest of the 
days like your days.  

We said, `O Messenger of Allah, on that day 
which will be like a year, will the prayers of one 
day and one night be sufficient.'  

He said,  

 َ�&، اْ*2ُُروا َ�ُ� َ*2َْر- 

No, but you will have to compute it according to 
its due proportion (and pray accordingly).  

We said, `O Messenger of Allah, how fast will he 
move across the land?'  

He said,  

 yاْسَ(2َْ�َ�ْتُ� ا��4ی Nِ�ْOَ�ْ&َآ 

Like a cloud driven by the wind.  

He said,  
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 ،�ُِ̀ �� ِ�&�Rُ2ْ�َ َ 4V3َ�ُْهْ� َ َ�ْ�َ(�Cُِ$�َن َ�ُ�، َ َ�ْ+ُمُ� ا���َ&َء َ ُ(ُْ�َ َ
وُح Rََ�ْ�ِ#ْ� َس&ِرَ�ُ(ُ#ْ�، َوِهVَ َأxَْ�ُل َم& َواْ�َ+ْرَض َ ُ(ْ'ِ$Uُ، َوَتُ�

 4V3َ�ْ&�ِ ��َآ&َنUْ ُذًرى، َوَأَمiَ -ُ�2َ�اِصَ�، َوَأْسَ$Oَُ� ُ�ُ�وRً&، َوَیُ
َ �Rُ2ْ�َُهْ� َ َ�ُ�د�وَن Rََ�ْ�ِ� َ*ْ�َ�ُ�، َ َ(ْ(َ$ُ�ُ� َأْمَ�اُ�ُ#ْ� َ Eْ�ُِ$�3َُن 


، َ�ْ�َ� َ�ُ#ْ� ِمْ
 َأْمَ��ِ3ِ� َ �Mُ�َُل َ�َ#&ُمِْ�َ�ِpَ�ْ&�ِ ��: َ�اِ�ِ#ْ� َشVٌْء، َوَیُ
َوَیْ+ُمُ� : َأiِْ�ِجV ُآُ'�َزِك، َ َ(ْ(َ$ُ�ُ� ُآُ'�ُزَه& َآَ�َ�&ِس�ِ| ا�'�3ِْ@ َ*&َل


 َرْمَ�َ� اOَ�َْ�ِض، ِ�ْ)َ�َnَْج �ُ�َُ̀ Mْ�َ َ cِ�ْ���&�ِ �ُ�ُ�ِaْ�َ َ ،@ُ)َMْ�ُ َ @ٍِ�َ�ُج
�ُ َ -ُ�Rُ2ُْث�� َی Nَ�َ�َ ِإْذ ،bَ�َِذ ��َRَ �ُْه &Mِْ$ُ@ ِإَ�ْ�ِ�، َیَ(َ#��ُ@ َوْجُ#ُ�، َ َ$ْ�َ'َ

اُ� �nRَ َوَج@� اْ�َ�Rِ yَ��َِ�� اْ�َ
 َمْ�َیَ�، َ َ�ْ'nُِل Rِْ'2َ اْ�ََ'&َرِة 
 ��َRَ �َِواِ�ً�& َی2َْی ،
اْ�َ$aَ�ْ&ِء َشْ�ِ*�V ِدَمْ=َ] َ�ْ�َ
 َمْ#ُ�وَدَتْ�ِ

� َمَ�َ:ْ�ِ
، َ َ�ْ(َ$ُ�ُ� َ 2ْ�ُِرُآُ� َ Rِ �ُ�ُ)ُMْ�َْ'2َ َ�&ِب 2َ�ُ ا�=�ْ�ِ*4V َ*&َلَأْجِ'3َِ :
& ُهْ� َآَ?bَ�ِ، ِإْذ َأْوَ�� اُ� �nRَ َوَج@� ِإَ�� �Rَِ�� اْ�ِ
 َمْ�َیَ� َ'َ�ْ$َ َ

ِن Rَ bَ�ََ�ْ�ِ� ا���َ�&ُم َأنV4 َ*2ْ َأiَْ�ْجRِ Uَُ$&ًدا ِمْ
 Rَِ$&ِدي، َ�& َی2َا
̀��ِر، َ َ�ْ$Nُ�َ اُ� �nRَ َوَج@� َیْ+ُج�َج  Mِ�َِ(&ِ�ِ#ْ�، َ 4�3َْز Rَِ$&ِدي ِإَ�� ا�

 : َوَمْ+ُج�َج، َآَ& َ*&َل َتَ�&َ��

  َوُه� م4
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب َی'ِ�ُ��َن

He will come to a people and call them (to his 
way) and they will respond to him. He will issue a 
command to the sky and it will rain, and to the 
earth and it will bring forth vegetation, then their 
livestock will come to them in the evening with 
their humps very high and their udders full of 
milk and their flanks wide and fat.  

Then he will come to another people and call 
them (to his way) and they will refuse, and their 
wealth will leave with him, and they will be faced 
with drought, with none of their wealth left. Then 
he will walk through the wasteland and will say to 
it, "Bring forth your treasure,'' and its treasure 
will come forth like a swarm of bees.  

Then he will issue commands that a man be 
killed, and he will strike him with a sword and cut 
him into two pieces, and (put these pieces as far 
apart) as the distance between an archer and his 
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target. Then he will call him, and the man will 
come to him with his face shining.  

At that point Allah will send the Messiah `Isa bin 
Maryam, who will come down to the white 
minaret in the eastern side of Damascus, 
wearing two garments lightly dyed with saffron 
and with his hands resting on the wings of two 
angels.  

He will search for him (the Dajjal) until he 
catches up with him at the eastern gate of Ludd, 
where he will kill him.  

Then Allah will reveal to `Isa ibn Maryam the 
words:  

"I have brought forth from amongst My creatures 
people against whom none will be able to fight. 
Take My servants safely to the Mount (Tur).''  

Then Allah will send Ya'juj and Ma'juj, as Allah 

says: َن�$ُBِ(َ�ٍب َیEَ *3ُآ �*� and they swoop down)   َوُه" 

from every Hadab).  

 �ْ#ِ�ْ�َRَ �َُوَج@�، َ ُ�ْ�ِسُ@ ا �nRَ �ِا �َوَأْص3َ&ُ�ُ� ِإَ� ��َ�Rِ |ُ�َ�ْ�َ َ
�& ِ V ِرَ*&ِ�ِ#ْ� َ Eْ�ُِ$�3َُن َ ْ�َس� َآَْ�ِت َنْ�ٍ� َوا2َ�ٍِة، َ َ�ْ#ِ$ُ� ًOََن

ُ- َزَهُُ#ْ� �Rَِ�� َوَأْص3َ&ُ�ُ� َ َ�& َی2ُCِوَن ِ V اْ�َ+ْرِض َ�ْ�ً(& ِإ��& َ*2ْ َمَ�َ+
َوَنَ(ُ'ُ#ْ�، َ َ�ْ�َ�ُ| �Rَِ�� َوَأْص3َ&ُ�ُ� ِإَ�� اِ� �nRَ َوَج@�،َ ُ�ْ�ِسُ@ اُ� 

َْ̀�ُ�ُ#ْ� Nُ�ْ�َ َش&َء ا� )َ َ �ْ#ُ�ُِ3ْ)َ َ ،Uِpْ$ُ�ِْق ا&'َRْ+َْ�ً�ا َآxَ �ْ#ِ�ْ�َRَ 

`Isa and his companions will beseech Allah, and 
Allah will send against them insects which will 
attack their necks, and in the morning they will all 
perish as one.  

Then `Isa and his companions will come down 
and they will not find a single spot on earth that 
is free from their putrefaction and stench. Then 
`Isa and his companions will again beseech Allah, 
and He will send birds with necks like those of 
Bactrian camels, and they will carry them and 
throw them wherever Allah wills.  
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Ibn Jabir said:  

"`Ata' bin Yazid As-Saksaki told me, from Ka`b or 
someone else: `They will throw them into Al-
Mahbal.'  

Ibn Jabir said:  

"I said, `O Abu Yazid, and where is Al-Mahbal''  

He said, "In the east (where the sun rises).''  

He said:  

ًَ̀�ا َ�& َیُ:
� ِمْ'ُ� Uُ�ْ�َ َم2ٍَر َوَ�& َوَ�ٍ� َأْرَ�ِ��َ
 َیْ�ًم&،  َوُیْ�ِسُ@ اُ� َم
Oْ�َ َُل ِ�ْ�َ+ْرِض&Mََوُی ،�ِ�َ�َ�n�&َیْ(ُ�َآَ#& َآ �اْ�َ+ْرَض َ�(� @ُ�ِ : V)ِ$َِأْن

َ َ�ْ�َمhٍِ? َیْ+ُآُ@ ا�'�َ�ُ� ِمَ
 ا���م�&َنِ� : َثََ�ِك َوُرد4ي َ�َ�َآَ(bِ، َ*&َل
� ِمَ
 اَ3َMْ4ِإن� ا�� �ا��4ْسِ@ َ�(� V ِ َوُیَ$&َرُك ،&#َ�ِ3ْMِ�ِ َن���dِ)َ�ْ�َ َ @ِ�ِvِ�ْ

� ِمَ
 اْ�َ$Mَِ� َتْ:ِ�V اْ�َ�pَِ?، َوا�=�&َة َ3َMْ4ا�'�&ِس، َوا�� 
�V اْ�ِ�hَ&َم ِمَِ:ْ)َ�َ
& ُهْ� Rََ�� َذbَ�ِ، ِإْذ Nَ�َ�َ : ِمَ
 اOَ�َْ'ِ� َتْ:ِ�V َأْهَ@ اْ�َ$Uِ�ْ، َ*&َلَ'َ�ْ$َ َ

> Uَ3ُْهْ� َت?ُiُ+ْ)َ َ ،�ً$َ4�xَ &3ًَوَج@� ِری �nRَ �ُُروَح ا }ُ$ِMْ)َ َ �ْ#ِxِ&�َ
ُآ@4 ُمTِْمٍ
 َوَیْ$Mَ� ِشَ�اُر ا�'�&ِس، َیَ(َ#&َرُج�َن : ُآ@4 ُمْ�ِ�ٍ� َأْو َ*&َل

 �Rَ&ُم ا����Mَُت �ْ#ِ�ْ�َRََو ،�ِ َتَ#&ُرَج ا3ُ�ُْ

Then Allah will send rain which no house of clay 
or (tent of) camel's hair will be able to keep out, 
for forty days, and the earth will be washed until 
it looks like a mirror.  

Then it will be said to the earth: bring forth your 
fruit and restore your blessing. On that day a 
group of people will be able to eat from one 
pomegranate and seek shade under its skin, and 
everything will be blessed.  

A milch-camel will give so much milk that it will 
be sufficient for a whole group of people, and a 
milch-cow will give so much milk that it will be 
sufficient for a whole clan, and a sheep will be 
sufficient for an entire household.  

At that time Allah will send a pleasant wind which 
will reach beneath their armpits and will take the 
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soul of every Muslim -- or every believer -- and 
there will be left only the most evil of people who 
will commit fornication like mules, and then the 
Hour will come upon them.''  

This was also recorded by Muslim but not by Al-
Bukhari.  

It was also recorded by the Sunan compilers, 
with different chains of narrators.  

At-Tirmidhi said, "It is Hasan Sahih.''  

The Third Hadith Imam Ahmad recorded from Ibn 
Harmalah, from his maternal aunt who said:  

"The Messenger of Allah gave a Khutbah, and he 
had a bandage on his finger where he had been 
stung by a scorpion.  

He said:  

�َن ُتMَ&ِتُ��َن 2ُRَو�ا، َ�(�� َ�& 2ُRَو� َ�ُ:ْ�، َوِإن�ُ:ْ� َ�& َتnَاُ�: ِإن�ُ:ْ� َت�Mُُ��َن
Rَِ�اَض اْ�ُ�ُج�ِ-، ِصOَ&َر اْ�ُ�ُ��ِن، : َیْ+ِتVَ َیْ+ُج�ُج َوَمْ+ُج�ُج

ُصْ#َ| ا�=4َ�&ِف، ِمْ
 ُآ@4 2َ�ٍَب َیْ'ِ�ُ��َن َآَ+ن� ُوُج�َهُ#ُ� اْ�َCَ&ن� 
 �*َ�َْ̀  اْ�ُ

You say that you have no enemy, but you will 
keep fighting your enemies until Ya'juj and 
Ma'juj come, with their wide faces, small eyes 
and reddish hair, pouring down from every 
mound with their faces looking like burnished 
shields.''  

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded a Hadith of Muhammad 
bin `Amr from Khalid bin Abdullah bin Harmalah 
Al-Mudlaji, from his paternal aunt, from the 
Prophet, and he mentioned something similar.  

It was confirmed by Hadiths that `Isa bin Maryam will 
perform Hajj to the Al-Bayt Al-`Atiq (i.e., the 
Ka`bah).  

Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Sa`id said:  
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The Messenger of Allah said:  


� َهَ?ا اْ�َ$Uُ�ْ َوَ�ُ�ْ�َ(ََ�ن� iُ 2َ�ْ�َُ�وِج َیْ+ُج�َج َوَمْ+ُج�ج �C3َ�ُ�َ 

He will certainly come to this House and perform 
Hajj and `Umrah, after the emergence of Ya'juj 
and Ma'juj.  

This was recorded by Al-Bukhari.  

  ...َواْ*َ(َ�َب ا2ُRْ�َ�ْ ا3َ�ْ]� 

And the true promise (Day of Resurrection) shall draw 
near.  

the Day of Resurrection, when these terrors and 
earthquakes and this chaos will come to pass. The 
Hour has drawn nigh and when it comes to pass, 
the disbelievers will say: "This is a difficult Day.''  

Allah says:  

� َأEَ�ْ&ُر ا��ِ?یَ
 َآَ�ُ�وا ... ٌEَiِ&َش Vََذا ِهvِ َ...  

Then, you shall see the eyes of the disbelievers fixedly 
staring in horror.  

because of the horror of the tremendous events 
that they are witnessing.  

...َی& َوْیَ�َ'& ...   

Woe to us!  

means, they will say, `Woe to us!'  

� م4ْ
 َهَ?ا ... ٍ�َ�ْ�َ V ِ &�'2ْ ُآ*َ...  

We were indeed heedless of this,  

means, in the world.  

 ...
َ�ِ�ِ&Aَ &�'ُآ @ْ�َ W٩٧Y  

nay, but we were wrongdoers.  

they will admit their wrong- doing at the time 

when that will not help them at all.   
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ِإن�ُ:ْ� َوَم& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Eَ�َُ| َجَ#'�َ� َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& 
 َواِرُدوَن 

21:98 Certainly you and that which you are 
worshipping now besides Allah, are (but) fuel 
(Hasab) for Hell! (Surely) you will enter it. 

 َ�ْ� َآ&َن َهـTُ/ِء َءاِ�َ#ً� م�& َوَرُدوَه& َوُآ@iَ &#َ� ِ Iـ2ُ�ِوَن 

21:99 Had these been gods, they would not have 
entered there (Hell), and all of them will abide 
therein forever. 

  َوُهْ� ِ �َ#& َ/ َیْ�َُ��َن َ�ُ#ْ� ِ �َ#& َزِ �ٌ�

21:100 Therein they will be breathing out with deep 
sighs and roaring and therein they will hear not. 

 ِإن� ا��ِ?یَ
 َسَ$UْMَ َ�ُ#ْ� م4'�& ا3ُ�ْْ�َ'� ُأْوَ�ـRَ bَhِْ'َ#& ُمْ$2ُ�َوَن 

21:101 Verily, those for whom the good has 
preceded from Us, they will be removed far 
therefrom (Hell). 

 �ْ#ُ�ُ�َ/ َیْ�َُ��َن َ�ِ�َ�َ�َ#& َوُهْ� ِ � َم& اْشَ(َ#Uْ َأنُ
 iَـ2ُ�ِوَن 

21:102 They shall not hear the slightest sound of it 
(Hell), while they abide in that which their own 
selves desire. 

� َهـَ?ا َیْ�ُمُ:ُ� ُ:َhَِ�ـَ/ َیnُ3ُْنُ#ُ� اْ�َ�nَُع ا/Iْآَ$ُ� َوَتَ(�M�َـُ#ُ� اْ�َ
 ا��ِ?ى ُآ'ُ(ْ� ُت�2ُRَوَن 

21:103 The greatest terror will not grieve them, and 
the angels will meet them, (with the greeting:) 
"This is your Day which you were promised.''   
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 The Idolators and their gods are Fuel for Hell  

Allah says to the people of Makkah, the idolators of the Quraysh 
and those who followed their religion of idol worship:  

  ...ِإن�ُ:ْ� َوَم& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Eَ�َُ| َجَ#'�َ� 

Certainly you and that which you are worshipping now 
besides Allah, are (but) Hasab for Hell!  

Ibn Abbas said:  

"Kindling.''  

This is like the Ayah:  

 َوُ*�ُدَه& ا�'�&ُس َواCَ3ِ�ْ&َرُة

whose fuel is men and stones. (66:6) 

According to another report, Ibn Abbas said: "َ�(!ََج GُHَEَ 
 (Hasab for Hell),  

means firewood in (the dialect of the people of) 
Zanjiyyah.  

Mujahid, Ikrimah and Qatadah said:  

"Its fuel.''  

Ad-Dahhak said:  

"The fuel of Hell means that which is thrown into 
it.''  

This was also the view of others.  

  W٩٨Y َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& َواِرُدوَن... 

(Surely) you will enter it.  

means, you will go into it.  

  ...َ�ْ� َآ&َن َهTَُ�&ء <ِ�َ#ً� م�& َوَرُدوَه& 

Had these been gods, they would not have entered 
there,  
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means, if these idols and false gods which you 
worshipped instead of Allah, had really been 
gods, they would not have entered the Hellfire.  

W٩٩Y َوُآ@iَ &#َ� ِ I&2ُ�ِوَن...   

and all of them will abide therein forever.  

means, the worshippers and the objects of their 
worship will all abide therein forever.  

  ...َ�ُ#ْ� ِ �َ#& َزِ �ٌ� 

Therein they will be breathing out with deep sighs and 
roaring,  

This is like the Ayah:  

 َ�ُ#ْ� ِ �َ#& َزِ �ٌ� َوَشِ#�ٌ]

they will have (in the Fire), Zafir and Shahiq. 
(11:106) 

Zafir refers to their exhalation, and Shahiq 
refers to their inhalation.  

W١٠٠Y َوُهْ� ِ �َ#& َ�& َیْ�َُ��َن...   

and therein they will hear not. 

 The State of the Blessed  

Here Allah tells:  

  ...ِإن� ا��ِ?یَ
 َسَ$UْMَ َ�ُ#� م4'�& ا3ُ�ْْ�َ'� 

Verily, those for whom the good has preceded from Us,  

Ikrimah said,  

"Mercy.''  

Others said it means being blessed.  

W١٠١Y ُأْوRَ bَhِ�َْ'َ#& ُمْ$2ُ�َوَن...   

they will be removed far therefrom.  
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When Allah mentions the people of Hell and their 
punishment for their associating others in worship with 
Allah, He follows that with a description of the blessed 
who believed in Allah and His Messengers. These are the 
ones for whom the blessing has preceded from Allah, 
and they did righteous deeds in the world, as Allah says:  

 َدٌة ���4ِ?یَ
 َأْ�َ�ُ'�ْا ا3ُ�ْْ�َ'� َوِزَی&

For those who have done good is the best reward 
and even more. (10:26) 

 
 َهْ@ َجnَ<ُء اِ�ْ�َ�ـِ
 ِإ/� اِ�ْ�َ�ـُ

Is there any reward for good other than good. 
(55:60)  

Just as they did good in this world, Allah will make their 
final destiny and their reward good; He will save them 
from punishment and give them a great reward.  

  ُأْوRَ bَhِ�َْ'َ#& ُمْ$2ُ�َوَن... 

  ...َ�& َیْ�َُ��َن َ�ِ��َ�َ#& 

they will be removed far therefrom. They shall not hear 
the slightest sound of it,  

means, they will not feel its heat in their bodies.  

W١٠٢Y َوُهْ� ِ V َم& اْشَ(َ#Uْ َأنُ�ُ�ُ#ْ� iَ&2ُ�ِوَن...   

while they abide in that which their own selves desire.  

means, they will be safe from that which they 
fear, and they will have all that they love and 
desire.  

It was said that this was revealed to point out an 
exception in the case of those who are worshipped 
instead of Allah, and to exclude `Uzayr and the Messiah 
from their number.  

Hajjaj bin Muhammad Al-A`war reported from Ibn 
Jurayj, and Uthman bin Ata' reported from Ibn Abbas:  
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 ِإن�ُ:ْ� َوَم& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Eَ�َُ| َجَ#'�َ� َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& َواِرُدوَن

Certainly you (disbelievers) and that which you 
are worshipping now besides Allah, are (but) 
Hasab for Hell! (Surely) you will enter it). 

Then He made an exception and said:  

  ...ِإن� ا��ِ?یَ
 َسَ$UْMَ َ�ُ#� م4'�& ا3ُ�ْْ�َ'� 

Verily, those for whom the good has preceded 
from Us.  

It was said that this referred to the angels and 
`Isa, and others who are worshipped instead of 
Allah.  

This was the view of Ikrimah, Al-Hasan and Ibn 
Jurayj.  

Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Yasar said in his book of 
Sirah:  

"According to what I have heard, the Messenger 
of Allah sat down one day with Al-Walid bin Al-
Mughirah in the Masjid, and An-Nadr bin Al-
Harith came and sat down with them. There were 
also other men of Quraysh in the Masjid.  

The Messenger of Allah spoke, then An-Nadr bin 
Al-Harith came up to him and the Messenger of 
Allah spoke to him until he defeated him in 
argument.  

Then he recited to him and to them,  

  َوَم& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Eَ�َُ| َجَ#'�َ� َأنُ(ْ� َ�َ#& َواِرُدوَنِإن�ُ:ْ�

Certainly you and that which you are worshipping 
now besides Allah, are (but) Hasab for Hell! 

(Surely) you will enter it. Until His Statement,  "َْوُه
�َ!� َ�� َیBَْ-�4َُنِ   )and therein they will hear not(.  

Then the Messenger of Allah got up and went to 
sit with Abdullah bin Al-Zab`ari As-Sahmi.  
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Al-Walid bin Al-Mughirah said to Abdullah bin Al-
Zab`ari, "By Allah, An-Nadr bin Al-Harith could 
not match the son of Abd Al-Muttalib in 
argument.  

Muhammad claims that we and these gods that 
we worship are fuel for Hell.''  

Abdullah bin Az-Zab`ari said: "By Allah, if I meet 
with him I will defeat him in argument. Ask 
Muhammad whether everyone that is worshipped 
instead of Allah will be in Hell with those who 
worshipped him, for we worship the angels, and 
the Jews worship `Uzayr, and the Christians 
worship Al-Masih, `Isa bin Maryam.''  

Al-Walid and those who were sitting with him 
were amazed at what Abdullah bin Az-Zab`ari 
said, and they thought that he had come up with 
a good point.  

He said this to the Messenger of Allah, who said:  

 ،-ُ2َ$َRَ 
ُآ@� َمْ
 َأَ�|� َأْن ُیْ�َ$2َ ِمْ
 ُدوِن اِ�، َ ُ#َ� َمGَ َمْ
َ̀&َن َوَمْ
 َأَمَ�ُهْ� ِ�ِ�َ$&َدِت�   ِإن�ُ#ْ� ِإن�َ& َیْ�ُ$2ُوَن ا�=�ْ�

Everyone who likes to be worshipped 
instead of Allah will be with the ones who 
worshipped him, for indeed they are 
worshipping the Shaytan and whoever 
told them to worship him.  

Then Allah revealed the words:  

  َ'� ُأْوRَ bَhِ�َْ'َ#& ُمْ$2ُ�َوَنِإن� ا��ِ?یَ
 َسَ$UْMَ َ�ُ#� م4'�& ا3ُ�ْْ�

  َ�& َیْ�َُ��َن َ�ِ��َ�َ#& َوُهْ� ِ V َم& اْشَ(َ#Uْ َأنُ�ُ�ُ#ْ� iَ&2ُ�ِوَن

Verily, those for whom the good has preceded 
from Us, they will be removed far therefrom 
(Hell). They shall not hear the slightest sound of 
it (Hell), while they abide in that which their own 
selves desire.  
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It was revealed about the mention of `Isa, 
`Uzayr and rabbis and monks who were also 
worshipped, who had spent their lives in devotion 
towards Allah, but the misguided people who 
came after them took them as lords instead of 
Allah.  

Concerning the notion of worshipping the angels as 
daughters of Allah, the following words were revealed:  

 َوَ*&ُ��ْا ات�pََ? ا���ْ�َـُ
 َو2�ًَا ُسْ$3َ&َنُ� َ�ْ@ Rَِ$&ٌد م�ْ:َ�ُم�َن 

And they say: "The Most Gracious has begotten 
children.'' Glory to Him! They are but honored 
slaves. Until His saying,  

 bَ�ِ?َیِ� َجَ#'�َ� َآnِCَْن bَ�ِ? َ �ُِدوِن 
َوَم
 َیMُْ@ ِمْ'ُ#ْ� ِإن4� ِإَ�ـٌ� م4
 
َ� َنnِCْى ا��dـِ�ِ

And if any of them should say: "Verily, I am a god 
besides Him,'' such a one We should recompense 
with Hell. Thus We recompense the wrongdoers. 
(21:26-29)  

Concerning `Isa bin Maryam, the fact that he is 
worshipped alongside Allah, and the amazement of Al-
Walid and the others who were present at the argument 
(of Abdullah bin Az-Zab'ari), the following words were 
revealed:  

 َوَ��& ُ�ِ�َب اْ�ُ
 َمْ�َیَ� َمَ;Qً ِإَذا َ*ْ�ُمbَ ِمْ'ُ� َی�2Eِوَن 

َوَ*&ُ��ْا َءَأاِ�َ#ُ(َ'& iَْ�ٌ� َأْم ُهَ� َم& َ�َ�ُ��ُ- bَ�َ ِإ/� َج2ََ/ َ�ْ@ ُهْ� َ*ْ�ٌم 
�َن ُEِiَ 

 /� Rَْ$2ٌ َأْنَ�َْ'& Rََ�ْ�ِ� َوَجَ�ْ�َ'ـُ� َمَ;Qً �4َ$ِ'� ِإْسَ�ِءیَ@ ِإْن ُهَ� ِإ

��َن ُ�ُpْْرِض َیI/ا � ِ �ً:َhِِم'ُ:ْ� م�َ�ـ &'َ�ْ�َCَ�َ ُءK=ََوَ�ْ� َن 

� َ Qَ َتَْ(ُ�ن� ِ�َ#&ِRَ&���4� �ٌ�ْ�ِ�َ �َُوِإن� 

And when the son of Maryam is quoted as an 
example, behold, your people cry aloud (laugh 
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out at the example). And say: "Are our gods 
better or is he!'' They quoted not the above 
example except for argument. Nay! But they are 
a quarrelsome people. He was not more than a 
slave. We granted Our favor to him, and We 
made him an example for the Children of Israel. 
And if it were Our will, We would have made 
angels to replace you on the earth. And he shall 
be a known sign for the Hour. Therefore have no 
doubt concerning it. (43:57-61)  

meaning, the miracles and signs that happened at 
his hands, such as raising the dead and healing 
the sick, are sufficient as signs of the approach of 
the Hour,  

 �ٌ�Mِ)َ�ُْ�ن� ِ�َ#& َوات�ِ$ُ��ِن َهـَ?ا ِصَ�ٌط م�)َ َ Qَ َتْ

Therefore have no doubt concerning it. And follow 
Me (Allah)! This is the straight path. (43:63)''  

What Ibn Az-Zab`ari said was a serious mistake, 
because the Ayah was addressed to the people of 
Makkah concerning their worship of idols which were 
inanimate and could not think. It was a rebuke for their 
worship of them, so Allah said:  

 ِإن�ُ:ْ� َوَم& َتْ�ُ$2ُوَن ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Eَ�َُ| َجَ#'�َ� 

Certainly you (disbelievers) and that which you 
are worshipping now besides Allah, are (but) 
Hasab for Hell!  

How could this be applied to Al-Masih, `Uzayr and others 
who did righteous deeds and did not accept the worship 
of those who worshipped them.  

  ...َ�& َیnُ3ُْنُ#ُ� اْ�َ�nَُع اْ�َ+ْآَ$ُ� 

The greatest terror will not grieve them,  

It was said that;  

this means death, as was narrated by Abdur-
Razzaq from Yahya bin Rabi`ah from Ata.'  
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Or it was said that;  

the greatest terror refers to the blast of the 
Trumpet, as Al-`Awfi said narrating from Ibn 
Abbas and Abu Sinan, Sa`id bin Sinan Ash-
Shaybani.  

This was the view favored by Ibn Jarir in his 
Tafsir.  

�M W١٠٣Y&ُهُ� اْ�ََ�&ِئَ:ُ� َهَ?ا َیْ�ُمُ:ُ� ا��ِ?ي ُآ'ُ(ْ� ُت�2ُRَوَنَوَتَ(َ�...   

and the angels will meet them, (with the greeting:) "This 
is your Day which you were promised''.  

meaning, the angels will greet them on the Day of 
Resurrection when they emerge from their graves 

with the words: ا��ِ�ي ُآ)ُ�ْ" ُت�َ>ُ�وَن "ُAُ� This is")  َهَ�ا َیْ�ُ

your Day which you were promised''),  

meaning, hope for the best.  

  

َ̀�4 ا��Cِ4@4 ِ�ْ�ُ:ُ(ِ| َآَ& 2َ�َْأَنK َأو�َل  ِْ̀�ى ا���َKَء َآ َیْ�َم َن
Rْن�2ُ��ُِ- َو [ٍ�ْiَ 
 2ًا K'َ�ْ�َRَ ِإن�& ُآ'�& َ ـِ�ِ��َ

21:104 And (remember) the Day when We shall roll 
up the heaven like a Sijill for books. As We began 
the first creation, We shall repeat it. (It is) a 
promise binding upon Us. Truly, We shall do it.   

 The Heavens will be rolled up on the Day of Resurrection  

Allah says: this will happen on the Day of Resurrection:  

 |ِ)ُ:ُ�ْ�ِ 4@Cِ44 ا��Vَ̀ ِْ̀�ي ا���َ&ء َآ   ...َیْ�َم َن

And (remember) the Day when We shall roll up the 
heaven like a Sijill for books.  

This is like the Ayah:  
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 �َِوَم& َ*2َُروْا ا���َ� َ�]� َ*2ِْرِ- َوا/Iْرُض َجِ��ـً& َ*ْ$aَـُ(ُ� َیْ�َم اMِ�َْ�ـَ
�& ُیْ=ِ�ُآ�َن Rَ ��َ&�َُسْ$3َـَ'ُ� َوَت �ِ'ِ�ِ�َ�ِ Ùٌِْ�ی�ـ  َوا���َـَ�ُت َم

They made not a just estimate of Allah such as is 
due to Him. And on the Day of Resurrection the 
whole of the earth will be grasped by His Hand 
and the heavens will be rolled up in His Right 
Hand. Glorified be He, and High be He above all 
that they associate as partners with Him! (39:67)  

Al-Bukhari recorded that Nafi` reported from Ibn Umar 
that the Messenger of Allah said:  

 �'ِ� ِإن� اَ� َیMِْ$ُ{ َیْ�َم اMِ�َْ�&َمِ� اْ�َ+َرِ��َ
 َوَتُ:�ُن ا���ََ�اُت ِ�َ�ِ

On the Day of Resurrection, Allah will seize the 
earth and the heavens will be in His Right Hand.  

This was recorded by Al-Bukhari, may Allah have 
mercy on him.  

 ... |ِ)ُ:ُ�ْ�ِ 4@Cِ44 ا��Vَ̀   ...َآ

like a Sijill rolled up for books.  

What is meant by Sijill is book.  

As-Suddi said concerning this Ayah:  

"As-Sijill is an angel who is entrusted with the 
records; when a person dies, his Book (of deeds) 
is taken up to As-Sijill, and he rolls it up and 
puts it away until the Day of Resurrection.''  

But the correct view as narrated from Ibn Abbas is that;  

As-Sijill refers to the record (of deeds).  

This was also reported from him by Ali bin Abi 
Talhah and Al-`Awfi.  

This was also stated by Mujahid, Qatadah and 
others.  

This was the view favored by Ibn Jarir, because 
this usage is well-known in the (Arabic) language.  
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Based on the above, the meaning is:  

the Day when the heaven will be rolled up like a 
scroll. This is like the Ayah:  

 
ِ�$ِCَ�ْ�ِ �َُوَت�� &َ��& َأْسَ�َ َ 

Then, when they had both submitted themselves 
(to the will of Allah), and he had laid him 
prostrate on his forehead. (37:103)  

There are many more linguistic examples in this respect.  

Allah knows best.  

 ...
َ��ِRِ& َ &�'ِإن�& ُآ &'َ�ْ�َRَ 2ًاRْن�2ُ��ُِ- َو [ٍ�ْiَ 2َ�َْأَن& َأو�َل &W١٠٤Y َآَ  

As We began the first creation, We shall repeat it. (It is) 
a promise binding upon Us. Truly, We shall do it.  

means, this will inevitably come to pass on the 
Day when Allah creates His creation anew. As He 
created them in the first place, He is surely able 
to re-create them. This must inevitably come to 
pass because it is one of the things that Allah has 
promised, and He does not break His promise. He 

is able to do that. Because He says: �َ�$ِ<ِ� ِإ��� ُآ)�� َ
(Truly, We shall do it).  

Imam Ahmad recorded that Ibn Abbas said:  

"The Messenger of Allah stood among us 
exhorting us, and said:  

 ُروَن ِإَ�� اِ� �nRَ َوَج@� ُ�َ�&ًة Rَُ�اًة ُ�ْ�ً�&، ِإن�ُ:ْ� َم3ُْ=�

 
َ��ِRِ& َ &�'ِإن�& ُآ &'َ�ْ�َRَ 2ًاRْن�2ُ��ُِ- َو [ٍ�ْiَ 2َ�َْأَن& َأو�َل &  َآَ

You will be gathered before Allah barefoot, naked 
and uncircumcised.  

As We began the first creation, We shall repeat it. 
(It is) a promise binding upon Us. Truly, We shall 
do it.  
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And he mentioned the entire Hadith.  

It was also recorded in the Two Sahihs, and Al-
Bukhari mentioned it in his Tafsir of this Ayah.  

  

ْآِ� َأن� ا/Iْرَض َیِ�ُثَ#& َو2ْMَ�َ َآَ(ْ$َ'& ِ � ا��nُ��ِر ِم
 2ِ�ْ�َ ا�?4
 Rَِ$&ِدَى ا��Eـ�3ُ�َِن 

21:105 And indeed We have written in Az-Zabur 
after Adh-Dhikr that My righteous servants shall 
inherit the land. 

 
 ِإن� ِ � َهـَ?ا َ�َ$َ�ـMَ4� &ًOْ�ٍم Rَـِ$2ِیَ

21:106 Verily, in this there is a plain Message for 
people who worship Allah.  


َ�� �4ْ�َ�ـَ�ًِ   َوَمK َأْرَسْ�َ'ـbَ ِإ/� َرْ�َ

21:107 And We have sent you (O Muhammad) not 
but as a mercy for the `Alamin.   

 The Earth will be inherited by the Righteous  

Allah tells us of His decree for His righteous servants who are 
the blessed in this world and in the Hereafter, those who will 
inherit the earth in this world and in the Hereafter.  

As Allah says:  


َ�Mِ�)ُ�ْ�ِ �ُ$َMِِدِ- َواْ�َ�ـ&$َRِ 
َْ̂رَض ���ِ� ُی�ِرُثَ#& َم
 َیَ=Kُء ِمْ  ِإن� ا

Verily, the earth is Allah's. He gives it as a heritage to 
whom He wills of His servants; and the (blessed) end is 
for those who have Taqwa. (7:128)  

 ِإن�& َ�َ''Eُُ� ُرُسَ�َ'& َوا��ِ?یَ
 َءاَمُ'�ْا ِ � ا3َ�َْ��ِة ا��2ْنَ�& َوَیْ�َم َی�Mُُم ا/Iْشَ#ـ2ُ 
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Verily, We will indeed make victorious Our Messengers 
and those who believe in this world's life and on the Day 
when the witnesses will stand forth. (40:51)  

�'�ُ#ْ� ِ � اْ/َ�ِpْ)َ�ْ�َ�َ ـ3َ�ِ&ِت�Eُ��ْا ا�ِRَءاَمُ'�ْا ِمْ'ُ:ْ� َو 
ْرِض َو2َRَ ا���ُ� ا��ِ?یَ
�ْ#ُ�َ �aَِدیَ'ُ#ُ� ا��ِ?ى اْرَت �ْ#ُ�َ �
'َ:ّ َآَ& اْسَ(cَ�َpْ ا��ِ?یَ
 ِم
 َ*ْ$ِ�ِ#ْ� َوَ�ُ�َ

Allah has promised those among you who believe and do 
righteous good deeds, that He will certainly grant them 
succession in the land, as He granted it to those before 
them, and that He will grant them the authority to 
practice their religion which He has chosen for them. 
(24:55) 

Allah tells us that this is recorded in the Books of Divine Laws 
and Decrees, and that it will inevitably come to pass.  

Allah says:  

  ...َو2ْMَ�َ َآَ(ْ$َ'& ِ V ا��nُ��ِر ِم
 2ِ�ْ�َ ا�?4ْآِ� 

And indeed We have written in Az-Zabur after Adh-
Dhikr, 

Al-A`mash said: "I asked Sa`id bin Jubayr about the 

Ayah:  )َِب4ِْ� ا��*ْآ �� And indeed We have)   َو6َ�َْ� َآَ�ْ%َ)� ِ� ا��Jُب�ِر ِ
written in Az-Zabur after Adh-Dhikr, He said:  

`Az-Zabur means the Tawrah, the Injil and the 
Qur'an.'''  

Mujahid said,  

"Az-Zabur means the Book.''  

Ibn Abbas, Ash-Sha`bi, Al-Hasan, Qatadah and others 
said,  

"Az-Zabur is that which was revealed to Dawud, and 
Adh-Dhikr is the Tawrah.''  

Mujahid said:  

"Az-Zabur means the Books which came after 
Adh-Dhikr, and Adh-Dhikr is the Mother of the 
Book (Umm Al-Kitab) which is with Allah.''  
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This was also the view of Zayd bin Aslam:  

"It is the First Book.''  

Ath-Thawri said:  

"It is Al-Lawh Al-Mahfuz.''  

W١٠٥Y َأن� اْ�َ+ْرَض َیِ�ُثَ#& Rَِ$&ِدَي ا��E&�3ُ�َِن...   

that My righteous servants shall inherit the land.  

Mujahid said, narrating from Ibn Abbas,  

"This means, the land of Paradise.''  

This was also the view of Abu Aliyah, Mujahid, 
Sa`id bin Jubayr, Ash-Sha`bi, Qatadah, As-Suddi, 
Abu Salih, Ar-Rabi` bin Anas and Ath-Thawri 
(may Allah have mercy on them).  


  W١٠٦Y ِإن� ِ V َهَ?ا َ�َ$َ�&ً�& �Mَ4ْ�ٍم Rَ&2ِ�ِیَ

Verily, in this (the Qur'an) there is a plain Message for 
people who worship Allah.  

means, `in this Qur'an which We have revealed to 
Our servant Muhammad, there is a plain Message 
which is beneficial and is sufficient for a people 
who worship Allah.'  

This refers to those who worship Allah in the 
manner which He has prescribed and which He 
loves and is pleased with, and they would rather 
obey Allah than follow the Shaytan or their own 
desires.  

 Muhammad is a Mercy to the Worlds  

Allah says:  


َ�ِ�َ&�َ�ْ4� �ً  W١٠٧Y َوَم& َأْرَسْ�َ'&َك ِإ��& َرْ�َ

And We have sent you not but as a mercy for the 
`Alamin.  
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Here Allah tells us that He has made Muhammad 
a mercy to the `Alamin, i.e., He sent him as a 
mercy for all of them (peoples), so whoever 
accepts this mercy and gives thanks for this 
blessing, will be happy in this world and in the 
Hereafter. But whoever rejects it and denies it, 
will lose out in this world and in the Hereafter, as 
Allah says:  

َأَ�ْ� َتَ� ِإَ�� ا��ِ?یَ
 �2�َُ��ْا ِنْ�َUَ ا���ِ� ُآْ�ً�ا َوَأَ����ْا َ*ْ�َمُ#ْ� َداَر 
 اْ�َ$َ�اِر 

 َ� َیEَْ�ْ�َنَ#& َوhْ�َِ� اMَ�َْ�اُر َجَ#'�

Have you not seen those who have changed the 
blessings of Allah into disbelief, and caused their 
people to dwell in the house of destruction Hell, in 
which they will burn, -- and what an evil place to 
settle in! (14:28-29)  

And Allah says, describing the Qur'an:  

ُ*ْ@ ُهَ� ِ���ِ?یَ
 َءاَمُ'�ْا ُه2ًى َوِشَ�Kٌء َوا��ِ?یَ
 َ/ ُیTِْمُ'�َن ِ � َءاَذاِنِ#ْ� 
� ُأْوَ�ـbَhِ ُیَ'&َدْوَن ِم
 م�َ:&ٍن 2ٍ��ِ�َ ًRَ �ْ#ِ�ْ�َRَ �ََوْ*ٌ� َوُه 

Say: "It is for those who believe, a guide and a 
healing. And as for those who disbelieve, there is 
heaviness in their ears, and it is blindness for 
them. They are those who are called from a place 
far away.'' (41:44)  

Muslim reports in his Sahih: Ibn Abi `Umar told us, 
Marwan Al-Fazari told us, from Yazid bin Kisan, from Ibn 
Abi Hazim that Abu Hurayrah said that;  

it was said, "O Messenger of Allah, pray against 
the idolators.''  

He said:  

� ِإنV4 َ�ْ� ُأNْ�َ�ْ َ���&ًن&، َوِإن�َ& ُ�ِ�ْ;Uُ َرْ�َ

I was not sent as a curse, rather I was 
sent as a mercy.  

This was recorded by Muslim.  
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Imam Ahmad recorded that `Amr bin Abi Qurrah Al-Kindi 
said:  

"Hudhayfah was in Al-Mada'in and he was 
mentioning things that the Messenger of Allah 
had said.  

Hudhayfah came to Salman and Salman said: `O 
Hudhayfah, the Messenger of Allah (would 
sometimes be angry and would speak 
accordingly, and would sometimes be pleased and 
would speak accordingly. I know that the 
Messenger of Allah) addressed us and said:  

�) َس$�ً�(َأی�َ& َرُجٍ@ ِمْ
 ُأم�ِ(V َسَ$ْ$ُ(ُ� َ V ِ ،�V$ِaَ َأْو َ�َ�ْ'ُ(ُ� َ�ْ�َ'ً
 V'ِ;َ�َ�َ &َ vِن�َ& َأَن& َرُجٌ@ ِمْ
 َو2ِ�َ <َدَم َأْ�aَُ| َآَ& َتaَOُْ$�َن، ِإن�َ

 �
 َ &ْجَ�ْ�َ#& َصَ�&ًة Rََ�ْ�ِ� َیْ�َم اMِ�َْ�&َمَ�ِ�َ&�َ�ْ�ِ �ً اُ� َرْ�َ

Any man of my Ummah whom I have insulted or 
cursed when I was angry -- for I am a man from 
among the sons of Adam, and I get angry just as 
you do. But Allah has sent me as a Mercy to the 
Worlds, so I will make that (my anger) into 
blessings for him on the Day of Resurrection.''  

This was also recorded by Abu Dawud from 
Ahmad bin Yunus from Za'idah.  

It may be asked: what kind of mercy do those 
who disbelieve in him get?  

The answer is what Abu Jafar bin Jarir recorded 

from Ibn Abbas concerning the Ayah:  َأْرَ=ْ$َ)�َك ِإ��� ��َوَ
�َ�-ِ�َ�4َ$ْ*� 'ً-َEَْر   (And We have sent you not but as a 

mercy for the `Alamin),  He said,  

• "Whoever believes in Allah and the Last 
Day, mercy will be decreed for him in this 
world and in the Hereafter;  

• whoever does not believe in Allah and His 
Messenger, will be protected from that 
which happened to the nations of 

earthquakes and stoning.''   
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ُ*ْ@ ِإن�َK ُی�َ�� ِإَ��� َأن�َK ِإَ�ـُ#ُ:ْ� ِإَ�ـٌ� َو2ٌ�ِ َ َ#ْ@ َأنُ(ْ� 
 م�ْ�ِ�ُ�َن 

21:108 Say: "It is revealed to me that your God is 
only one God. Will you then be Muslims!'' 

vِ َ َسَ�<ٍء َوِإْن َأْدِرى َأَ*ِ�یٌ| َأم ��َRَ �ْ:ُ)َُءاَذن @ْMُ َ ن َتَ���ْ�ْا
 2ٌ��ِ�َ م�& ُت�2ُRَوَن 

21:109 But if they turn away say: "I give you a 
notice to be known to us all alike. And I know not 
whether that which you are promised is near or 
far.''  

 ِإن�ُ� َیْ�َ�ُ� اCَ�ْْ#َ� ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�ِل َوَیْ�َ�ُ� َم& َتْ:ُ(ُ�َن 

21:110 "Verily, He knows that which is spoken 
aloud and He knows that which you conceal.'' 

 
 َوِإْن َأْدِرى َ�َ���ُ� ِ ْ(َ'ٌ� ��ُ:ْ� َوَمَ(&ٌع ِإَ�� ِ��ٍ

21:111 "And I know not, perhaps it may be a trial 
for you, and an enjoyment for a while.'' 

 َ*&َل َرب4 اْ�ُ:� ِ�&3َ�ْ]4 

21:112 He said: "My Lord! Judge You in truth!  

��َن ُEَِم& َت ��َRَ ُن&�َ)َ�ْ َوَر��َ'& ا���ْ�َـُ
 اْ�ُ

Our Lord is the Most Gracious, Whose help is to be 
sought against that which you attribute!''  

The main Objective of Revelation is that Allah be worshipped 

Allah commands His Messenger: 

 @ْ*ُ...  

Say: i.e. say to the idolators:  
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�َنِإن�َ& ُی�َ�� ِإ�V�َ َأن�َ& ِإَ�ُ#ُ:ْ� ِإَ�ٌ� َوا2ٌ�ِ َ َ#ْ@ َأنُ(� م�ْ�ِ�... ُ W١٠٨Y  

"It is revealed to me that your God is only one God. Will 
you then be Muslims!''  

meaning, will you then follow that and submit to 
it!  

  ...َ vِن َتَ���ْ�ا 

But if they turn away,  

means, if they ignore that to which you call them.  

 ...@ْMُ َ َسَ�اء ��َRَ �ْ:ُ)َُذن> ...  

say: "I give you a notice to be known to us all alike...''  

meaning, `I declare that I am in a state of war 
with you as you are in a state of war with me. I 
have nothing to do with you just as you have 
nothing to do with me.'  

This is like the Ayah:  

 @َُRَْأ K�ُ�ُ:ْ� َأنُ(ْ� َ�ِ�ی�hَُن ِمَRَ �ْ:ُ�ََو ��َِRَ �4� @Mُ َ َوِإن َآ?�ُ��َك
 َوَأَنْ& َ�ِ�ىٌء م4�& َتْ�َُ��َن 

And if they belie you, say: "For me are my deeds 
and for you are your deeds! You are innocent of 
what I do, and I am innocent of what you do!'' 
(10:41) 


� ِم
 َ*ْ�ٍم iَِ�&َنً� َ &نِ$ْ? ِإَ�ْ�ِ#ْ� Rََ�� َسَ�<ٍء  َ&pََوِإم�& َت 

If you fear treachery from any people, throw back 
(their covenant) to them (so as to be) on equal 
terms (that there will be no more covenant 
between you and them). (8:58)  

which means: so that both you and they will 
know that the treaty is null and void.  

Similarly, Allah says here:  

 َ vِن َتَ���ْ�ا َ Mُْ@ <َذنُ(ُ:ْ� Rََ�� َسَ�اء
But if they turn away say: "I give you a notice to 
be known to us all alike...''  
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meaning, `I have already informed you 
that I have nothing to do with you and you 
have nothing to do with me.'  

 No one knows when the Hour will come  

And He (Muhammad) says: 

 ...2ُRَوَنَوِإْن َأْدِري َأَ*ِ�یٌ| َأم 2ٌ��ِ�َ م�& ُت� W١٠٩Y  

And I know not whether that which you are promised 
(i.e., the Day of Resurrection) is near or far.  

meaning: `it will inevitably come to pass, but I 
have no knowledge of whether it is near or far.'  

  W١١٠Y َ�ُ� َم& َتْ:ُ(ُ�َنِإن�ُ� َیْ�َ�ُ� اCَ�ْْ#َ� ِمَ
 اMَ�ْْ�ِل َوَیْ�

Verily, He (Allah) knows that which is spoken aloud 
(openly) and He knows that which you conceal.  

Allah knows the Unseen in its entirety; He knows 
what His creatures do openly and what they do 
secretly. He knows what is visible and what is 
concealed; He knows what is secret and hidden. 
He knows what His creatures do openly and in 
secret, and He will requite them for that, for both 
minor and major actions.  


  W١١١Y َوِإْن َأْدِري َ�َ���ُ� ِ ْ(َ'ٌ� ��ُ:ْ� َوَمَ(&ٌع ِإَ�� ِ��ٍ

And I know not, perhaps it may be a trial for you, and an 
enjoyment for a while.  

meaning, `I do not know, perhaps it is a trial for 
you, and an enjoyment for a while.'  

Ibn Jarir said:  

`perhaps that is being delayed for you as a test 
for you, and enjoyment for an allotted time.'  

This was narrated by `Awn from Ibn Abbas.  

And Allah knows best.  
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  ...َ*&َل َرب4 اْ�ُ:� ِ�&3َ�ْ]4 

He said: "My Lord! Judge You in truth!  

means, judge between us and our people who 
disbelieve in the truth.  

Qatadah said:  

"The Prophets (peace be upon them) used to say:  


 َر��َ'& اْ َ(yْ َ�ْ�َ'َ'& َوَ�ْ�َ
 َ*ْ�ِمَ'& ِ�&3َ�ْ]4 َوَأنiَ Uَْ�ُ� اْ�َ�ـِ(�3َِ

"Our Lord! Judge between us and our people in 
truth, for You are the Best of those who give 
judgment.'' (7:89),  

and the Messenger of Allah was commanded to 
say this too.''  

It was reported from Malik from Zayd bin Aslam that;  

when the Messenger of Allah witnessed any 

fighting, he would say: *LMَ�ِْب� "AُEَْرب* ا "My Lord! 
Judge You in truth!''  

 ...
 اْ�ُُ��َنَوَر��َ'& ا���ْ�َُEَِم& َت ��َRَ ُن&�َ)َ�ْ W١١٢Y  

Our Lord is the Most Gracious, Whose help is to be 
sought against that which you attribute!  

means, `against the various lies and fabrications 
that you utter, some of which are worse than 
others;  

Allah is the One Whose Help we seek against 
that.'  

This is the end of the Tafsir of Surah Al-Anbiya'. To Allah be 
praise and blessings.  

 

 


